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Abstract
The effect of phosphate on the mechanical properties of aluminosilicate
glasses so far has barely been studied. Yet, phosphate incorporation bears
potential for changing the polymerisation of aluminosilicate glasses and thus
their properties. This thesis presents the first detailed mechanical analy-
sis of phospho-aluminosilicate glasses that includes elastic properties. The
studied compositions comprised metaluminous glasses from the system SiO2 -
Al2O3 - Na2O -P2O5 with 0 to 7.5mol% P2O5 and 50 to 70mol% SiO2. The
glass hardness and elastic properties were assessed by several techniques
of indentation and sound speed measurement and were found to decrease
with increasing P2O5 content. Changes of these properties with increasing
SiO2 content were less expressed and could be explained by either density
changes or polymerisation. Additionally, the densification upon indentation
was studied, as well as crack resistance and strain rate sensitivity. Further-
more, phosphate was found to decrease the glass transition temperature and
to impede crystallisation. To tailor glass properties, the structure-property
relationships need to be understood. This thesis includes a structural analy-
sis by combined infrared and Raman spectroscopy. A far-infrared analysis of
the sodium signal indicated a competition between aluminate and phosphate
groups for charge-balancing sodium. Also, a correlation was found between
shifts in infrared and Raman spectra and the degree of ionic bonding, repre-
sented by the theoretical optical basicity. In summary, the mechanical prop-
erties and the structure-property relationships of metaluminous phospho-
aluminosilicate glasses were characterised and the analysis of the degree of
ionic bonding and of the role of sodium provided new structural insights.
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1
Introduction
The mechanical properties of aluminosilicate glasses have been valued by hu-
manity already in ancient times. Obsidian, a natural aluminosilicate glass
from vitrified lava, found use in the fabrication of tools [13, 23, 53]. In mod-
ern engineering, the development of fracture mechanics has demonstrated
the high intrinsic strength of aluminosilicate glass fibres [68], paving the way
for their use as reinforcement in composite materials. Modern reinforcement
fibre glasses, such as E-glass, are aluminosilicate glasses with a multitude
of additional elements [33, 180]. Because of that, the underlying structural
origin of their mechanical properties is hard to grasp. For the aim of tailoring
glass properties by manipulation of the glass structure, the structure-property
relationships need to be thoroughly understood. This may be achieved by
studying the structure of model glasses with as few components as possible
before extending the model to multi-component glasses.
The basic structural units of silicate glasses are SiO4 tetrahedra. They are
connected by shared corners, i.e. shared oxygen atoms, to form a network
structure. The manipulation of this network structure is key to altering the
mechanical glass properties. A highly polymerised network yields favourable
mechanical properties. Although such high polymerisation is achieved with
pure vitreous silica, the extremely high temperatures required for its process-
ing sparked interest in alternatives with lower glass transition temperature,
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yet comparable polymerisation.
Aluminosilicate glasses pose a viable option for this problem. In the most
simple case, they contain Al2O3 and alkali oxides in addition to SiO2. The
presence of alkaline cations reduces the glass transition temperature but usu-
ally also the glass polymerisation, see e.g. ref. [160] and p. 83 of ref. [202].
Aluminium, on the other hand, may take a similar network forming role as
Si: If charge-balanced by alkaline cations, aluminium can form tetrahedral
[AlO4]− units. The associated alkaline cations thus no longer depolymerise
the network. If the ratio of aluminium to alkaline cations reaches unity, a
fully polymerised glass is obtained, called a metaluminous glass [151]. How-
ever, metaluminous aluminosilicate glasses also require relatively high pro-
cessing temperatures albeit not as high as vitreous silica [160].
Glasses with more than two network formers may open up new possibilities
to change glass structure and properties. One option is the use of P2O5 as
a third network forming oxide besides SiO2 and Al2O3. The incorporation
of phosphate is known to reduce the solidus temperature of aluminosilicate
melts [250]. Furthermore, the addition of phosphate in the right amount
has been found to impede crystallisation in the technical production of some
aluminosilicate glasses [65].
Phosphate has been found to strongly associate with certain cations of a
melt. In the geological context of solidified magmas, this has sparked inter-
est in finding deposits with elevated concentrations of certain, sometimes rare
metals [99, 218, 238]. Furthermore, the presence of phosphate in aluminosil-
icate melts is of technological interest within the field of waste vitrification
[197, 220]. However, phosphate also strongly associates with the alkaline and
aluminium cations of aluminosilicate melts [62, 144, 184], thus rendering the
bonding scenario more complicated.
So far, only few studies have been published on the effects of phosphate
on the mechanical properties of aluminosilicate glasses [116, 219, 220, 256].
All of these studies have investigated glasses with an excess of alkaline ions
over aluminium. Also, they have mostly provided data on glass hardness,
excluding elastic properties. Therefore, the aim of this thesis was to pro-
vide a comprehensive mechanical characterisation of metaluminous phospho-
aluminosilicate glasses. To understand the effect of phosphate on the me-
chanical properties, the glass structure also was to be investigated.
Phosphate forms tetrahedral structural units similar to those of silica and
alumina. Usually though, phosphate tetrahedra are partially depolymerised.
If present in charge-neutral form, they carry a P=O double bond that does
not bind to other tetrahedra [102]. If phosphate associates with alkaline
cations, non-bridging oxygen atoms are formed, resulting in further depoly-
merisation [47, 62, 228]. As phosphate associates both with alkaline ions
3and with aluminium, its presence potentially may disturb the formation of
[AlO4]− tetrahedra charge-balanced by alkaline ions. On the other hand,
phosphate may also charge-balance [AlO4]− units by formation of Al-O-P
bonds [102, 184]. In this bonding scenario, the phosphate itself also takes
the role of a fully polymerised tetrahedron and has been found to push op-
tical properties towards those of vitreous silica [37].
The different potential bonding scenarios involving different cations also pose
the question to which degree the chemical bonds in such glasses may be re-
garded as ionic. Chemical bonds in silicate glasses always carry both ionic
and covalent character, but they are predominantly covalent in vitreous silica,
see e.g. p. 23 of ref. [174]. If phosphate affects the degree of ionic bonding, this
should also impact on the directionality and strength of individual cation-
oxygen bonds of the network. This may have an influence on mechanical and
thermal properties and was therefore also investigated in this thesis.
In order to still be able to conduct a detailed structural analysis, a model
glass system with a minimum number of components was chosen for this
thesis. This model system comprised phosphate-containing, metaluminous
glasses of the composition SiO2 - Al2O3 - Na2O -P2O5, with SiO2 contents
ranging from 50 to 70mol% and P2O5 contents up to 7.5mol%. Addition-
ally, phosphate-free, metaluminous glasses were synthesised to match the
SiO2 contents of the phosphate-containing glasses, in order to provide a sim-
ple and well-understood reference for the effects of phosphate incorporation.
All glasses were characterised for their mechanical properties. A special focus
was set on elastic properties and hardness, which were measured by several
methods each to verify the reliability of the results. Additionally, the plastic
deformation mechanism, the strain rate sensitivity and the crack resistance
were investigated. This thesis thus provides the first comprehensive mechan-
ical analysis of metaluminous phospho-aluminosilicate glasses.
Besides mechanical properties, the thermal behaviour, the density and the
refractive index were also determined. Their development upon changing
glass composition was used to assist in structural interpretation.
The degree of ionic bonding was assessed by two different approaches. One
was the oxygen polarisability, based on experimental data of density and
refractive index. The other approach was the calculation of the optical ba-
sicity of the glasses from their stoichiometric compositions. Both properties
describe the electron density around the oxygen anions. As oxygen is the
main component of the studied glasses and present in all bonds, this allowed
to estimate changes in the degree of ionic bonding. The relationship between
oxygen polarisability and optical basicity was compared with a previously
established relationship for more simple glasses [41].
Structural characterisation of the glasses by solid-state nuclear magnetic res-
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onance (NMR) spectroscopy was carried out by a collaboration partner to
analyse the type of structural units of each of the three elements Si, Al and
P [161].
Complementary to that, this work provides a detailed structural analysis
by infrared and Raman spectroscopy, including parallel polarised and cross-
polarised Raman spectra. These combined vibrational spectroscopies allowed
to partially separate information of phosphate groups from the rest of the
spectra. This provided insight into how phosphate affects the bonding of alu-
minate and silicate groups and vice versa. Changes within both infrared and
Raman spectra were correlated with the changing degree of ionic bonding.
Furthermore, infrared spectroscopy was used to study the changing chemical
environment of sodium and the resulting charge-balancing situation in the
glasses. Besides this structural characterisation, Raman spectra were also
correlated with the plastic deformation of the glasses caused by indentation.
Chapter 2 of this thesis will provide an overview of the state of the art in
phospho-aluminosilicate glass reseach as well as the necessary background
knowledge for data interpretation. Details of the experimental procedures
will be given in chapter 3. The experimental results and their detailed dis-
cussion will follow in chapter 4.
2
Theory and state of the art
2.1 Glass polymerisation
The structure of oxide glasses can be described in terms of their network
polymerisation. In simple silicate glasses, the network structure is charac-
terised by the interconnection of SiO4 tetrahedral units via Si-O-Si bonds,
called bridging oxygen bonds (BO). In the more complex glasses studied in
this thesis, some of these silicate tetrahedra are substituted by aluminate
([AlO4]−) or phosphate (PO4) tetrahedra. The presence of alkaline ions
may break bridging oxygen bonds, thus creating non-bridging oxygen atoms
(NBO) which are charge-balanced by the alkaline ions. As a result, the glass
network structure is depolymerised.
The degree of polymerisation of a tetrahedral unit is expressed by the Q no-
tation. Here, Q𝑛𝑇 describes a tetrahedral TO4 unit with T being the cation at
the tetrahedral centre (T=Si, Al, P) and 𝑛 denoting the number of bridging
oxygen bonds which connect this tetrahedron with the rest of the network.
For example, a Q3𝑆𝑖 unit is a partially depolymerised SiO4 tetrahedron with
three BO and one NBO. Here, this notation includes BO to tetrahedra of all
species, e.g. also Si-O-Al bonds or Al-O-P bonds [27, 146].
– 5 –
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2.2 Aluminosilicate glasses
While simple silicate glasses contain SiO2 as the only network forming oxide,
aluminosilicate glasses contain an additional potential network forming ox-
ide, Al2O3. Aluminium may be present in four-, five- or sixfold coordination
[11, 156, 158, 177–179, 186]. Only fourfold coordinated aluminium is regarded
as a network former as it forms [AlO4]− tetrahedra that contribute to the
network structure in the same way as SiO4 tetrahedra do1 (Figure 2.1). How-
ever, [AlO4]− tetrahedra bear a negative charge and require charge-balancing
alkaline or alkaline earth cations (summarised as M), see e.g. ref. [186] and
p. 231 of ref. [149]. For the sake of simplicity, M will be regarded as alkaline
cation with a single positive charge, e.g. Na+. In simple silicate glasses, the
amount of M determines the degree of network polymerisation as bridging
oxygen bonds are broken by M, see e.g. p. 83 of ref. [202]. In aluminosilicate
glasses, the structural role of Al and M is determined by the ratio of Al/M.
Depending on this ratio, aluminosilicate glasses are classified as peralka-
line, metaluminous or peraluminous glasses, see e.g. p. 106 of ref. [149]. In
peralkaline glasses there is an excess of M over Al. All aluminium forms
charge-balanced M+[AlO4]− tetrahedra and acts as network former. The ex-
cess M, that is not required for charge-balancing, assumes the role of network
modifier, depolymerising the glass [177].
In peraluminous glasses, there is an excess of Al over M, so that not all
aluminium can be stabilised in fourfold coordination. As a consequence,
all alkaline cations charge-balance [AlO4]− tetrahedra, while the excess alu-
minium assumes higher coordination and may act as network modifier, see
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of two connected Q4𝑆𝑖 and Q4𝐴𝑙 groups. The
aluminate tetrahedron is charge-balanced by Na+.
1 The contribution of [AlO4]− tetrahedra to the network structure is so similar to the con-
tribution of SiO4 tetrahedra that their corresponding signals cannot be distinguished with
Raman spectroscopy [11].
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e.g. p. 252 of ref. [149]. Alternatively, the excess aluminium may form so-
called oxygen triclusters [105], see below for details.
This thesis focusses on metaluminous glasses.2 Here, the ratio of Al/M is 1,
so that all aluminium is stabilised in fourfold coordination and adds to the
glass network, while no ions are left to take the role of network modifier, see
e.g. p. 114 of ref. [230]. Therefore, the network structure of metaluminous
glasses resembles that of vitreous SiO2, with some SiO4 tetrahedra being
substituted by [AlO4]− tetrahedra.
The presence of Al as network former results in some structural peculiari-
ties. Theoretically, two [AlO4]− tetrahedra should not be found connected
to each other because of charge repulsion. This hypothesis became known as
the Löwenstein rule [118]. However, even Löwenstein already mentioned
exceptions to that rule [118] and nowadays, more exceptions are known
[63, 110, 156, 210]. Another structural anomaly that may occur in meta-
luminous to slightly peraluminous aluminosilicate glasses is the formation of
oxygen triclusters. These are oxygen atoms connecting not two but three
tetrahedral units, see e.g. p. 262 of ref. [149]. They are metastable, as the
oxygen bears a surplus positive charge in such a configuration. This charge,
however, may be balanced by aluminate tetrahedra connected to the triclus-
ter, see e.g. p. 113 of ref. [230]. Triclusters thus allow for the presence of
[AlO4]− tetrahedra without charge-balancing alkaline cations. Given addi-
tional alkaline cations, triclusters may even connect more than one aluminate
tetrahedron, thus also breaking the Löwenstein rule [104]. Since their postu-
lation [105], triclusters have been subject of discussion [190, 191, 227, 228],
but their existence has been supported by X-ray absorption spectroscopy
[21, 172], computational modelling [104, 229] as well as 17O NMR experi-
ments [210, 211]. Nowadays, the concept of triclusters is even being expanded
to other glass systems such as borate glasses [232].
The high degree of polymerisation in metaluminous aluminosilicate glasses
leads to favourable mechanical properties alongside with high melt viscosi-
ties [179, 227]. Young’s modulus, 𝐸, of aluminosilicate glasses ranges from
60 to above 100GPa, depending on composition [180, 181, 225, 239]. Their
hardness ranges from 5.6 to above 8GPa [11, 107, 206, 215, 225]. For met-
aluminous sodium aluminosilicate glasses comparable to the glasses of this
study, values of 𝐸 between 70 and 75GPa have been found [225, 239] as well
as a hardness of 6GPa [225].
2 In the geological sciences, metaluminous aluminosilicate compositions are also referred to
as tectosilicate compositions [109, 227].
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2.3 Phosphate-containing aluminosilicate glass
The incorporation of P2O5 as a third network forming oxide into aluminosil-
icate glasses further expands the range of structural possibilities, and the
interaction between phosphate groups and the rest of the glass network is
more diverse compared to silicate or aluminate groups. This is caused by the
electronic distribution within phosphate groups. As phosphorus bears five
valence electrons, a charge-neutral phosphate tetrahedron will be in Q3𝑃 state
(Figure 2.2a). This group is connected to the glass network via three BO
and bears a terminal oxygen with a P=O double bond. If a phosphate group
forms four BO to the glass network, an additional negative charge-balance for
this Q4𝑃 group is required to compensate the positive partial charge resulting
at the phosphate [184]. In phospho-aluminosilicate glasses, the formation of
Al-O-P bonds may provide this charge-balance (Figure 2.2b). The involved
aluminate groups no longer require charge-balancing alkaline ions. These
alkaline ions may instead take a different structural role, such as network
modifier or charge-balance for less polymerised phosphate groups. If phos-
phate is charge-balanced by an alkaline ion, metaphosphate groups (Q2𝑃 ) are
formed (Figure 2.2c). With only two BO, they are less polymerised than the
abovementioned groups. Here, the surplus electron density of the P=O dou-
ble bond is delocalised between P and the two NBO3 (indicated by dashed
bond lines in Figure 2.2c) [19].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of different phosphate groups. (a) Q3𝑃 .
(b) Q4𝑃 , charge-balanced by an aluminate group (Al-O-P bond
formation). (c) Q2𝑃 or metaphosphate.
3 Groups with lower degree of polymerisation (pyrophosphate Q1𝑃 , orthophosphate Q0𝑃 )
are also possible. The charge delocalisation will then spread over three or four NBO,
respectively.
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Besides the varying number of NBO affecting glass polymerisation, the
surplus electron density of phosphate groups influences the glass structure
by attracting alkaline ions.4 In alkali phosphosilicate glasses without Al,
this effect leads to phosphate groups claiming alkaline ions from the sili-
cate network, resulting in a polymerisation of the silicate network, see refs.
[47, 96, 112, 117, 184] and p. 492 of ref. [174].
A similar effect has been found for peralkaline phospho-aluminosilicate
glasses and melts, owing to their excess of alkaline ions over aluminium
[48, 62, 146, 184, 185, 226, 228]. Here, phosphate forms depolymerised
groups (Q0𝑃 to Q2𝑃 ). With increasing Al2O3 content, these alkali phos-
phate groups increasingly assume the more polymerised Q2𝑃 state [62, 226]
and may be connected to the aluminosilicate network [27, 146]. When the
Al2O3 content reaches metaluminous composition, phosphate additionally
forms Q4𝑃 groups, connected to the aluminosilicate network via Al-O-P bonds
[62, 119, 144, 170, 226]. For peraluminous compositions, this Al-O-P bond
formation is preferred over the formation of depolymerised phosphate groups
[62, 144, 148, 226]. Therefore, phosphate in metaluminous glasses may be
expected to be present both as Q2𝑃 and Q4𝑃 units [62, 96, 144, 146]. Some
studies have additionally suggested the presence of Q3𝑃 units [146, 189, 228].
Phosphate appears to prefer Al-O-P bonds over Si-O-P bonds. The latter
ones are thermodynamically less favourable than Si-O-Si bonds, promoting
separation of phosphate and silicate units, see refs. [62, 96, 119, 184] and
p. 493 of ref. [174]. The preference for Al-O-P bonds also applies for phospho-
aluminosilicate glasses with high silica content [3, 37, 102] and has recently
been confirmed even for glasses with four different network formers (Si, Al,
B and P) [89]. The formation Al-O-P bonds often has been interpreted as
formation of domains with a structure similar to that of the mineral berlin-
ite (AlPO4) [62, 102, 150, 228]. However, minor Si-O-P bond formation has
been found to still be possible in glasses with high SiO2 content, resulting in
Q4𝑃 groups that are not exclusively linked to Al but also to Si [27, 146, 184].
Despite many common ideas of the abovementioned studies, the effects of
phosphate on aluminosilicate glass structure are still not fully understood.
The requirement of charge-balancing both for [AlO4]− and phosphate groups
will create competition for alkaline ions [96]. Al-O-P bond formation may lib-
erate alkaline ions from their charge-balancing role. Most studies on phospho-
aluminosilicate glass structure focussed on phosphate bonding, neglecting the
different roles taken by alkaline ions. In this thesis, the interaction of alka-
line ions with Al and P was studied by means of infrared spectroscopy.
4 Besides that, the increased mobility of the surplus electron density and the increased
charge account for a high polarisability of the phosphate groups, which enhances their
Raman spectroscopic signals.
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Much of the original interest on phospho-aluminosilicate glasses came from
the geological sciences, with studies of the solubility of phosphate in magmas
and on its ability to attract metal cations, leading to liquid-liquid immisci-
bilities and property changes of the magmas [119, 170, 184, 185, 250]. This
remains a subject of industrial interest with regard to identifying deposits
enriched in phosphate, iron or rare elements [99, 218, 233, 238]. The affin-
ity of phosphate for metal cations also bears industrial potential for waste
immobilisation applications [197, 219, 220] and needs to be considered dur-
ing steel production, as there may be phosphate in the aluminosilicate slags
used for the purification of iron [237]. Additionally, this effect finds use in
the preparation of glass ceramics, if phosphate is applied as nucleation agent
for peralkaline aluminosilicate glasses [65]. On the other hand, phosphate
apparently acts as crystallisation inhibitor as soon as the Al/alkaline ratio
approaches metaluminous compositions [65].
All of these applications are focussed on the binding of certain elements by
phosphate. Studies on the effect of phosphate on the mechanical properties
of aluminosilicate glasses have only started recently. To the knowledge of the
author, only peralkaline compositions have been examined in the literature
[116, 219, 220, 256]. This thesis thus presents a first extensive mechanical
investigation of metaluminous phospho-aluminosilicate glasses.
2.4 Studied glass compositions
Three different series of glass compositions were studied in this thesis. The
first series consisted of glasses with constant 60mol% SiO2 and increasing
phosphate content from 0 to 7.5mol%. The phosphate was not simply added
to a base composition, but substituted for equal amounts of Al2O3 and Na2O.
By doing so, the ratio of Si/Al was changed, but the SiO2 content could
be held constant while preserving the metaluminous state with Al : Na=1.
Structural implications will be discussed below. The highest studied P2O5
content of 7.5mol% is a considerable amount when compared to natural mag-
matic systems5 and covers the range investigated by most previous studies
(7mol% P2O5 or less, see e.g. refs. [27, 150, 226]). Therefore, this series al-
lowed to gain a good overview over the effects of relevant phosphate amounts.
5 Most magmas contain less than 2wt% of P2O5, which already has intense effects on their
properties [64, 138, 148]. For comparison, the phosphate-bearing glasses studied in this
thesis contained about 5 to 15wt% (2.5 to 7.5mol%) P2O5.
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The second glass series comprised four glasses with constant 7.5mol% P2O5
and silica content varying from 50 to 70mol%. Here, an increase in SiO2 con-
tent was counter-balanced by corresponding reduction of Al2O3 and Na2O
contents to maintain the metaluminous state. In combination with the third,
phosphate-free glass series, this series allowed to identify how silica-related
property changes and the behaviour of sodium and aluminium were altered
under the presence of phosphate.
The third glass series consisted of three phosphate-free metaluminous ref-
erence glasses with 50, 60 and 70mol% SiO2, respectively. A good under-
standing of this compositional range based on previous studies (see e.g. refs.
[133, 139, 152, 160, 222]) provided an ideal starting point for the identifica-
tion of phosphate-related structural changes in the other two glass series.
An overview of the studied glass compositions is provided in Table 2.1. All
glasses were named following the notation SiXPY, where X denotes the SiO2
content and Y the P2O5 content in mol%.
These three series were chosen to study specific changes of the glass network
structure. This is best understood when comparing the cations substituted
for each other upon compositional change and how this affects the corre-
sponding tetrahedral units (Figure 2.3). In the two series with constant P2O5
contents of 0 and 7.5mol%, an increasing silica content by one incremental
unit of SiO2 is accompanied by the decrease of the Al2O3 and Na2O contents
by 1/2 incremental unit each. In terms of cations (charges are omitted here),
1Al and 1Na are replaced by 1 Si. This can be interpreted as substitution of
a SiO4 tetrahedron for a Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedron. As both tetrahedral units
are Q4 units, the glass polymerisation upon changing SiO2 content may be
assumed to remain constant. As results will show, this assumption success-
Table 2.1: Nominal composition (in mol%) of the studied glasses.
Glass SiO2 P2O5 Al2O3 Na2O
Si70P0 70 - 15 15
Si70P7.5 70 7.5 11.25 11.25
Si60P0 60 - 20 20
Si60P2.5 60 2.5 18.75 18.75
Si60P5 60 5 17.5 17.5
Si60P6.25 60 6.25 16.875 16.875
Si60P7.5 60 7.5 16.25 16.25
Si55.5P7.5 55.5 7.5 18.5 18.5
Si50P0 50 - 25 25
Si50P7.5 50 7.5 21.25 21.25
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Figure 2.3: Simplified schematic of how Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra may be re-
placed upon increasing SiO2 or P2O5 content. Text denotes the
oxide units corresponding to the shown tetrahedra and the cor-
responding cations (in brackets, without charges).
fully explains several property trends, although the structural changes are
also affected by the presence of P2O5.
Increasing the phosphate content by one incremental P2O5 unit corresponds
to substituting one unit of NaAlO2, or in terms of cations, to replacing 1Al
and 1Na by 2P. In terms of tetrahedra, one Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedron is re-
placed by two phosphate tetrahedra. The simplified scenario in Figure 2.3
shows them as two Q2𝑃 groups. Alternatively, Q4𝑃 units with Al-O-P bonds
may also be formed. In either case, the total amount of tetrahedral units per
mol increases upon increasing phosphate content. Also, the new phosphate
groups bear fewer BO each when compared to the replaced Q4𝐴𝑙 group - unless
they form Al-O-P groups. This implies that an increase in P2O5 content
should decrease the overall glass polymerisation and - because of the higher
total number of tetrahedral units - should also increase the molar volume.
2.5 The degree of ionic bonding
The bonding in multi-component oxide glasses is a mixture of covalent and
ionic bonding. While some glasses have a rather ionic bonding character, e.g.
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those involving fluorides [52], others show mainly covalent bonds, such as vit-
reous SiO2, see e.g. p. 23 of ref. [174]. An averaged degree of ionic bonding, or
ionicity, provides an additional means to characterise the structure-property
relationships of glasses.
As all studied glasses here are oxide glasses, with more than 50% of all
atoms being oxygen, the electron distribution around the oxygen is a good
indicator of the overall bonding behaviour. For individual bonds, a theo-
retical percentage of ionic bonding may be calculated from electronegativity
differences, based on tabulated data (see p. 111 of ref. [192]). That is, in
order of decreasing percentage of ionic bonding (in brackets): Na-O (74%),
Al-O (54%), Si-O (44%) and P-O (32%). However, the actual ionicities
of these bonds will depend on local structure and vary with glass composi-
tion. Therefore, other concepts describing the electron density around oxygen
proved more useful in the assessment of an average degree of ionic bonding:
optical basicity and oxygen polarisability.
The optical basicity, Λ, describes the capacity of oxygen to donate electrons
to neighbouring atoms (oxygen as a Lewis base) [40, 43, 45, 46]. An increase
in the degree of ionic bonding within a glass will lead to an increase in opti-
cal basicity, because the oxygen then is closer to the O2− anionic state and
possesses a larger electron density to donate to its surroundings. The opti-
cal basicity is defined on a relative scale to CaO, which is thought to have
mainly ionic bonding character and represents an optical basicity of unity6
[46]. To measure the optical basicity, probe ions such as Tl+ or Pb2+ need
to be incorporated into a glass. These ions possess absorption bands in the
UV-vis wavelength range which are sensitive to the amount of electron den-
sity that the probe ions receive from neighbouring oxygen, thus the name
optical basicity [40]. However, the glasses in this thesis were synthesised
without such probe ions. Alternatively, the theoretical optical basicity, Λ𝑡ℎ,
may be calculated, based on tabulated optical basicity values of the oxide
components of a glass. The corresponding equation may be best understood
when given in the notation by Velli et al. [235] for a generalised oxide glass of
composition 𝑥𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑂𝑛 -𝑥𝐵𝐵𝑝𝑂𝑞 - …, where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are cations, 𝑥𝐴 and 𝑥𝐵
molar fractions of the oxides and 𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑝 and 𝑞 the stoichiometric numbers
of the oxides.
Λ𝑡ℎ =
𝑛𝑥𝐴
𝑛𝑥𝐴 + 𝑞𝑥𝐵 +…
Λ(𝐴𝑚𝑂𝑛) +
𝑞𝑥𝐵
𝑛𝑥𝐴 + 𝑞𝑥𝐵 +…
Λ(𝐵𝑝𝑂𝑞) + … (2.1)
6 Unfortunately, the definition of optical basicity is only based on CaO. No reference material
for highly covalent bonds with low basicity has been considered and there are also ionic
oxides with Λ > 1, see e.g. p. 165 of ref. [39]. Therefore, an exact percentage of ionic or
covalent bonding in a glass cannot be inferred from optical basicity.
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Here, the fractions preceding the optical basicities, Λ, of the individual oxides
indicate the relative amount of oxygen contributed to the glass by each oxide.
When optical basicities are only available from such calculations, the
oxygen polarisability, 𝛼𝑂2− , provides an additional measure of ionicity that
is partially based on experimentally accessible properties. A high oxygen
polarisability indicates large electron density around the oxygen, which is
then closer to being an O2− anion. The glass then has a higher degree
of ionic bonding. To derive 𝛼𝑂2− , one first needs to calculate the molar
electronic polarisability, 𝛼𝑚, of a glass from measured values of refractive
index and density. This is done using the Lorentz-Lorentz relationship [40].
𝛼𝑚 =
3𝑉𝑚
4𝜋𝑁𝐴
⋅ 𝑛
2 − 1
𝑛2 + 2 (2.2)
Here, 𝑁𝐴 is Avogadro’s number, 𝑛 the refractive index7 and 𝑉𝑚 the molar
volume derived from density. The molar electronic polarisability, given in
volume units of Å3, is a measure of polarisability that has been averaged over
the entire glass and represents a sum of the partial molar polarisabilities of
all constituent ions, weighted with respect to their respective molar fractions
[40]. The partial molar polarisabilities of the cations have been found to
be constant regardless of the chemical environment, while the partial molar
oxygen polarisability changes depending on the surroundings of the oxygen
anion [40]. For this reason, the partial molar oxygen polarisability, 𝛼𝑂2− , may
be calculated from 𝛼𝑚 using knowledge of glass composition and tabulated
partial molar cation polarisabilities.
2.6 Background for NMR spectroscopy
Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) provides a
means to study the chemical environment of specific nuclei within a glass,
yielding quantitative information about the nuclei’s coordination, the poly-
merisation of their tetrahedral units or even about the neighbouring tetra-
7 For practical reasons, the refractive index used in the Lorentz-Lorentz relationship is
usually measured at a visible wavelength [38, 242, 244]. In this thesis, the index at 632.8 nm
was chosen.
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hedral species, see e.g. p. 316 of ref. [1].
In short, NMR spectroscopy probes the relaxation of the nuclear spin of an
element of interest after resonance excitation with a radio frequency pulse,
see e.g. p. 8 of ref. [125]. Signals are presented over a scale of resonance fre-
quency, normalised to the resonance frequency of a reference material. This
scale is termed chemical shift, given in ppm, see e.g. p. 46 of ref. [125]. The
spin relaxation is influenced by the spins of surrounding electrons, but also
by dipolar and quadrupolar interactions. This phenomenon, termed chemical
shielding, is the reason why the chemical shift contains information about
the chemical environment of the probed nuclei, see e.g. p. 318 of ref. [1].
Roughly, a higher electron density in the vicinity of the nucleus of inter-
est causes more shielding of its nuclear spin, thus moving the corresponding
chemical shift to more negative values. The shielding is directional, which
causes an anisotropy of the chemical shift in solid samples. In a solid-state
NMR experiment, this anisotropy needs to be eliminated by spinning the
sample around the space diagonal, with respect to the externally applied
field, see e.g. p. 321 of ref. [1]. This technique is termed magic angle spin-
ning (MAS) NMR. MAS NMR experiments may yield information on the
nuclei’s coordination and the polymerisation of their tetrahedral units, but
not on the neighbouring tetrahedral units in a glass. For this, more advanced
dipolar-based NMR techniques are required [16, 161, 162, 189, 249] which are
beyond the scope of this thesis.
Not all elements bear suitable nuclear spins to be probed, but all elements of
the studied glasses can be theoretically investigated with NMR spectroscopy.
In this thesis, MAS NMR results for the nuclei 27Al, 29Si and 31P will be
presented.
2.7 Background for vibrational spectroscopy
Infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopy, summarised as vibrational spec-
troscopy, are two complementary methods to probe molecular structure.
They are based on the interaction of light with the characteristic vibrations of
molecular groups. Such characteristic vibrations are usually described either
as stretching or bending modes. In SiO4 tetrahedra, an example of stretch-
ing vibration is the collective stretching of all four Si-O bonds around the
central silicon atom. An example of bending is the change of Si-O-Si bond
angle between two neighbouring tetrahedra [159].
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Vibrational spectroscopy probes the energies corresponding to the character-
istic vibrations. Factors determining this energy include the strength of the
chemical bonds within a molecular group, the degree of cross-linking - and
thus vibrational coupling - with surrounding parts of the glass network, bond
angles and coordination numbers of involved atoms, see e.g. refs. [84, 159, 216]
and p. 9 of ref. [207]. The intensity of signals in IR and Raman spectra, called
bands, represents the relative abundance of the corresponding groups in the
studied material. The information on abundance is only semi-quantitative,
though, because intensity also depends on the symmetry of the group vibra-
tions, see p. 83 of ref. [217]. Still, vibrational spectra may yield information
on the short range order of a glass, e.g. an estimation of the types and rela-
tive amounts of present Q groups or the coupling between different groups.
Furthermore, vibrational spectra may contain information on aspects of the
medium range order in glasses, i.e. the relative ordering of atoms beyond the
distance of 1 - 2 atomic bonds. For example, Raman spectroscopy is sensitive
to collective Si-O-Si bending vibrations of larger rings which are made up of
individual SiO4 tetrahedra, see e.g. p. 83 of ref. [217]. Such ring breathing
modes can be distinguished with regard to the size of the ring structures
and thus provide information on the openness of the glass network structure
[58, 200]. Shifts of their associated Raman bands may even indicate density
changes of the glasses because they are correlated with bond angle changes
[29, 36, 56, 183].
The energy, E, corresponding to a vibration is commonly described in terms
of frequency, 𝜈, or wavenumbers, ̃𝜈, in cm−1, see e.g. p. 3 of ref. [207].
̃𝜈 = 1𝜆 =
𝜈
𝑐 =
E
ℎ𝑐 (2.3)
Here, 𝜆 is the vibrational wavelength, 𝑐 the speed of light and ℎ is Planck’s
constant. In this thesis, the terms wavenumbers, frequency and energy will
be used equivalently in the context of vibrational spectroscopy, as they all
are proportional.
Different criteria determine IR and Raman signal generation. They are called
selection rules. To be IR-active, vibrations of a molecular group need to cause
a change in the group’s dipole moment. To be Raman-active, they need to
cause a change in group polarisability. Therefore, IR and Raman spectra
yield complementary information.
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2.7.1 Different IR approaches
In infrared spectroscopy the sample is exposed to light of a wide range of IR
wavelengths. Characteristic signals are generated by resonance absorption
at the wavelengths that match the vibrational frequencies in the molecular
groups of the sample, see e.g. p. 85 of ref. [217]. The IR wavelength range
may be roughly divided into the near-infrared (NIR, 0.8 - 5𝜇m or 12500 -
2000 cm−1), medium-infrared (MIR, 5 - 25𝜇m or 2000 - 400 cm−1) and far-
infrared (FIR, 25 - 400𝜇m or 400 - 25 cm−1) ranges. The NIR range contains
signals from water that may be integrated into the glasses. The MIR range
provides information on the vibrational groups of glasses, complementary to
Raman spectra. The FIR range contains the vibrations of alkaline ions.
IR reflection In the MIR and FIR range, light absorption is too strong to
determine absorption bands by transmission spectroscopy. Instead, the light
reflected from the sample surface needs to be analysed. Additionally, the
FIR signals are not easily accessible, because absorption from atmospheric
components is also strong in this range. To overcome this, measurements
need to be performed in vacuum. IR reflectance spectra differ from trans-
mittance spectra and are not easily interpreted in terms of glass structure.
Instead, spectra of the absorption coefficient need to be calculated.
The absorption coefficient, 𝛼, of a vibration can be linked to the imaginary
part, 𝑘, of the complex refractive index, 𝑛∗ = 𝑛 + 𝑖𝑘, with the vibration’s
wavenumber, ̃𝜈 [83, 85, 123].
𝛼( ̃𝜈) = 4𝜋 ̃𝜈𝑘( ̃𝜈) (2.4)
These loss properties are directly accessible by transmission, but not reflec-
tion experiments. Here, to gain 𝑘, several steps are required, the main one
being a Kramers-Kronig transformation (KKT). The KKT allows to trans-
form a known real part of a complex property into the imaginary part, and
vice versa, see refs. [98, 252] and p. 430 of ref. [97]. A reflectance spec-
trum 𝑅( ̃𝜈) carries information from both real and imaginary parts of the
refractive index, so the KKT cannot directly extract 𝑘. One may, how-
ever, define the complex reflectivity 𝑟∗( ̃𝜈) of the sample as a function of
its real amplitude 𝑟( ̃𝜈) = √𝑅( ̃𝜈) and imaginary phase angle 𝜃( ̃𝜈), writing
𝑙𝑛(𝑟∗( ̃𝜈)) = 𝑙𝑛(√𝑅( ̃𝜈))+𝑖𝜃( ̃𝜈), see p. 432 of ref. [97]. Here, the measured re-
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flectance constitutes the real part, allowing to calculate the imaginary phase
angle 𝜃( ̃𝜈) with the KKT [85, 208].
𝜃( ̃𝜈) = 2 ̃𝜈𝜋 ∫
∞
0
𝑙𝑛 (𝑟( ̃𝜈′))
̃𝜈2 − ̃𝜈′2 𝑑 ̃𝜈
′ (2.5)
The phase angle can then be used to calculate both real part, 𝑛, and imagi-
nary part, 𝑘, of the refractive index with the Fresnel equations [85].
𝑛( ̃𝜈) = 1 − 𝑟( ̃𝜈)
2
1 + 𝑟( ̃𝜈)2 − 2𝑟( ̃𝜈)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃( ̃𝜈)) (2.6)
𝑘( ̃𝜈) = 2𝑟( ̃𝜈)𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃( ̃𝜈))1 + 𝑟( ̃𝜈)2 − 2𝑟( ̃𝜈)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃( ̃𝜈)) (2.7)
Subsequently, a spectrum of the absorption coefficient may be calculated
using Equation 2.4. The use of the KKT in Equation 2.5 introduces an error
as it requires extrapolation of the reflectance spectrum to zero and infinity.
This error is, however, not significant and will be discussed in Section 3.9.
IR transmission and water content The use of hydrous raw materials
such as hydroxides for glass synthesis may introduce water into glasses [167].
The water may be present as molecular water (H2O) or as hydroxyl groups
(OH) bonded to network forming ions. In this thesis, the term water content
will refer to the combined contents of H2O and OH. The presence of larger
amounts of water (≥ 1 - 10wt%) is detrimental for glass and melt polymerisa-
tion [8] and is therefore widely studied in the geological sciences with regard
to magmatic behaviour at high water contents [7, 12, 111, 164, 213]. Further-
more, the water content may affect the refractive index [137]. In this thesis,
the water content was determined to verify if depolymerisation caused by
water was to be expected.
For this analysis, the 3500 cm−1 band of NIR transmission spectra was eval-
uated. This band corresponds to the combined stretching vibrations of H2O
and OH groups [2, 213]. Additionally, a band at 4500 cm−1, assigned to OH
groups [213], was investigated in an attempt to quantitatively distinguish be-
tween OH and H2O in the studied glasses. However, that was not successful
as the 4500 cm−1 band was too weak. In contrast to MIR and FIR, the NIR
range is accessible to IR transmission spectroscopy. The following steps are
required to calculate the water content from transmission spectra.
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To achieve background correction for reflection and scattering losses, trans-
mittance, 𝑇 , needs to be normalised. In this thesis, it was normalised to the
transmittance value at 5000 cm−1, following the method by Palles et al. [167].
This value was free of sample signal, yet still sufficiently close to the bands
of interest to define a common baseline level. Afterwards, the absorption
coefficient, 𝛼, may be calculated from the normalised transmittance, 𝑇𝑛, and
the sample thickness, 𝑑, using the Lambert-Beer law [167].
𝛼 = −𝑙𝑛 (𝑇𝑛)𝑑 (2.8)
The intensity of the maximum of the absorption coefficient at the investigated
band, 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥, is proportional to the amount of the absorbing species, i.e. the
combined amount of H2O and OH. In order to calculate the water content,
𝑐𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, from 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥, knowledge of the molar extinction coefficient, 𝜀𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, of
water in the respective glasses is required [167].
𝑐𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑚
23.03 ⋅ 𝜀𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
(2.9)
Here, 𝑉𝑚 is the molar volume of the glass. The factor 23.03 derives from
unit conversions in order to yield 𝑐𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 in mol%.
2.7.2 Raman spectroscopy and polarisation
In Raman spectroscopy, laser light is being scattered by molecular vibra-
tions, see e.g. p. 4 - 6 of ref. [207]. Raman spectra present the vibrational
frequency of molecular groups as shift (in cm−1) from the incident laser
energy, called the Rayleigh line. The intensity of Raman scattering, 𝐼𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛,
is proportional to 𝛼2 ̃𝜈40 , where ̃𝜈0 is the wavenumber of the incident laser
and 𝛼 the polarisability of the scattering group, see p. 86 of ref. [207].
Groups of different polarisabilities will differ in signal intensity if present in
equal amounts. As a consequence, groups of different net charge, 𝑞, may
also differ in Raman intensities. The polarisability is roughly proportional
to 𝑞2, and therefore 𝐼𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛 ∼ 𝑞4, see e.g. p. 537 of ref. [34].
Sample impurities, even at trace amounts, cause a risk of luminescence which
may obscure the weak Raman scattering signals. To avoid luminescence, a
suitable laser wavelength has to be chosen, see p. 27 of ref. [207]. The choice
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of laser wavelength does not affect the Raman scattering frequency, see
p. 6 of ref. [207]. However, as the Raman scattering intensity depends on
the laser wavelength, an appropriate data reduction is needed to compare
spectra measured with different lasers. This will be further explained in
Section 3.10.1.
A standard Raman spectrum is referred to as unpolarised, even though it
is usually partially polarised owing to polarisation of the incident laser. If
two polarisers are placed in the path of the Raman signal coming from the
sample, then parts of the signal can be filtered depending on polariser angle.
The spectrum is called parallel polarised if both polarisers are set at 0° to
the incident laser’s polarisation. Such spectra are referred to as VV Raman
spectra (VV: vertical-vertical polarisers) and have a similar appearance as
unpolarised spectra. If one of the polarisers is turned by 90°, the spectral
envelope changes. The resulting spectra are referred to as cross-polarised
spectra or VH Raman spectra (VH: vertical-horizontal polarisers).
The VH spectrum may provide different information, such as additional
bands that have been hidden in the VV spectrum and symmetry information
on individual groups [59, 71, 130, 167]. VV Raman spectra are usually
said to be dominated by the signals from polarised vibrations while VH
spectra show signals from depolarised vibrations, see e.g. p. 79 of ref. [1]. For
example, phosphate signals are dominant in VV spectra but weak in VH
spectra because of the high polarisability that comes with the delocalised
surplus electron from pentavalent phosphorus [19, 171].
For disordered solids, important theoretical developments on the correlation
between group symmetry and VV and VH spectra were published by
Galeener and co-workers [56, 59–61, 130]. In short, they demonstrated that
VH Raman, IR and neutron scattering spectra of simple TX2 glasses such as
SiO2 all map to the vibrational density of states of a glass to some degree.
Therefore, they all have similar spectral shapes [59] even though they differ
in detail. Their dominant bands are antisymmetric vibrations [56]. By
contrast, the strongly differing shape of the VV Raman spectra is mostly
caused by symmetric vibrations [61, 130].
Most vibrational modes are neither purely symmetric nor antisymmetric.
Yet still, vibrations with a higher degree of symmetry will be subject to
stronger suppression upon cross-polarisation. This allows to determine
symmetry differences, which is helpful in the assignment of Raman bands.
The use of cross-polarisation is best demonstrated with an example (Figure
2.4). Here, five bands are indicated by the letters F, G, H, I and K.8 The
8 The letters were chosen to match the notation of the band assignment in Section 4.6.
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Figure 2.4: VV and VH Raman spectra of an exemplaric glass. The VH spec-
trum contains bands hidden in the VV spectrum (H,K). Chang-
ing relative band intensities upon cross-polarisation reveal differ-
ent group symmetries (F,G). The VH spectrum was enlarged to
identify features more easily.
bands H and K are not distinguishable in the VV spectrum. Only band I
clearly marks the VV maximum. The asymmetric shape of VV band I can
only be explained by additional, hidden bands. These are the bands H and
K which become visible in the VH spectrum, when the contribution from
the symmetric vibration I is suppressed.
As regards bands F and G, their relative intensities change from VV to
VH spectrum. Band F is more strongly suppressed upon cross-polarisation.
Vibration F therefore must be more symmetric than vibration G.
2.8 Background for the mechanical properties
2.8.1 Elastic deformation
The elastic constants describe reversible material deformation under non-
critical loading conditions. The constants probed in this thesis were shear
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modulus, 𝐺, bulk modulus, 𝐾, Young’s modulus, 𝐸 and Poisson’s ratio,
𝜈 = −𝜀𝑦/𝜀𝑧. Poisson’s ratio describes lateral material contraction 𝜀𝑦 upon
strain 𝜀𝑧. The moduli describe the material’s resistance towards hydrostatic
compression (𝐾), shearing (𝐺) and uniaxial tension with lateral contraction
(𝐸), see e.g. p. 160 of ref. [22]. Assuming isotropic symmetry in glasses, the
elastic constants may be calculated from the longitudinal and transversal
sound velocities, 𝑣𝐿 and 𝑣𝑇 , and the glass density, 𝜌 [115, 181, 195].
𝐺 = 𝜌𝑣2𝑇 (2.10)
𝐾 = 𝜌(𝑣2𝐿 −
4
3𝑣
2
𝑇) (2.11)
𝐸 = 𝜌⎛⎜
⎝
3𝑣2𝐿 − 4𝑣2𝑇
(𝑣𝐿𝑣𝑇 )
2 − 1
⎞⎟
⎠
(2.12)
𝜈 = 𝑣
2
𝐿 − 2𝑣2𝑇
2 (𝑣2𝐿 − 𝑣2𝑇 )
= 𝐸2𝐺 − 1 (2.13)
The elastic moduli correlate with the volume density of energy. In a silicate-
based glass, this energy density will depend on individual bond strengths,
the coordinations of the atoms, the degree of polymerisation but also on the
packing density [128, 180, 181]. Even if individual bond strengths, atomic
coordinations and degree of polymerisation remain constant, the packing
density may still change for a glass system if e.g. SiO4 tetrahedra are sub-
stituted for Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra. The aluminate tetrahedra will require
more free volume because of the charge-balancing sodium ions. Rouxel noted
that, although the elastic modulus appears to be proportional to glass tran-
sition temperature, T𝑔, this correlation is not universal. The packing density
appears to affect the modulus only, not the glass transition temperature
[180, 181].
Poisson’s ratio has been linked to packing density, glass polymerisation and
even to plastic deformation mechanisms. For increasing polymerisation, 𝜈
decreases over various glass systems [180, 246]. On the other hand, 𝜈 in-
creases non-linearly with increasing packing density [107, 180, 181, 195] or,
in other words, with decreasing free volume. The free volume determines how
much a glass may be permanently densified. This degree of densification can
thus also be linked to Poisson’s ratio [246] and, moreover, 𝜈 may be used
to estimate whether the dominating mechanism of plastic deformation in a
glass is densification or shearing [195]. However, all of these dependencies
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of 𝜈 have been reported over a wide range of glass systems, sometimes with
significant scatter within a single system. Therefore, in the limited compo-
sitional range of this study, Poisson’s ratio can merely provide weak hints
towards structural trends.
Elastic constants were determined by ultrasonic echometry, Brillouin spec-
troscopy and nanoindentation. Ultrasonic echometry is the simple measure-
ment of sound velocities within macroscopic samples of known thickness using
transducers. Brillouin spectroscopy and nanoindentation are less straightfor-
ward and will be explained below in more detail.
Brillouin spectroscopy Instead of externally inducing sound waves in a
sample and measuring their propagation speed, Brillouin spectroscopy draws
information from the scattering of light on thermal phonons, i.e. scattering
on sound waves in the sample. A good explanation of the underlying phys-
ical processes alongside with derivation of the equations has been published
by Whitfield et al. [240]. Brillouin spectroscopy is similar to Raman spec-
troscopy, the difference being that the frequency shift of the incident laser
light for Brillouin scattering is much smaller than for Raman scattering.
The measured acoustic modes depend on the geometry of the Brillouin ex-
periment. In the most simple setup, the backscattered light from right angle
sample irradiation is detected. This backscattering geometry only allows for
the measurement of longitudinal modes, see p. 124 of ref. [1]. The Brillouin
shift, 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟, of this geometry is linked to the longitudinal sound veloc-
ity, 𝑣𝐿, by the following equation [173].
𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
2𝑛𝑣𝐿
𝜆 (2.14)
Here, 𝑛 is the refractive index of the sample and 𝜆 is the incident laser
wavelength. Besides the backscattering geometry, glasses in this study were
also investigated in the platelet geometry. Here, the laser is directed onto
a thin sample slice under 45° to the sample normal. The scattered signal
is measured on the opposite side of the sample slice, also under 45° to the
sample normal, see p. 125 of ref. [1]. The use of this symmetric geometry
allows elimination of the dependence on refractive index, giving the following
relationship between the Brillouin shift, 𝑓𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡, of either longitudinal or
transversal modes with their corresponding sound velocities, 𝑣 [240].
𝑓𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡 =
𝑣
√
2
𝜆 (2.15)
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In theory, the use of platelet geometry and Equation 2.15 is sufficient to
determine both longitudinal and transversal sound velocities, without even
requiring knowledge of the sample’s refractive index. However, deviation
of the sample slices from perfect plane parallel geometry introduces errors
of the Brillouin shifts in platelet geometry. To account for this deviation,
the longitutinal sound velocity, 𝑣𝐿, was taken from backscattering geometry,
which can be performed with higher precision. The transversal sound veloc-
ity, 𝑣𝑇 , obtained from the platelet geometry, was corrected for the deviation
between the longitudinal sound velocities obtained from both geometries:
𝑣𝑇,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑣𝑇 ⋅ 𝑣𝐿,𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟/𝑣𝐿,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑡.
Nanoindentation Nanoindentation allows to simultaneously determine
hardness and elastic modulus, using the method by Oliver and Pharr
[165, 166]. During a nanoindentation experiment, a self-similar indenter
tip, usually a diamond Berkovich tip [122], is pressed into the sample surface
with increasing load, 𝑃 , and constant strain rate, ̇𝜀 [122]. Continuous mea-
surement of load over indentation depth allows to determine the hardness as
a function of the indendation depth [115, 165, 257]. To determine the elas-
tic modulus, the continuous movement of the indenter tip is superimposed
with a sinusoidal vibration that allows to measure unloading cycles over the
indentation depth [115, 165, 257].
The elastic modulus obtained from nanoindentation is not completely identi-
cal with Young’s modulus, 𝐸. Young’s modulus is strictly defined for uniaxial
stresses with only minor lateral contraction while the indentation experiment
creates a complex three-dimensional stress condition [165, 181]. Neverthe-
less, owing to the uniaxial movement of the indenter the nanoindentation
modulus is usually treated similar to Young’s modulus in the literature [113–
115, 126, 165]. The same will be done here, but keeping the experimental
differences in mind. As the results will show, the difference between mod-
ulus values obtained from nanoindentation and the other two methods is
systematic, but small.
2.8.2 Plastic deformation and densification
In contrast to the common notion of glass as a brittle material, glasses may
be plastically deformed on sufficiently small scales [28, 92]. This allows the
study of glass hardness as well as the plastic deformation mechanism. Low
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hardness brings a higher risk of surface flaw formation upon contact with
another material. Upon load, such surface flaws may eventually lead to
catastrophic failure.
In this study, glass hardness was investigated both by microindentation and
nanoindentation. The main difference between these methods is the probed
sample volume: The diagonals of indentations from both methods differed
by one order of magnitude.
During microindentation, a diamond indenter of the Vickers pyramidal ge-
ometry is pressed into the sample surface with a defined load and pressing
time. Afterwards, the size of the resulting indentation is determined by mi-
croscopy. The Vickers hardness, 𝐻𝑣, may be calculated by the following
equation, see ref. [115] and p. 175 of ref. [22].
𝐻𝑣 = 1.8544
𝑃
𝑑2 (2.16)
Here, 𝑃 is the load in N and 𝑑 is the indentation diagonal in 𝜇m. The factor
1.8544 summarises geometrical terms.
Hardness measurements by nanoindentation have already been described
in Section 2.8.1. Advantages of nanoindentation are the direct calculation
of hardness from load and calibrated properties without the need for
optical investigation of the indentations [165], as well as depth dependent
hardness measurement. However, nanoindentation may yield slightly
higher hardness values compared to microindentation. This is because
the optical investigation of a microhardness indentation only gathers
information from plastic deformation, while the load signal from nanoinden-
tation comprises information from both plastic and elastic deformation [165].
With regard to the plastic deformation mechanisms of glasses, one
may distinguish between densification and shearing [195]. The dominant
mechanism is closely linked to the openness of the glass structure as may
be expressed by packing density and polymerisation. These properties
are linked to Poisson’s ratio, 𝜈. The dominant deformation mechanism
has been found to be densification for highly polymerised glasses with low
𝜈<0.2 and shearing for glasses with high 𝜈>0.3 [195, 254]. The glasses
studied in this thesis were created with the aim of high polymerisation, so
that densification should be the main deformation mechanism. As will be
seen later, their 𝜈 values ranged between 0.20 and 0.24. Therefore, both
deformation mechanisms should be partially active but densification can be
expected to be the dominating deformation mechanism [72, 195, 254].
In accordance with the dependence of the deformation mechanism on 𝜈,
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the maximum permanent densification has also been found to be higher for
glasses with low 𝜈 values [183]. In vitreous silica, the maximum densification
upon indentation may be as high as 20 vol% [92, 108]. Densification
behaviour is not only of importance for mechanical glass performance but
is also studied in the geological sciences, with interest in the behaviour
of magma within the Earth’s mantle [172, 187, 204]. In this thesis, the
densification behaviour was studied by investigating the shift of the low
frequency envelope of Raman spectra upon microindentation, which may be
related to changing bond angles and thus changing density [29, 36, 56, 183].
This experiment was performed under the assumption that densification is
the dominant deformation mechanism.
2.8.3 Cracking
If a glass is loaded beyond the range of plastic deformation, fractures will
eventually occur. As soon as a crack is critical, i.e. able to continue growing
until rupture of a part, a major failure criterion is met. The fracture be-
haviour of the glasses in this study was investigated using a Vickers microin-
denter. By applying different loads, the average number of critical cracks per
indentation and load can be used to define a probability of crack initiation
(PCI) [91]. A Vickers microindenter can cause several types of fractures, an
overview may be found in ref. [28]. Out of these fracture types, radial cracks
are the most critical. They may emerge from the four corners of a Vickers
indentation (Figure 2.5) and then continuously grow into the material, only
being able to stop if the local load is reduced or the part ruptures. A PCI
of 100% corresponds to each indentation developing four radial cracks. The
transition from low to high PCI is usually nonlinear over load [91, 115]. The
load at which the PCI reaches 50% is defined as crack resistance (CR) for
easier comparison of different materials [91, 193].
Higher crack resistances have been linked to higher silica contents of glasses
[73] and to the dominance of densification as plastic deformation mechanism
[10, 115]. Furthermore, atmospheric humidity may affect the crack resistance
[73].
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Figure 2.5: Vickers indentation (load 19.6N) on a glass, showing four radial
cracks.
2.8.4 Rate-dependence
A relatively new method of mechanical characterisation applied in this thesis
is the investigation of strain rate sensitivity, 𝑚, based on nanoindentation
strain rate jump experiments. Developed by Maier et al. [126, 127] and
transferred to amorphous materials by Limbach et al. [114], this method
probes changes of hardness, 𝐻, depending on the applied indentation strain
rate, ̇𝜀𝑖.
𝑚 = 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐻𝜕𝑙𝑛 ̇𝜀𝑖
(2.17)
The indentation strain rate can be derived from the loading rate in a load-
controlled experiment [115, 126]. During a strain rate jump experiment,
several different strain rates are applied over the course of a single nanoin-
dentation experiment and the corresponding, sudden changes in hardness are
measured to determine 𝑚 [126]. The strain rate sensitivity has been devel-
oped from uniaxial creep experiments which, under constant load, develop a
regime of constant strain rate after initial buildup time. Similar to classic
creep parameters, the strain rate sensitivity describes an empirical, nonlinear
relationship between stress and the rate of material deformation [114].
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3
Experimental details
3.1 Glass synthesis
Raw materials for glass synthesis were high purity powders of Al(OH)3 (alu-
minium hydroxide, hydrargillite, pure, Merck, Darmstadt), SiO2 (quartz
powder, > 99%, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe), Na2CO3 (sodium carbonate,
> 99.5%, Carl Roth) and NaPO3 (sodium metaphosphate, high purity,
acidic, Carl Roth). After thorough mixing they were heated from room
temperature to 1650°C at 5K/min in alumina crucibles using a resistive fur-
nace (Model HTK 16/17 FL, Thermconcept Dr. Fischer GmbH & Co. KG,
Bremen). They were held at this temperature for one hour, subsequently
quenched in air and then transferred to a cooling furnace (Model LM 312.06,
Linn High Therm GmbH, Bad Frankenhausen) running at T𝑔+20K to re-
duce residual stresses. After an hour at this temperature, the crucibles with
the samples were left to cool down to room temperature within the cool-
ing furnace. Glass monoliths (Figure 3.1) were then retrieved by breaking
off the alumina crucible walls. The method of casting the glasses out of
platinum crucibles and subsequent splat-quenching was not pursued because
of high melt viscosity, resulting from high polymerisation. The routine de-
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Figure 3.1: Typical glass sample, retrieved after cooling within an alumina
crucible, followed by breaking off the crucible walls. Casting and
splat-quenching were impeded by high viscosity.
scribed here allowed for comparable synthesis conditions for all glasses ex-
cept Si50P0.9 For sample cutting, sections close to the crucible walls were
omitted because of potential crucible dissolution. Longer melting times may
have been beneficial for sample homogeneity by removing bubbles, but were
avoided to prevent excessive leaching of the crucibles.
3.2 Density and related properties
Glass density, 𝜌, was determined as mean value of ten measurements on
a single specimen in a helium pycnometer (AccuPyc 1330, Micromeritics
GmbH, Mönchengladbach). Powder samples (> 5 g) with a particle size of
125 - 250𝜇m were used to exclude the influence of bubbles. The experimental
error was ± 0.01 g/cm3.
Molar volume, 𝑉𝑚, was calculated from density and molar mass, 𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠,
of the glasses [55]. 𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 is a stoichiometrically weighted sum of the mo-
9 For glass Si50P0, cooling without crystallisation could only be achieved at a reduced cool-
ing temperature of T𝑔 - 40K, owing to its high Na content. However, tests with various
cooling temperatures showed that even such reduced cooling temperature had no signifi-
cant effect on glass properties. This is probably owing to the high polymerisation.
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lar masses, 𝑀𝑖, of the individual glass components, 𝑖 (SiO2, Na2O, Al2O3,
P2O5).
𝑉𝑚 =
𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠
𝜌 =
1
𝜌∑𝑖
𝑥𝑖𝑀𝑖 (3.1)
Here, 𝑥𝑖 are the molar fractions of the individual glass components.
Another property derived from density is the packing density, 𝐶𝑔, which
represents a normalisation of density to a unitless value [181].
𝐶𝑔 = 𝜌
∑𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑉𝑖
∑𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑀𝑖
(3.2)
Its calculation requires the volume, 𝑉𝑖, occupied by the individual glass com-
ponents, which is assumed to be the sum of their atomic volumes with atoms
approximated as spheres.10
As the main constituent atom of the studied glasses is oxygen, the oxygen
packing density, 𝜌𝑜𝑥, also is of interest in the description of glass structure.
The oxygen packing density was calculated as the mass of oxygen in a unit
volume of glass [55, 176].
𝜌𝑜𝑥 =
𝑚𝑜𝑥
𝑉𝑚
= 𝑀𝑜𝑥𝑉𝑚
∑
𝑖
𝑥𝑖𝑁𝑜𝑥,𝑖 (3.3)
Here, 𝑚𝑜𝑥 is the mass of oxygen in 1mol of glass, 𝑀𝑜𝑥 is the molar mass
of oxygen and 𝑁𝑜𝑥,𝑖 is the stoichiometric number of oxygen atoms provided
by each glass component, e.g. 2 for SiO2, 3 for Al2O3, so that ∑𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑁𝑜𝑥,𝑖
is the number of oxygen atoms in 1mol of glass. The errors of molar vol-
ume, packing density and oxygen packing density were estimated by error
propagation.
10Different datasets for ionic radii are available in the literature [169, 198, 199, 241]. In this
thesis the effective ionic radii by Shannon were used as they are most up to date and take
interaction between cations and anions into account [198].
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3.3 Thermal analysis
Glass transition temperature, T𝑔, and crystallisation behaviour were stud-
ied by differential thermal analysis (DTA, Jupiter STA 449 F1, Netzsch-
Gerätebau GmbH, Selb) at Tampere University, Finland. Fine powder sam-
ples of 50mg and particle size < 38𝜇m were heated up to 1500°C at a heating
rate of 10K/min. This heating rate was chosen to ensure good comparability
with most literature data,11 see ref. [131] and p. 240 of ref. [202]. T𝑔 was de-
termined as inflection point of the characteristic endothermal glass transition
regime. For the investigation of crystallisation the particle size was varied
between <38𝜇m, 125 - 250𝜇m and 1 - 2mm (Figure 4.6 in Section 4.3). The
experimental error for all characteristic temperatures was ± 5°C.
3.4 X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction was carried out on glass powder using Cu K𝛼 radiation
to verify if samples were amorphous and to study crystallisation. X-ray
patterns shown in this thesis were measured at Tampere University, Fin-
land (Empyrean, PANalytical, Royston, UK), with an acceleration voltage
of 45 kV. Routine tests for verification of amorphous state were carried out
at the Otto Schott Institute of Materials Research (MiniFlex 600, Rigaku,
Neu-Isenburg) with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV.
3.5 Electron microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was
used to determine glass compositions by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX). For each glass the composition was calculated as mean value of
four EDX measurements. Errorbars represent standard deviations. Three
11As an exception, DTA runs shown in Figure 4.3a, Section 4.3, were performed at 20K/min,
but cross-checks at 10K/min yielded qualitatively similar results.
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of these four measurements were run on the same instrument (Phenom pro
X, Phenomworld, Eindhoven, NL) but using different specimens. An ac-
celerating voltage of 15 kV was used. Measurement areas were between
200𝜇m× 200𝜇m and 400𝜇m× 400𝜇m to gain compositional information
averaged over a larger area. The fourth EDX measurement was run on a
different instrument (Neon 60, Zeiss, Jena, combined with X-Max X-Ray
Detector 80mm2, Oxford Instruments, High Wycombe, UK) at an indepen-
dent laboratory, using an accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a measurement
area of ∼ 115𝜇m2. Results from independent measurements were in good
agreement. Additional tests with the second setup showed that results mea-
sured with accelerating voltages of 5 or 15 kV were comparable.
Transmission electron microscopy Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM, Tecnai G2, FEI, Hillsboro, US) and electron diffraction were used
to verify the absence of small crystallites and of phase separation. Only
glasses Si70P0 and Si70P7.5 were investigated.
An accelerating voltage of 200 kV was used. To avoid the time-consuming
etching process of standard TEM samples, experiments were run on single
glass powder particles of size < 38𝜇m, which were placed on TEM grids by
suspension in alcohol. During the experiment, the sharp edges of these par-
ticles were examined. Images will not be shown because no signs of crystals
or phase separation were found, see Section 4.1.
3.6 Refractive index
The refractive index was measured at 480, 546.1, 632.8 and 1300 nm to
cover the range from the visible to the NIR regime. The values at 480 and
546.1 nm were required to interpolate the index at 488 nm, which was needed
for Brillouin spectroscopy. The refractive index at 632.8 nm was used for cal-
culation of polarisabilities using the Lorentz-Lorentz relationship (Equation
2.2). The value at 1300 nm was helpful during optimisation of the extrapo-
lation process for the Kramers-Kronig transformation of IR reflectance data.
For index determination at 632.8 and 1300 nm, a prism coupler (2010/M
Prism Coupler, Metricon, Pennington, US) was used with lasers of the re-
spective wavelengths. Presented refractive indices at 632.8 and 1300 nm are
mean values from three to four measurements at different spots on the sam-
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ples. Errorbars show standard deviations. The indices at 480 and 546.1 nm
were measured by Pulfrich refractometry (PR2, VEB Carl Zeiss, Jena), using
a cadmium lamp for 480 nm (F’ line) and a mercury lamp for 546.1 nm (e
line). Here, the experimental error ranged from ± 0.0003 to ± 0.001, depend-
ing on the optical quality of the individual samples.
3.7 The degree of ionic bonding
The degree of ionic bonding was assessed by calculating the theoretical
optical basicity, Λ𝑡ℎ, and the partial molar oxygen polarisability, 𝛼𝑂2− .
The theoretical optical basicity was calculated using Equation 2.1, with
the optical basicities of the oxide components taken from refs. [40, 235]:
Λ(SiO2)= 0.48± 0.01, Λ(Al2O3)= 0.60± 0.01, Λ(Na2O)=1.15± 0.03 and
Λ(P2O5)= 0.33± 0.01. Errors of Λ𝑡ℎ were estimated by error propagation.
For calculation of the partial molar oxygen polarisability, the molar
electronic polarisability, 𝛼𝑚, was determined first from molar volume
and refractive index (Equation 2.2). Then, 𝛼𝑂2− was derived using the
nominal glass composition and tabulated partial molar cation polarisabilities
taken from refs. [40, 50, 235]: 𝛼𝑚(Si4+)= 0.033Å3, 𝛼𝑚(Al3+)= 0.052Å3,
𝛼𝑚(P5+)= 0.021Å3 and 𝛼𝑚(Na+)= 0.179Å3. Errors of 𝛼𝑂2− were estimated
by error propagation of the experimental errors of density and refractive
index.
3.8 Solid-state MAS NMR spectroscopy
One-dimensional MAS NMR spectra (Avance III 300MHz spectrometer,
Bruker, Karlsruhe) were recorded for the nuclei 27Al, 29Si and 31P on all
studied glasses. The spectrometer operated at a 7T magnetic field. All
NMR experiments were carried out by Alina Nizamutdinova as part of a col-
laboration with the group of Prof. Dr. Leo van Wüllen, Augsburg University.
Further details may be found in her Ph.D. thesis [161].
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3.9 Infrared spectroscopy
Reflection experiment Infrared spectra in the MIR and FIR range were
recorded on a vacuum Fourier transformation IR spectrometer (FTIR) in
reflectance mode (Vertex 80v, Bruker, Karlsruhe) at the National Hellenic
Research Foundation in Athens, Greece. The angle of light incidence was
11° off the sample normal. Samples were polished slices. A gold mirror was
used to measure the background of instrument and remaining atmosphere at
3.8 hPa. MIR and FIR spectra were recorded separately. The light sources
were a globar for the MIR range and a mercury lamp for the FIR range.
The amount of scans used in the FIR range (2000 scans) was five times as
high as in the MIR range (400 scans) to reach comparable levels of signal
quality. Resolution was 4 cm−1. FIR and MIR spectra were merged and cut
to cover a total range from at least 75 to 2000 cm−1. Data beyond the cut-off
limits was either detector noise (FIR region) or did not contain meaningful
structural information (MIR to NIR region). Absorption coefficient spectra
were calculated from the merged reflectance spectra using the steps explained
in Equations (2.4) to (2.7) with the spectrometer’s software Bruker OPUS.
These calculations yielded absolute values for the absorption coefficient. No
further normalisation was applied.
For the use of the Kramers-Kronig transformation (Equation 2.5), the merged
spectrum had to be extrapolated to cover all wavenumbers from zero to in-
finity. This extrapolation involved several parameter choices that potentially
may affect the resulting spectra. Care was taken to keep the spectral treat-
ment steps comparable between all samples. The outcome of the KKT was
iteratively optimised to match three extrapolation criteria.
• The first criterion required the spectrum of the absorption coefficient to
approach zero intensity at zero wavenumbers without discontinuities.
• As a second criterion, the spectrum of the absorption coefficient had to
be close to zero for the entire spectral range above 1500 cm−1, where
no sample signal was to be expected.
• Additionally, the extrapolation to the high wavenumber end of the
spectrum was aided by knowledge of the sample’s refractive index at
1300 nm (∼ 7692 cm−1). As a third criterion, the extrapolated spec-
trum of the real part of the refractive index, calculated from Equation
2.6, had to roughly match the measured refractive index at 1300 nm.
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This iterative optimisation showed that the spectral region of interest
was barely affected by variation of the extrapolation criteria. This is in
agreement with other findings which have shown the KKT to be rather
robust as long as the main signal range from 450 to 1500 cm−1 is covered, see
p. 432 of ref. [97] for the theory and see ref. [4] for an example of successful
application of the KKT process without measuring data below 450 cm−1.
Transmission experiment and water content In order to determine the
water content of the studied glasses, additional NIR spectra were measured in
transmittance mode from below 2000 to 7500 cm−1, using the same spectrom-
eter and vacuum conditions as for the reflectance measurements. Reference
spectra were determined with an empty sample compartment. Samples were
plane parallel slices, polished on both sides. Their thickness (about 2mm)
was averaged from ten measurements with a micrometre gauge. The water
content was calculated from the 3500 cm−1 band of the transmittance spectra
(Equations 2.8 and 2.9). Errors were estimated by error propagation. The
molar extinction coefficient, 𝜀𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, for the 3500 cm−1 water band was not de-
termined in this thesis. Instead, the literature value of 67.0± 6.7 l/(mol⋅cm)
was taken from a study on metaluminous basaltic, albitic and rhyolitic glasses
[213], which are comparable to the phosphate-free glasses of this thesis. This
value was also used for the phosphate-containing glasses in the absence of
more fitting literature data. By using the same value of 𝜀𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 over all glass
compositions, especially the ones including additional P2O5, an error was in-
troduced. However, as water content was very low in all glasses (see Section
4.1), this error is not of further relevance here.
3.10 Brillouin and Raman spectroscopy
Most Raman spectra were obtained alongside Brillouin spectra using a
customised optical setup at the university of Erlangen. In short, samples
were illuminated in backscattering geometry through a microscope, using
an objective lens with 50× magnification and a numerical aperture of
0.42. The experiments were performed at room temperature with a 488 nm
sapphire continuous wave laser. The scattered signal was split into low and
high frequency portions which were directed to a Brillouin and a Raman
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spectrometer, respectively. The details of the optical setup are published
in ref. [231]. Polarising optics allowed the recording of VV and VH Raman
spectra. To improve signal to noise ratio, the signals obtained from several
scans were summarised to a total acquisition time of 2400 s for VV and
4800 s for VH Raman spectra. The doubled time for VH spectra was
required because of the low intensity of VH spectra. Raman spectra were
recorded from -19 to +1505 cm−1. To remove the Rayleigh line, the region
below +15 cm−1 was cut off.
Additional Brillouin measurements were performed in the platelet scattering
geometry to access both longitudinal and transversal sound velocities.
The samples used for both geometries were polished, plane parallel slices.
Their thickness (200 - 300𝜇m) was averaged from five measurements with
a micrometre gauge. The instrumental error of the Brillouin shifts was
± 0.012GHz. Longitudinal and transversal modes were fitted with Gaussian
curves using the software Origin (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton,
US). Their Brillouin shifts were averaged between the Stokes and anti-Stokes
signals to account for the instrumental non-zero position of the Rayleigh
line. The averaged Brillouin shifts were used for the calculation of sound
velocities (Equations 2.14 and 2.15). The required refractive index at the
laser wavelength of 488 nm was linearly interpolated from the measured
values at 480 and 546.1 nm. Elastic properties were then calculated using
Equations (2.10) to (2.13). Errors of the elastic properties were estimated
by error propagation.
Raman analysis was mainly performed on the spectra measured with
the setup explained above, because they covered the highest wavenumber
range. Yet, backup spectra were measured at the Otto Schott Institute
using a Raman microscope (invia Raman Microscope, Renishaw, Wotton-
under-Edge, UK) at room temperature with an objective lens with 50×
magnification and a numerical aperture of 0.75. The 514.5 nm line from
an argon ion laser was chosen for excitation. VV and VH spectra were
recorded in the range from 194 to 1539 cm−1. The total acquisition time
per spectrum was 300 s, summarised over several scans. These spectra were
used to compare the results from two different excitation lines, as shown
in Section 4.6.2. They were also used for deconvolution (Section 4.6.5) and
in the analysis of a shift of the high frequency Raman envelope which is
discussed in Section 4.8.
Furthermore, a Raman analysis of Vickers indentations was performed
(Section 4.10.2). The corresponding spectra were measured at the National
Hellenic Research Foundation in Athens, Greece. A Renishaw Raman
microscope was used, similar to the one described above but with different
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specifications. Here, measurements were performed at room temperature
using the 488 nm line of an argon ion laser and an objective lens with 50×
magnification and a numerical aperture of 0.50. Spectra were measured in
the range from 150 to 1550 cm−1. The acquisition time per spectrum was
225 s, summarised over several scans.
Spectral resolution was below 2.5 cm−1 for all Raman setups used. However,
as their optical components differed in detail, the error of Raman shift for
all setups was estimated conservatively as ± 3 cm−1 for bands with a clear
maximum and ± 20 cm−1 for shoulders.
3.10.1 Post-processing of Raman spectra
The choice of post-processing routine always changes the appearance of Ra-
man spectra. Care needs to be taken to only compare spectra that un-
derwent the same post-processing steps. The analysis of absolute band in-
tensities needs to be avoided as these intensities change depending on the
post-processing routine. Instead, trends of the relative intensities between
different bands need to be focussed on.
Here, linear baselines were subtracted from the spectra to bring the signal-
free region above 1350 cm−1 to zero intensity level. The spectral data were
reduced to acount for the dependence of the Raman intensity on tempera-
ture and frequency (details below). After that, spectra were normalised to
the maximum of their respective low frequency bands. This normalisation
was chosen to highlight changes of the low frequency bands during glass den-
sification (details below). If Raman spectra in this thesis are given without
specific note regarding normalisation, they were subjected to this treatment.
Baseline correction A baseline correction was necessary because spectra
often showed a weak non-zero slope in the high frequency region above
1350 cm−1 that did not contain sample signal. To account for this back-
ground, potentially arising from instrumental setup or luminescence, linear
baselines were subtracted from the spectra to bring the signal-free region
above 1350 cm−1 to zero intensity level. Linear baselines were preferred to
minimise arbitrariness in the determination of baseline points, and this is a
commonly used routine [5, 50, 71].
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Figure 3.2: Demonstration of the effect of the Long reduction for
temperature- and frequency-dependence of Raman scattering on
the shape of Raman spectra for a selected glass. Spectra were
normalised to their maximum intensities.
Data reduction Raman intensity does not only change with excitation fre-
quency; it also depends on temperature by a Bose-Einstein factor that ac-
counts for vibrations which are not in their ground state because of thermal
activation. More detailed equations for Raman intensity may be found in the
monographs by Derek Long, see p. 83 of ref. [120] or p. 120 of ref. [121]. To ac-
count for these effects, spectral data were reduced by the following equation,
often referred to as the Long reduction [109, 145, 151, 159, 160, 173, 194].
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝐼𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 ⋅ ̃𝜈30
̃𝜈
( ̃𝜈0 − ̃𝜈)4
[1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−ℎ𝑐 ̃𝜈𝑘𝐵𝑇
)] (3.4)
Here, 𝐼𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 and 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 are the measured and reduced Raman intensities, re-
spectively. 𝑇 is the temperature, 𝑐 the speed of light, 𝑘𝐵 the Boltzmann
constant (1.38065 ⋅10−23 J/K) and ℎ is Planck’s constant (6.62607 ⋅10−34 Js)
[159]. There are also other reduction routines in use besides the Long reduc-
tion, mostly applying similar principles [14, 17, 61, 70, 167, 171, 205, 216].
The Long reduction is most common, though, and thus was chosen for this
thesis. The process reduces intensities at low frequencies and emphasises in-
tensities at higher frequencies (Figure 3.2). The shape of the high frequency
region of the spectra is almost unaffected by the reduction while the shape of
the low frequency region changes markedly. This is caused by the suppression
of thermal activation, which largely contributes to the low frequency region
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while not being linked to specific structural groups [31, 136, 159, 167]. The
application of the Long reduction in this thesis was optional because no high
temperature experiments were performed. The reduction was chosen because
the reduced spectra largely resembled the IR spectra in shape. As IR spectra
and VH Raman spectra both originate from antisymmetric vibrations [59],
this resemblance was considered beneficial for the comparison of the spectra
in Section 4.6.
Normalisation Common normalisations either divide the intensities by the
highest measured signal (normalisation to maximum) or by the total mea-
sured signal (normalisation to integrated spectral area). In certain cases,
normalisation to a specific band is also chosen [159]. These three different
normalisation approaches are compared for suitability in Figure 3.3 for a
series of glasses from this thesis with increasing phosphate content. Normal-
isation to the spectral maximum (Figure 3.3a) is not suitable for this thesis
because not all glasses have their maximum intensity at the same band. Also,
the high intensity band at ∼ 1050 cm−1 will be shown later to represent the
phosphate content of these glasses. Setting this band to equal intensity for
glasses with differing phosphate contents is not beneficial.
Normalisation to the area (Figure 3.3b) is an acceptable routine as here, the
band at 1050 cm−1 increases with increasing phosphate content (from glass
Si60P0 to glass Si60P7.5). However, there is no band of constant intensity.
Shifts and relative intensity changes in the low frequency region from 300
to 650 cm−1 will become relevant later when discussing glass densification.
For normalisation to the maximum of the low frequency region (Figure 3.3c),
changes in the low frequency region can be more easily determined compared
to Figure 3.3b. The increasing phosphate content is still well represented by
the increasing intensity of the 1050 cm−1 band. Therefore, normalisation to
the maximum of the low frequency region was chosen here as the standard
normalisation. This way, a small error regarding the band of the low fre-
quency maximum is created. But, as will be seen in Section 4.6, this band
has several structural contributions and is unlikely to maintain the same
intensity over all glasses. Nevertheless, in absence of an internal standard
this error was regarded acceptable and unlikely to affect the interpretation
as long as only relative intensities of different bands are being compared.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.3: Comparison of different normalisation approaches for glasses with
increasing phosphate content (0mol% for Si60P0 and 7.5mol%
for Si60P7.5). (a) Normalisation to spectral maximum. (b) Nor-
malisation to total integrated area. (c) Normalisation to the
maximum of the low frequency region.
3.10.2 Raman analysis of densification
Glass densification by indentation resulted in a shift of the low frequency Ra-
man envelope towards higher wavenumbers. In an attempt to characterise
the densification, this shift was analysed by adapting the method presented
by Deschamps et al. [36]. The low frequency envelopes of Raman spectra
measured before and after indentation were integrated to obtain their respec-
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Figure 3.4: Exemplary Raman spectra of a glass before (black) and after
(orange) densification by Vickers indentation. The densification
shifted the low frequency region (blue area). This is quantified
by determining the shift (arrow, not to scale) of the centre of
gravity (dash-dotted line) of the affected region. Spectra were
normalised to their maximum intensities.
tive centre of gravity by the following equation, using the software Matlab
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, US).
∫𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑙 𝐼( ̃𝜈)𝑑 ̃𝜈
∫𝑢𝑙 𝐼( ̃𝜈)𝑑 ̃𝜈
= 12 (3.5)
Here, the centre of gravity (COG) is the wavenumber which separates the
integrated region into two parts of equal area. 𝐼 denotes the Raman intensity
and ̃𝜈 the Raman shift in wavenumbers. The lower and upper limits of the
integration are 𝑙 and 𝑢, respectively. The integration limits were chosen at
the positions of the intensity minima which confined the low frequency Ra-
man region. The error of the position of the centres of gravity was estimated
as ± 6 cm−1.
After indentation, the entire low frequency region, and therefore also its
COG, was shifted (Figure 3.4). The black spectrum in Figure 3.4 represents
the glass before indentation, the orange spectrum afterwards. The shift of
the low frequency region (blue area) is clearly visible. The dash-dotted line
marks the COG position prior to indentation. The arrow (not true to scale)
illustrates the COG shift upon indentation. Arguably, the integration limits
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could be extended to include the middle frequency region between 650 and
800 cm−1. A discussion of why this was not done follows in Section 4.10.2.
The COG shift was used to quantify the densification. Prior to COG calcu-
lation, Raman spectra underwent subtraction of a linear baseline that was
fitted to the signal-free high-frequency end of the spectra. Optionally, the
spectra were afterwards treated with the Long reduction (Equation 3.4).
The two processing routes with and without Long reduction were compared
to evaluate the influence of spectral processing on the densification analysis,
considering that the Long reduction greatly changes the shape of the low
frequency region. The Long reduction also required a change of the lower in-
tegration limit because it shifted the corresponding intensity minimum to the
lowest measured frequency. This enlarged the integrated range for datasets
that underwent the Long reduction. However, the impact of the changed
integration limits on the COG calculation was deemed low because Raman
intensities in the affected wavenumber regime had dropped significantly after
the Long reduction.
A linear baseline fitted just below the integrated region may be considered
a valid alternative to the one fitted to the signal-free high frequency end of
the spectra. This type of baseline was also tried, but will not be shown as
differences were small.
To compare the COG shifts depending on glass composition, Raman spectra
measured in the centres of five indentations were investigated per sample,
as well as five reference spectra of non-indented glass. The obtained COG
shifts were averaged. Each indentation was created with a load of 981mN
with a Vickers microindenter and loading parameters as specified in Section
3.12. Raman measurements were carried out at the National Hellenic Re-
search Foundation as described above. For a selected indentation, a Raman
mapping was performed to verify that the indentation centre corresponds
to the highest local densification. For this map, 31× 31 individual Raman
spectra were measured around the indentation centre, with a step size of
1𝜇m between two measuring positions and a measurement time of 60 s per
spectrum. This mapping was performed using the Raman microscope at the
Otto Schott Institute with a spatial resolution of ∼ 0.4𝜇m. The focus of the
microscope was set on the level of the glass surface outside of the indenta-
tion. No refocussing within the indentation was performed, because here a
clear focal point was hard to identify. Thus, an error was introduced for the
points of the map corresponding to the indentation. However, this error was
expected to mainly affect intensities, not the analysed frequency shift.
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3.10.3 Deconvolution of Raman spectra
Raman spectra were deconvoluted in an attempt to gain further structural
information. Deconvolution was performed on unpolarised Raman spectra
measured at 514 nm excitation and was limited to the high frequency spectral
envelope. Prior to deconvolution, each spectral envelope underwent a linear
baseline subtraction and was normalised, setting its intensities to a range
from 0 to 100 for easier comparison of the different glasses.
The number of deconvoluted bands was chosen to match the number of bands
identified in the VV and VH Raman spectra. Phosphate-free glasses were
deconvoluted with three bands, phosphate-containing ones with five bands.
Any additional bands may further improve the mathematical fit by minimis-
ing the residual, the difference between model and measured data. However,
they would also increase arbitrariness of the fitted model [147, 148, 194]. A
lower number of bands may in some cases be sufficient for a good fit, but
would be meaningless as not all measured bands (VV and VH) would have
been taken into account. The band shape was chosen to be Gaussian, the
most simple form.
The deconvolution was performed using the software Origin. Fitting was
carried out with Origin’s implemented Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.12
During fitting, the squared difference between data and model, 𝜒2, needs
to be iteratively minimised. A tolerance value of 𝜒2 = 1𝑒−9 was chosen as
convergence criterion as well as a limit of up to 10000 iterations. Except for
manually choosing starting position and amplitude, no further constraints
were applied to the Gaussian fitting parameters. Typically, initial band po-
sitions were chosen to roughly match the experimental positions, while initial
amplitudes were varied. Output band positions and areas were evaluated.
Errorbars show standard errors in case of band positions and error propaga-
tion of standard errors in case of relative band areas.
12The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is a further developed version of the Gaussian non-
linear least squares minimisation algorithm and is popular in solving fitting problems
owing to its higher tendency to converge, see e.g. p. 228 of ref. [35].
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3.11 Ultrasonic echometry
To obtain elastic properties from Equations (2.10) to (2.13), longitudinal and
transversal sound velocities in the glasses were measured by ultrasonic echom-
etry (Echometer, Karl Deutsch, Wuppertal). Samples were plane parallel
slices. Their thickness (about 2mm) was averaged from five measurements
with a micrometre gauge. The echometer was calibrated with a standard
part of defined thicknesses. Its piezoelectric transducer was operating at 8 to
12MHz. The coupling agent between sample and transducer was honey for
transversal measurements and a water based agent (Echotrace, Karl Deutsch,
Wuppertal) for longitudinal measurements. Errors were estimated by error
propagation from the errors of sample thickness, sound propagation time
(± 0.001𝜇s) and sample density.
3.12 Microindentation
Vickers hardness Glass hardness was determined using a Vickers microin-
denter (Duramin-1, Struers GmbH, Willich). For each sample, 25 indenta-
tions were evaluated with a load of 981mN, a load buildup time of 15 s and
a dwell time of 10 s. Errorbars show the standard deviation.
Crack resistance To investigate crack resistance, 25 Vickers indentations
were prepared for each of the loads 981mN, 1.96N, 2.94N, 4.91N, 9.81N and
19.6N. For each indentation, the number of radial cracks was evaluated to
determine the respective probabilities of crack initiation (PCI). PCI showed
a sigmoidal trend when plotted over the logarithmic load (Figure 3.5). This
trend was fitted13 using the software Origin, following the procedure by Lim-
bach et al. [115]. The load value of the fitted sigmoidal curve at 50% PCI
13The fitted function was of the type logistic dose response. This empirical function orig-
inates from modelling the response of an organism to the dose of a chemical but it also
succeeds in describing the response of glass to the level of applied load [115]. The function
has the form 𝑦 = 𝐴2 + (𝐴1 −𝐴2)/[1 + (𝑥/𝑥0)𝑝], with 𝑦 being the response (PCI), 𝐴1
and 𝐴2 the lowest (0% PCI) and highest (100% PCI) response, respectively, 𝑥 the load,
𝑥0 the load at 𝐴2/2 (crack resistance) and 𝑝 an empirical slope parameter.
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Figure 3.5: Determination of crack resistance and its error from the proba-
bility of crack initiation (PCI). The PCI is fitted with a sigmoidal
function (orange dashed line). The intersection of this function
with the 50% PCI line marks the crack resistance. Connecting
the end points (blue triangles) of the PCI errorbars creates an ap-
proximated error envelope (red lines). The intersections of this
error envelope with the 50% PCI line are used to estimate an
error for the crack resistance.
was taken as crack resistance for each glass.
Few publications on glass crack resistance show errors for PCI and crack re-
sistance [10, 73]. The reason is probably the large size of the PCI errorbars
(Figure 3.5), which indicates scattering of the number of radial cracks formed
per indentation. Here, a method was developed to use the PCI errorbars to
estimate an error of the crack resistance. In Figure 3.5, the PCI errorbars
show the 95% confidence interval after evaluation of 25 indentations (up to
100 potential cracks) per load. The error of the crack resistance has to be
found in the load dimension (horizontal axis). Therefore, the end points
of the PCI errorbars (blue triangles) were connected by linear segments to
create an estimated error envelope of the PCI (red lines). This error enve-
lope intersects the 50% PCI line at two loads above and below the crack
resistance, generating two horizontal errorbars (not shown). Because of the
logarithmic load axis, the crack resistance is not in the middle between these
two loads. To achieve symmetric errorbars on a linear load scale, and to be
conservative in this error estimation, the larger errorbar out of the two was
chosen as the estimated error of the crack resistance.
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3.13 Nanoindentation
Nanoindentation experiments (Nano Indenter G200, Agilent Technologies,
Waldbronn) were carried out with a diamond Berkovich indenter tip on
plane parallel, polished glass samples. Experiments at constant strain rate of
0.05 s−1 were performed to measure elastic modulus and hardness. Addition-
ally, strain rate jump experiments were performed to determine the strain
rate sensitivity.
During the constant strain rate experiments, the hardness was continuously
measured up to a penetration depth of 2000 nm. To measure the elastic mod-
ulus at the same time, the indentation was superimposed with an oscillation
of 2 nm and 45Hz. Modulus and hardness reached a constant value over in-
dentation depth after initial buildup. For each indentation, the values of this
plateau region were averaged. The first 20% (0 to 400 nm depth) of each
indentation were omitted from averaging because they contained the pre-
plateau buildup. Also, the last 10% (1800 to 2000 nm depth) were omitted
because the corresponding high loads may elastically distort the indenter tip,
thus falsifying the contact geometry. The resulting averaged values of hard-
ness and modulus between 400 and 1800 nm indentation depth were further
averaged over several indentations. For each sample, 20 indentations were
created. A few indentations did not show the plateau behaviour, typically
because of bubbles below the sample surface. These indentations were omit-
ted from evaluation. As a result, hardness and modulus were evaluated for 15
to 20 indentations, depending on the sample. Errorbars show the standard
deviation.
For the strain rate jump tests, indentations were prepared similar to the ones
above, but three different strain rates of 0.05, 0.007 and 0.001 s−1 were ap-
plied during the course of each indentation, following the protocol described
by Limbach et al. [114]. Each strain rate was maintained over a range of at
least 250 nm penetration depth. With the strain rate jumps, the measured
hardness changed towards new plateau values. The hardness was averaged
over the last 100 nm of each constant strain rate regime, to only cover plateau
values without the buildup regimes. For each indentation, the strain rate sen-
sitivity was then calculated (Equation 2.17). Ten indentations were created
for each glass with the strain rate jump test. Similar to the constant strain
rate test, a few indentations were omitted from evaluation as they clearly did
not probe homogeneous material. Therefore, the strain rate sensitivity was
averaged over 8 to 10 indentations, depending on the sample. The errorbars
show the standard deviation.
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4
Results and discussion
4.1 Assessment of sample quality
Amorphous state, composition and homogeneity Besides the risk of crys-
tallisation, phosphate-containing glasses may show phase separation if phos-
phate attracts too much sodium [185]. In this study, no signs of crystalli-
sation or phase separation were found by means of XRD, light microscopy,
visible light laser scattering (532 nm and 640 - 660 nm laser pointers) and
TEM including electron diffraction. The glasses are therefore assumed to be
fully amorphous and non phase-separated.
Compositional deviations from nominal level were small, as verified by EDX
analysis (Table 4.1). The SiO2 content was decreased and the Al2O3 con-
tent increased by less than 2mol% compared to the nominal composition for
all samples. This amount of Al2O3 incorporation is less than for silicophos-
phate glasses, which have been found to incorporate 3 to > 9mol% Al2O3
[66, 167, 188]. This difference may be explained by the high melt viscosity of
the present glasses. The P2O5 content was found to be up to 1mol% smaller
than the nominal one. This may be attributed to minor P2O5 evaporation
during melting [66, 188]. The rather small P2O5 losses confirm a previous
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Table 4.1: Comparison of nominal glass composition in mol% with composi-
tion from EDX analysis (in brackets).
Glass SiO2 P2O5 Al2O3 Na2O
Si70P0 70 - 15 15
(68.2 ± 1.6) (-) (15.9 ± 1.2) (15.9 ± 0.4)
Si70P7.5 70 7.5 11.25 11.25
(68.7 ± 0.7) (6.9 ± 0.8) (12.2 ± 1.0) (12.2 ± 0.7)
Si60P0 60 - 20 20
(57.8 ± 2.0) (-) (20.8 ± 1.0) (21.4 ± 1.6)
Si60P2.5 60 2.5 18.75 18.75
(59.1 ± 1.2) (1.6 ± 1.0) (19.8 ± 1.3) (19.5 ± 0.4)
Si60P5 60 5 17.5 17.5
(59.4 ± 1.7) (4.1 ± 0.1) (18.8 ± 1.8) (17.7 ± 0.9)
Si60P6.25 60 6.25 16.875 16.875
(59.2 ± 1.1) (5.4 ± 0.6) (18.1 ± 1.4) (17.2 ± 0.7)
Si60P7.5 60 7.5 16.25 16.25
(58.3 ± 1.2) (6.8 ± 0.7) (17.1 ± 1.4) (17.8 ± 0.7)
Si55.5P7.5 55.5 7.5 18.5 18.5
(54.4 ± 1.2) (6.6 ± 0.8) (20.1 ± 1.4) (19.0 ± 0.6)
Si50P0 50 - 25 25
(48.1 ± 1.7) (-) (26.2 ± 1.4) (25.6 ± 0.7)
Si50P7.5 50 7.5 21.25 21.25
(48.7 ± 1.4) (6.6 ± 0.7) (22.4 ± 1.6) (22.3 ± 0.6)
finding that P2O5 is not likely to leave melts of metaluminous composition
[119].
Unfortunately, the samples contained bubbles, owing to high melt viscosity
resulting from high polymerisation. Bubbles may disturb the infrared re-
flection and mechanical experiments. Removal of bubbles would require an
increase of the batch size and a significant increase of the melting time, to
allow for homogenisation in spite of high viscosity. However, this would lead
to further Al2O3 leaching from the crucibles and was therefore not pursued.
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Table 4.2: Water content of the studied glasses in mol% and wt%.
Sample mol% (H2O+OH) wt% (H2O+OH)
Si70P0 0.098 ± 0.019 0.026 ± 0.005
Si70P7.5 0.048 ± 0.015 0.012 ± 0.004
Si60P0 0.070 ± 0.016 0.018 ± 0.004
Si60P2.5 0.080 ± 0.017 0.020 ± 0.005
Si60P5 0.047 ± 0.015 0.012 ± 0.004
Si60P6.25 0.059 ± 0.016 0.015 ± 0.004
Si60P7.5 0.068 ± 0.017 0.017 ± 0.004
Si55.5P7.5 0.050 ± 0.015 0.012 ± 0.004
Si50P0 0.059 ± 0.015 0.015 ± 0.004
Si50P7.5 0.043 ± 0.014 0.010 ± 0.003
Water content Structural water is known to be often present in glasses
and it is typically introduced by water-bearing precursors such as Al(OH)3
and hygroscopic NaPO3 [93, 167, 213]. Furthermore, phosphate is known
to increase the solubility of water in aluminosilicate melts [119]. Water
may decrease glass polymerisation, see e.g. ref. [138] and p. 436 of ref. [149].
However, the water content (combined amounts of molecular H2O and OH
groups) was found to be very low, typically below 0.1mol% (Table 4.2).
Therefore, water will not significantly affect polymerisation and can be omit-
ted from further structural considerations in this thesis.
4.2 Density and related properties
Density and packing density decreased while molar volume and oxygen pack-
ing density increased with increasing P2O5 content and constant SiO2 con-
tent (Figure 4.1, left column).14 For increasing silica content and constant
phosphate content of either 0 or 7.5mol% the density and packing density
decreased and the oxygen packing density increased (Figure 4.1, right col-
umn). For phosphate-free glasses the decrease in packing density was within
the error limit at lower silica contents. Also, at 50mol% SiO2, the incorpo-
ration of P2O5 did not noticeably change the packing density. The molar
14For glass properties that are presented in graphical form throughout this thesis, tabulated
values are provided in the appendix.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of density, 𝜌, molar volume, V𝑚, packing density, C𝑔,
and oxygen packing density, 𝜌𝑜𝑥 (top line to bottom line). (Left
column) Change upon increasing P2O5 content for glasses with
constant 60mol% SiO2. (Right column) Change upon increasing
SiO2 content for glasses with constant P2O5 content of either
0mol% (black squares) or 7.5mol% (orange circles).
volume only slightly decreased with increasing SiO2 content and remained
almost constant for glasses with 7.5mol% P2O5.
The decreasing density and packing density with increasing phosphate con-
tent may be explained by the substitution of P2O5 for NaAlO2, i.e. the sub-
stitution of two phosphate tetrahedra for one aluminate tetrahedron. The
aluminate tetrahedra here all are assumed to have four BO, while phosphate
tetrahedra may bear fewer BO. Even if the phosphate groups would assume
Q4𝑃 state by forming Al-O-P bonds this would liberate Na+ ions that formerly
were needed to charge-balance the involved aluminate tetrahedra and which
would now create new NBO elsewhere. This means that the substitution of
P2O5 for NaAlO2 introduces more tetrahedral units per mol but reduces the
average number of BO per tetrahedron to below four. An increasing phos-
phate content therefore corresponds to a decreasing network polymerisation
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in the studied glasses. A network with fewer cross-links and a larger number
of tetrahedra per mol is likely to be less compact. This explains the decrease
in density and packing density as well as the increase in molar volume with
increasing phosphate content. A similar decrease in density has been ob-
served in basaltic glasses [220].
For increasing silica content, silica tetrahedra (SiO4) were substituted for
aluminate tetrahedra (Na+[AlO4]−). As both tetrahedral units bear four
BO each, the overall network polymerisation is assumed to remain rela-
tively constant. This is directly visible in the nearly constant molar volume.
The decrease in density and packing density with increasing silica content
is caused by the requirement for charge-balancing Na+ ions in the vicinity
of [AlO4]− tetrahedra. Considering the similar ionic radii of Al3+ and Si4+
[198], their corresponding tetrahedra will also be of comparable size, but a
network with more aluminate tetrahedra is likely to use more intertetrahe-
dral space for the accommodation of sodium ions. Therefore, the density and
packing density changed even though the molar volume remained roughly
constant. The observation that 𝐶𝑔 remained within the error limit for all
glasses with 50mol% SiO2 and for the phosphate-free glass with 60mol%
SiO2, even though 𝜌 changed, is attributed to the 𝐶𝑔 model assumption of
densely packed spheres. This model depends on the choice of ionic radius15
and does not take the directional bonds and NBO into account that may
occur in the studied glasses.
The trend observed for oxygen packing density was opposite to that for den-
sity (Figure 4.1). This is counter-intuitive for oxide glasses with oxygen as
the most abundant element. The concept of oxygen packing density, i.e. the
mass of oxygen in a defined volume of glass, has been introduced by Ray
[176], who pointed out its usefulness for weakly polymerised alkali silicate
glasses with alkaline ions acting as network modifier. The glasses studied in
this thesis, however, are highly polymerised, and sodium ions take a charge-
balancing role rather than a modifying one. The calculation of 𝜌𝑜𝑥 (Equation
3.3) is based on the assumption of densely packed spheres and does not take
the directional, covalent character of the oxygen bridging bonding into ac-
count. Recently, the oxygen packing density has been shown to correlate
with the coordination number of the network-forming cations in phosphate-
free aluminosilicate melts, see ref. [255] and p. 361 of ref. [101]. However,
the network formers in the glasses of the present study did not change their
coordination number (see NMR analysis in Section 4.5). The dependence
of oxygen packing density on stoichiometric numbers appears to be a dis-
advantage in the presence of three different network forming oxides, all of
15Here, effective ionic radii from ref. [198] were used.
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them with different stoichiometric numbers of oxygen. Therefore, the oxy-
gen packing density will not be taken into account in further analyses here.
Among the properties derived from density, the molar volume appeared to
be the most suitable for arguments concerning network polymerisation.
The decreasing density in the three studied glass series coincided with a de-
creasing degree of ionic bonding (Section 4.7). A change in type of chemical
bonds comes with a change in bond force constants, which will also affect
bond lengths and, thus, potentially density as well. However, Taylor and
Brown showed that bond length has no major influence on density. They
have investigated metaluminous glasses similar to the phosphate-free glasses
studied here by X-ray scattering [221, 222]. For increasing silica content and
thus decreasing density they observed a decreasing T-O bond length (T=Si,
Al) and increasing intertetrahedral bond angle. If bond length had a major
influence on density, then a decreasing bond length should lead to a density
increase rather than a decrease. Instead, density seems to be affected more
by the intertetrahedral bond angle.
4.3 Thermal analysis
4.3.1 Glass transition temperature
Incorporation of phosphate led to a strong, roughly linear decrease in T𝑔
(Figure 4.2a). From 0 to 7.5mol% P2O5 the decrease in T𝑔 ranged from
80K for glasses with 50mol% SiO2 to > 120K for glasses with 70mol% SiO2
(Figure 4.2b). By contrast, changes in T𝑔 for varying silica content were
small (∼ 30K). For increasing silica content (Figure 4.2b), T𝑔 of phosphate-
free glasses slightly increased while there was a decrease for glasses with
7.5mol% P2O5.
The observed decrease in T𝑔 with increasing P2O5 content is an indicator
that phosphate addition reduces the network polymerisation of aluminosili-
cate glasses. This is reasonable as phosphate groups with Q𝑖⩽3𝑃 bear fewer
BO than silicate or aluminate tetrahedra of metaluminous glasses. Even Q4𝑃
units require charge-stabilising Al-O-P bonds, thus liberating Na+ ions that
may depolymerise the network elsewhere. The marked influence of phosphate
on characteristic temperatures of aluminosilicate glass has also been noted
by Wyllie and Tuttle [250] who have found a strong decrease of the solidus
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Dependence of glass transition temperature on glass composition.
(a) Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b)
Increasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents of 0mol%
(black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
temperature of metaluminous albite glass upon incorporation of P2O5.
The much smaller changes of T𝑔 with increasing SiO2 content (Figure 4.2b)
may be explained by the constant polymerisation expected for substitution
of SiO4 for Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra. The small increase in T𝑔 with increasing
SiO2 content in phosphate-free glasses may be explained by an increasingly
covalent character of chemical bonds as the amount of Na+ and Al3+ is re-
duced. This should increase the strength of bridging oxygen bonds and thus
have a contribution to glass transition temperature even though polymerisa-
tion did not change [176, 181]. T𝑔 seems to approach the value for vitreous
silica, 1120°C [114].
In the literature, glass transition temperatures found for compositions similar
to the phosphate-free glasses here were roughly comparable to the reported
values, but usually lower by up to several tens of degrees [11, 15, 26, 160, 239].
There was no good agreement between the references, however. For example,
reported T𝑔 values for glass Si50P0 ranged from 725°C [160] to 800°C [239].
In the present study, a value of 822°C was found. This may be partially
caused by faster quenching rates applied in those references.
Surprisingly, the T𝑔 of glasses with 7.5mol% P2O5 did not approach the T𝑔
of vitreous SiO2 but slightly decreased instead. Apparently the presence of
phosphate as third network former had an additional influence on T𝑔 when
varying the silica content. Possibly, the assumption of constant network
polymerisation is no longer correct in the presence of phosphate. This is dis-
cussed in Section 4.6.4 together with the results of far-infrared spectroscopy.
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4.3.2 Crystallisation behaviour
Figure 4.3a shows a comparison of the DTA signals for three glasses with
0, 5 or 7.5mol% P2O5 and constant 60mol% SiO2. The decreasing T𝑔 with
increasing phosphate content is highlighted by a dashed line, as is the crys-
tallisation temperature, T𝑥, at the exothermal maximum of the crystallisa-
tion peak. Such a peak was only detected for the phosphate-free glass and
is located between 1100 and 1250°C, followed by a melting endotherm above
1250°C.
Another broad and weak exothermal signal was found at temperatures
slightly above glass transition, and below crystallisation (if observed). This
broad exothermal signal is believed to show either the release of residual
stresses or the sintering of glass powder. Numbers shown in that region
in Figure 4.3a may thus correspond to a sintering temperature. In order
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: (a) Differential thermal analysis of selected glasses with
60mol% SiO2 and phosphate contents of 0 (black), 5 (orange)
and 7.5mol% (blue). Exothermal signals point upwards. Glass
transition temperature T𝑔 and crystallisation temperature T𝑥
are marked by dashed lines. Only the phosphate-free glass crys-
tallised. The weak, broad exothermal signal between T𝑔 and T𝑥
corresponds to sintering of the analysed powders. (b) X-ray ana-
lysis of the same glasses after 24 hours of heat treatment at the
sintering temperatures indicated in (a). Signals were vertically
shifted for easier comparison.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: (a) X-ray analysis of glass Si60P7.5, heat treated for 24 h at in-
dicated temperatures. Signals were vertically shifted for easier
comparison. (b) After 24 h at 1100°C, the powder has fused into
a transparent glass with no signs of crystallinity. Spots in the
glass are bubbles.
to investigate whether those DTA sintering maxima may also contain sig-
nals from crystallisation, powder samples of the selected glasses were heat
treated at the temperatures indicated in Figure 4.3b for 24 hours. After heat
treatment, the phosphate-free sample looked opaque, while the phosphate-
containing samples had fused into clear, transparent glass bodies. The sam-
ples were ground again and subjected to X-ray diffraction analysis (Figure
4.3b). No crystallisation was found for the phosphate-containing glasses,
while the phosphate-free glass had clearly crystallised during the heat treat-
ment. This result led to the conclusion that the term sintering region for
the broad exothermal DTA signal was justified. In the case of phosphate-free
glasses, however, a crystallisation maximum may well be present underneath
the sintering signal.
To crystallise a phosphate-containing glass, two powder samples of glass
Si60P7.5 were heat treated at 1164 and 1100°C, respectively, for 24 hours.
These were the temperatures of the maximum and the onset of the crystallisa-
tion peak of the corresponding phosphate-free glass. Based on crystallisation
kinetics, see e.g. p. 35 of ref. [154], these two temperatures were taken as
estimates of the temperatures of high rate of crystal growth (1164°C) and
high crystal nucleation rate (1100°C). They were selected to provoke crys-
tallisation within short time, assuming that a crystal similar to the one in
the phosphate-free sample would be created. However, an X-ray diffraction
analysis showed that the samples were still amorphous after 24 hour heat
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treatment (Figure 4.4a). The X-ray diffraction patterns showed a first hint
towards a crystalline peak at 2Θ ≈ 26∘, barely exceeding noise level. The
glass powder had fused into a transparent glass body during the 24 hour heat
treatment (Figure 4.4b). Apparent spots in that glass body were not crystals
but bubbles.
The significantly reduced crystallisation tendency in phosphate-containing
glasses bears interesting technological implications. Usually, aluminosilicate
glasses have favourable mechanical properties [11, 181] but crystallise easily.
Phospho-aluminosilicate glasses may combine a low crystallisation tendency
with mechanical properties that are still close to those of phosphate-free
metaluminous aluminosilicate glasses. Applications of interest may be high
temperature glass soldering or 3D printing of glasses [103].
The low crystallisation tendency of the phosphate-containing glasses may
also give insight into the glass structure: Formation of crystal nuclei requires
local rearrangement of atoms; this rearrangement is apparently hindered by
the presence of phosphate. The new interactions upon incorporation of phos-
phate appear to reduce the mobility of the other elements. Potentially, this is
caused by the phosphate binding to both Na+ and Al3+ for charge-balancing.
Another reason may be an increase in entropy upon P2O5 incorporation.
A similar effect of crystallisation being inhibited by phosphate has been
found by Ray and Day [175] for glasses of the composition Na2O - 2CaO -
3 SiO2 to which they added 2wt% P2O5, resulting in a shift of the DTA
crystallisation to higher temperatures accompanied by a reduced peak inten-
sity. Furthermore, Glatz et al. have recently published an investigation of
the crystallisation in lithium aluminosilicate glasses upon addition of up to
1mol% P2O5 [65]. For low Al/Li ratios they have found that phosphate pro-
motes the nucleation of crystals by enrichment of Li around phosphate. For
an Al/Li ratio closer to the metaluminous composition (Al/Li≥ 0.7), they
have described phosphate as crystallisation inhibitor, owing to Al-O-P bonds
connecting the phosphate to the rest of the network. This matches with the
effect of phosphate on crystallisation observed in the present study. The
discussion of spectroscopic results (Sections 4.5 and 4.6) shows that both the
formation of Al-O-P bonds and the association of phosphate with sodium
occurred here. However, enrichment of Na around phosphate was apparently
not strong enough to cause phase separation or crystallisation. One reason
for this may be the increased ionic radius of Na+ compared to Li+ ions [198],
making Na+ ions less mobile.
The crystallisation behaviour of phosphate-free glasses varied with silica con-
tent (Figure 4.5). The glass with 50mol% SiO2 showed a strong crystallisa-
tion peak between 900 and 1000°C, followed by a melting endotherm above
1400°C, of which only the onset was within the temperature limit of the
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Figure 4.5: Differential thermal analysis of phosphate-free glass powders
(particle size < 38𝜇m) with 50 (black), 60 (orange) and 70mol%
SiO2 (blue). Exothermal signals point upwards. Signals were
vertically shifted for easier comparison. Intensity and position of
the crystallisation peak changed with composition.
measurement. With an increase in silica content to 60mol% the crystallisa-
tion peak lost intensity and shifted to higher temperature, while the melting
endotherm shifted to lower temperature. For the glass with 70mol% SiO2,
neither crystallisation peak nor melting endotherm were visible.
Lower silica contents correspond to substitution of Na+[AlO4]− for SiO4
tetrahedra. This indicates a larger degree of ionic bonding, as shown in
Section 4.7, which means a lower directionality of the chemical bonds and
weaker force constants of individual bonds between cation and oxygen anion.
For Na+, the weaker bonds to oxygen may increase the ionic mobility and
thus make the formation of crystal nuclei easier. This could explain why the
DTA crystallisation peak was strongest for lower silica contents, and why it
was found at lower temperatures.
To investigate whether crystallisation in phosphate-free glasses was surface
or bulk crystallisation, a DTA experiment was performed on glass Si60P0
for three different particle sizes (Figure 4.6). The crystallisation peak and
melting endotherm were clearly visible for the finest particle size. They were
weaker for the medium particle size and no longer distinguishable for the large
particle size. This indicates surface crystallisation, as for small particle sizes
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Figure 4.6: Differential thermal analysis of glass Si60P0 at a heating rate of
10K/min for different sample particle sizes of < 38𝜇m (black),
125 - 250𝜇m (orange) and 1 - 2mm (blue). Exothermal signals
point upwards. Signals were vertically shifted for easier compari-
son. Crystallisation peak and melting endotherm were visible for
small particle size but became weaker with increasing particle
size.
the surface to bulk ratio is much higher than for large particle sizes. Surface
crystallisation has also been reported for lithium phospho-aluminosilicate
glasses [65]. However, to conclusively get insight into the nucleation and
crystallisation mechanism, further studies are necessary, which are beyond
the scope of this thesis.
4.4 Refractive index
A typical, non-linear trend of the refractive index on wavelength [248] was
visible for all glasses (Figure 4.7). Compositional trends were similar for
all measured wavelengths and are shown for 632.8 nm in Figure 4.8. The
refractive index decreased for the substitution of P2O5 for NaAlO2 (Figure
4.8a) as well as for the substitution of SiO4 for Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.7: Dependence of the refractive index in the visible and near-
infrared range on glass composition. (a) Increasing P2O5 con-
tent and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b) Increasing SiO2 content
and constant 0mol% P2O5. (c) Increasing SiO2 content and
constant 7.5mol% P2O5.
(Figure 4.8b). The decrease matched with the decreasing density trends for
the same compositional changes. A decrease in density can be expected to
cause a decrease in the average electron density of the glasses. This reduced
electron density will subsequently affect the refractive index, as the principle
of refraction is based on the interaction of light with the electrons of a glass,
see e.g. p. 79 of ref. [69].
The decrease of refractive index with increasing silica content (Figures 4.7b,
4.7c and 4.8b) may also be explained in terms of glass composition. The
refractive index approached the lower value for vitreous silica, which for the
studied wavelengths ranges from 1.44 to 1.46 [248]. A similar decrease was
found by Day et al. on metaluminous sodium aluminosilicate glasses, also
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Dependence of the refractive index at 632.8 nm on glass com-
position. (a) Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol%
SiO2. (b) Increasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents
of 0mol% (black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
confirming the absolute refractive index values found here [32].
A composition-based explanation for the decreasing refractive index upon
increasing phosphate content (Figures 4.7a and 4.8a) may be found in a
study by DiGiovanni et al. who investigated the refractive index of glasses
in the system SiO2 - Al2O3 - P2O5 [37]. For constant SiO2 content and Al/P
ratio approaching unity, their refractive indices decreased to approach values
close to those of vitreous silica. These conditions match the compositional
trend of Figure 4.8a, despite the lack of sodium in their glasses. DiGiovanni
et al. have ascribed the decreasing refractive index to the formation of
Al-O-P bonds [37], with the resulting AlPO4 units having the same structure
and thus similar refractive properties as SiO2. The formation of Al-O-P
bonds is also likely for the glasses of the present study, as shown during the
discussion of spectroscopic results.
A question remaining is whether metaphosphate groups which are not bound
to aluminium may have a major contribution to the decreasing refractive
index upon increasing phosphate content. The refractive index of pure
sodium metaphosphate glass (NaPO3) at 546.1 nm is 1.4859 [51], just below
the value measured for glass Si60P7.5 (1.4885). Although metaphosphate
may thus contribute to the decreasing refractive index, the value for NaPO3
glass should be approached more slowly in the absence of other effects. The
Al-O-P contribution is thus considered more dominant than metaphosphate.
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4.5 Solid-state MAS NMR spectroscopy
This section focusses on one-dimensional MAS NMR results only. A multi-
dimensional MAS NMR analysis was performed by a collaboration partner
[161] and will not be discussed here. The chemical shifts and shapes of the
peaks for the three nuclei 27Al, 29Si and 31P only showed minor changes for
variation of glass composition (Figures 4.9 to 4.11). They all shifted towards
more negative ppm values both for increasing phosphate and silica content.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.9: 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the studied glasses. (a) Increasing
P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b,c) Increasing SiO2
content and constant P2O5 content of 0 (b) or 7.5mol% (c).
Signals were vertically shifted for easier comparison.
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All 27Al MAS NMR spectra displayed an asymmetric peak. This is caused
by second order anisotropic effects of the quadrupolar 27Al nucleus, see e.g.
p. 321 of ref. [1]. The corresponding isotropic chemical shifts of 27Al ranged
from 65 to 55 ppm [161]. For increasing phosphate content the asymmetric
shoulder of the peak increased in intensity (Figure 4.9a).
Chemical shifts were in the typical range for signals of four-coordinated alu-
minium, which is roughly centered at 60 ppm, see ref. [223] and p. 273 of ref.
[125]. The asymmetric shoulder of the 27Al MAS peak also covers regions
that may be assigned to five- or six-coordinated aluminium, roughly from - 10
to + 30 ppm [3, 11, 223, 249]. MAS results alone could not exclude the pres-
ence of aluminium in coordination higher than four, but neither were such
signals clearly distinguishable in the spectra. Even if five- or six-coordinated
Al are present, the four-coordinated Al still is the predominant species here,
thus contributing to the polymerisation of the network structure. The growth
of the shoulder with increasing phosphate content could hint at an increasing
fraction of higher-coordinated aluminium, but may also just reflect a larger
diversity of the neighbouring atoms. The higher electron concentration of
phosphate groups will have a chemical shielding effect on the 27Al MAS sig-
nal, see also p. 273 of ref. [125]. This will cause a shift of the MAS NMR
signal to more negative ppm values, giving rise to the shoulder.
More advanced experiments performed by a collaboration partner included
multiple-quantum magic angle spinning (MQMAS), allowing to distin-
guish signals of higher-coordinated aluminium from the anisotropy shoulder
[158, 249]. However, only four-coordinated aluminium was detected [161].
This indicated that changes of the peak anisotropy were not caused by Al in
higher coordination but by increased diversity of neighbouring atoms owing
to the phosphate incorporation. Based on these results we can conclude that
here aluminium is present in fourfold coordination exclusively.
29Si spectra had a low signal to noise ratio owing to the low natural abun-
dance of the NMR-active 29Si isotope, see e.g. p. 201 of ref. [125]. The
isotropic chemical shifts of 29Si ranged from -85 to -106 ppm. This range in-
dicates fully polymerised silicate tetrahedra (Q4𝑆𝑖) [161]. Their signal would
be expected at about - 110 ppm for pure vitreous silica, see p. 204 of [125].
The less negative signals obtained here are likely to be caused by the presence
of aluminate tetrahedra connected to Q4𝑆𝑖 groups, causing de-shielding of the29Si MAS signal [3]. In theory, the more positive chemical shifts found up to
- 85 ppm could also indicate Q3𝑆𝑖 groups, but in Al-free glasses only [27, 224].
In the presence of aluminium, Q3𝑆𝑖 signals are typically shifted to ppm values
even more positive than -85, which was not the case. This also agrees with
the metaluminous composition of the glasses here.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.10: 29Si MAS NMR spectra of the studied glasses. (a) Increasing
P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b,c) Increasing SiO2
content and constant P2O5 content of 0 (b) or 7.5mol% (c).
Signals were vertically shifted for easier comparison.
31P peaks were slightly asymmetric. Their chemical shift maximum ranged
from -10 to -16 ppm, indicating that phosphorus was present as Q2𝑃 groups
[18]. Owing to the low phosphate contents of the studied glasses, less poly-
merised Q1𝑃 groups might also be expected. However, their corresponding
MAS NMR signals at positive chemical shifts slightly above zero [18] could
not be found. Still, the asymmetry of the 31P MAS peaks indicates the
presence of more than one chemical environment for phosphorus. The de-
tailed analysis required a series of advanced 2D NMR experiments which are
beyond the scope of this thesis and may be found in ref. [161]. The most
important result of that analysis is that Q2𝑃 groups probably coexist with
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: 31P MAS NMR spectra of the studied glasses. (a) Increasing
P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b) Increasing SiO2
content and constant P2O5 content of 7.5mol%. Asterisks (*)
mark spinning side bands. Signals were vertically shifted for
easier comparison.
AlPO4 groups, i.e. Q4𝑃 groups like those found in the mineral berlinite. Ad-
ditionally, a small contribution of Q1𝑃 groups (< 5%) could not be entirely
excluded. The AlPO4 groups are known to give rise to MAS signals at about
- 25 ppm [62, 189], and their overlap with the Q2𝑃 signal causes the observed
peak asymmetry. These findings are in agreement with the Raman results
below which also could not clearly distinguish between metaphosphate and
AlPO4 units.
4.6 Vibrational spectroscopy
For a better overview, infrared spectra and VV and VH Raman spectra are
presented together in Figures 4.12 to 4.14 for glasses with constant 60mol%
SiO2, constant 0mol% P2O5 and constant 7.5mol% P2O5, respectively. Let-
ters in the figures mark the identified bands. Most bands were common to
all glasses. A summary is provided in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.12: Infrared, Raman VV and Raman VH spectra (from top to bot-
tom) for glasses with increasing P2O5 content and constant
60mol% SiO2. The letters mark identified bands. Band as-
signments are listed in Table 4.3 and discussed in Section 4.6.3.
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Figure 4.13: Infrared, Raman VV and Raman VH spectra (from top to
bottom) for glasses with increasing SiO2 content and constant
0mol% P2O5. The letters mark identified bands. Band assign-
ments are listed in Table 4.3 and discussed in Section 4.6.3.
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Figure 4.14: Infrared, Raman VV and Raman VH spectra (from top to
bottom) for glasses with increasing SiO2 content and constant
7.5mol% P2O5. The letters mark identified bands. Band as-
signments are listed in Table 4.3 and discussed in Section 4.6.3.
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Table 4.3: Overview of the IR and Raman band assignments. Wavenumber
shifts of the bands are given for the three glass series with con-
stant 60mol% SiO2, constant 0mol% P2O5 and constant 7.5mol%
P2O5, respectively. All band shifts are summarised under Total.
For details regarding assignments see text in Section 4.6.3.
Band Wavenumber range (cm−1) Assignments
Total 60mol% 0mol% 7.5mol%
SiO2 P2O5 P2O5
Infrared
a 158-205 166-182 182-158 174-205 Alkali cation (Na+) in oxygen cage [82, 84, 139, 140, 234]
b 460 460 460 460 Si-O rocking [56, 79, 86, 95, 168]
Si-O bending [30]
Bending of [AlO4]− tetrahedra [83]
Al-O stretching [234]
c 535-545∗ 535-540 - 540-545 P-O bending [234]
Si-O-Al bonds with six-coordinated Al [32, 214]
d 700 700 700 700 Antisymmetric stretching of [AlO4]− tetrahedra [83]
e 780-800∗ 780 780 780-800 Si-O-Si bending [79, 83, 86, 247]
f 860∗‖ - 860‖ - Stretching of [AlO4]− tetrahedra [124, 212]
g 982-1079 1003-1037 982-1021 1013-1079 Q4𝑆𝑖 antisymmetric stretching [75, 79, 86, 209]
h 1100-1150∗ 1100-n.d.¶ 1100-1150 n.d. Q4 units [75, 209]
i 1130-1170∗ 1170 - 1130-1170 Antisymmetric P-O stretching in Q2𝑃 units [67, 100, 234]
Raman
A 85 § 85 85 85 Boson peak [4, 14, 129, 258]
B 300∗ 300 300 300 Breathing of six-membered rings [94]
Al-O stretching [234]
P-O bending [234]
C 460∗ 460 460 460 Six-membered rings of mixed SiO4 and [AlO4]− [49, 201]
D 486-498 496-490 498-490 496-486 Breathing of four-membered rings [200]
T-O-T bending (T: tetrahedral centre) [155]
Si-O-Al bridges [83, 135]
E 562-593 570-579 562-575 575-593 Breathing of three-membered rings [132]
F 700 700 700 700 Stretching of [AlO4]− tetrahedra [76, 83, 134]
G 760-790† 780-790 760-785 775-790 Si-O-Si bending [83]
H 970-1027† 985-1027†† 970-1000 n.d. T2𝑠 tetrahedral mode‡ [109, 135, 157, 160, 163]
I 1005-1088 1048-n.d. 1005-1088 n.d. Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 tetrahedral mode‡‡ [109, 135, 157, 160, 163]
J 1050-1076 1056-1068 - 1050-1076 Q2𝑃 symmetric stretching [20, 67, 100, 167, 234, 251]
Al-O-P bonds [62, 102, 144, 150]
Q1𝑃 antisymmetric stretching [67, 234]
Si-O-P bonds [24, 102, 144, 150, 203, 247]
K 1040-1090∗† 1070-n.d. 1040-1090 n.d. Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 tetrahedral mode‡‡ [109, 135, 157, 160, 163]
L 1195-1215∗ 1200-1215 - 1195-1210 Q2𝑃 antisymmetric stretching [20, 67, 100, 167, 234, 251]
Al-O-P bonds [62, 102, 144, 150]
Si-O-P bonds [24, 102, 144, 150, 203, 247]
∗ Higher error of band position (∼ ± 20 cm−1), because only shoulders were available for determination.
‖ Only found for glass Si50P0.
¶ n.d.: Not distinguishable because band was hidden underneath phosphate-related bands.
§ Position of the Boson peak was determined prior to spectral reduction and thus appears shifted compared
to the shoulder after reduction.
† Position determined from VH Raman spectra.
†† Position determined from spectra measured at 514nm excitation instead of 488nm. At 488nm the band
was not clearly distinguishable because of luminescence.
‡ Stretching of TO4 tetrahedra with two O moving towards T and the other two O moving away from it.
‡‡ Stretching of Q4𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 units with larger (Q
4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 ) or smaller (Q
4,𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙) intertetrahedral angles.
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4.6.1 Description of the infrared bands
Infrared bands of glasses with constant 60mol% SiO2 The IR spectra
of the glasses with constant 60mol% SiO2 (Figure 4.12) can be split into
four regions: (1.) The far-infrared (FIR) region below 300 cm−1, (2.) the
low frequency region from 300 to 650 cm−1, (3.) the middle frequency region
from 650 to 850 cm−1and (4.) the high frequency region above 850 cm−1.
The FIR region (enlarged in Figure 4.15) contained one broad band (a).16
Upon P2O5 incorporation and thus decreasing Al2O3 and Na2O contents
the intensity of this band decreased and its maximum17 shifted from 166 to
182 cm−1. The low frequency region was characterised by a band at 460 cm−1
(b). An additional shoulder emerged at 535 cm−1 (c) upon P2O5 addition
and shifted to 540 cm−1 with increasing P2O5 content. The maximum of the
middle frequency region at 700 cm−1 (d) decreased upon increasing P2O5
content while a shoulder at 780 cm−1 (e) gained intensity. The high fre-
quency region contained the main infrared band (g). This band had its
maximum at 1003 cm−1 for 0mol% P2O5 which shifted to 1037 cm−1 with
Figure 4.15: Enlarged FIR spectra for glasses with increasing P2O5 content
and constant 60mol% SiO2.
16An overview of band letters is provided in Figures 4.12 to 4.14 and Table 4.3.
17As will be discussed in Section 4.6.4, the FIR band (a) is not a single band but a su-
perposition of many bands which describe the manifold appearances of the environment
surrounding Na+. The shift of the FIR band maximum thus describes an averaged effec-
tive change in the Na+ environment. Also, the FIR band partially overlaps with band b,
which may contribute to the observed shift of band a. However, the contribution of band
b to the shift is considered small as band b itself did not shift.
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P2O5 content increasing up to 7.5mol%. At the same time, the intensity
of band g slightly decreased with increasing phosphate content, with the ex-
ception of the glass with 5mol% P2O5 (Si60P5), which did not match the
decreasing trend. At 1100 cm−1, a shoulder (h) was visible for 0mol% P2O5.
Upon increasing P2O5 content, this shoulder either shifted towards higher
wavenumbers or a new, phosphate-related band (i) appeared at ∼ 1170 cm−1
and gained intensity.
Infrared bands of glasses with constant 0mol% P2O5 The bands ob-
served for glasses with constant 0mol% P2O5 (Figure 4.13) were similar to
those of the glasses with constant 60mol% SiO2. For increasing SiO2 con-
tent and thus decreasing Al2O3 and Na2O contents the intensity of the FIR
band a (enlarged in Figure 4.16) decreased and its maximum shifted from
182 to 158 cm−1. Band b (460 cm−1) gained intensity upon increasing silica
content. A shift of band b to higher wavenumbers fell within the resolution
limit (4 cm−1) of the measurement. The envelope of bands d and e (650 -
800 cm−1) shifted towards higher wavenumbers with increasing SiO2 content,
with band e gaining intensity compared to band d. The high frequency re-
gion above 800 cm−1 comprised the main band g, the shoulder h, and - only
for glass Si50P0 - also a weak shoulder (f) at 860 cm−1. Band g shifted from
982 to 1021 cm−1 and increased in intensity with increasing SiO2 content.
Furthermore, the shoulder h shifted from 1100 to 1150 cm−1.
Figure 4.16: Enlarged FIR spectra for glasses with increasing SiO2 content
and constant 0mol% P2O5.
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Infrared bands of glasses with constant 7.5mol% P2O5 Most band
trends observed for glasses with 7.5mol% P2O5 with increasing SiO2 con-
tent (Figure 4.14) were similar to those for glasses with 0mol% P2O5. One
exception was the FIR band a (enlarged in Figure 4.17). Here, this band
shifted from 174 to 205 cm−1, while in case of the phosphate-free glasses the
shift was in the opposite direction. Band b (460 cm−1) gained intensity with
increasing SiO2 content and shifted towards higher wavenumbers, though al-
most remaining within the resolution limit. The strong intensity increase of
band b from 60 to 70mol% SiO2 indicates a possible outlier for glass Si70P7.5.
This composition showed a much larger concentration of bubbles which may
have influenced the reflection experiment. The weak shoulder c was visible
between 540 and 545 cm−1 for all glasses of this series. Band d (700 cm−1)
lost intensity with increasing silica content while band e gained intensity
and shifted from 780 to 800 cm−1. For 70mol% SiO2, band e became the
new maximum of the middle frequency region. In the high frequency region,
the band envelope consisted of the maximum g and the shoulder i. Band g
shifted from 1013 to 1079 cm−1 with increasing SiO2 content and shoulder i
shifted from 1130 to 1170 cm−1. While the intensity of shoulder i continu-
ously increased with increasing SiO2 content, the intensity of band g showed
a possible outlier for 70mol% SiO2. This outlier, too, is likely to be caused
by the higher concentration of bubbles in glass Si70P7.5.
Figure 4.17: Enlarged FIR spectra for glasses with increasing SiO2 content
and constant 7.5mol% P2O5.
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4.6.2 Description of the Raman bands
Raman bands of glasses with constant 60mol% SiO2 After the Long
reduction (Equation 3.4), the shape of the VV and VH Raman spectra resem-
bled that of the infrared spectra (Figure 4.12). The Boson peak (A), which
is typically observed in Raman spectra of glasses around 80 to 100 cm−1, was
reduced to a weak shoulder by the Long reduction.18 It will not be analysed
further in this thesis. The remaining part of the Raman spectra (Figures 4.12
to 4.14) can be divided into three regions: (1.) The low frequency region from
200 to 650 cm−1, (2.) the middle frequency region from 650 to 850 cm−1 and
(3.) the high frequency region above 850 cm−1.
The low frequency region of all studied glasses was dominated by a band
maximum at 490 cm−1 (D) and a second maximum of lower intensity at
∼ 570 cm−1 (E). For increasing P2O5 content, the dominant maximum D
shifted from 496 to 490 cm−1 and the secondary maximum E shifted from 570
to 579 cm−1 while its intensity relative to band D decreased. Furthermore,
the low frequency region had two weak shoulders at 300 (B) and 460 cm−1
(C) which both slightly increased in intensity with respect to band D upon
increasing P2O5 content. However, the VH counterpart of band B decreased
in intensity with increasing P2O5 content. The VH intensity of bands D
and E with respect to the high frequency bands was lower than in the VV
spectra. This shows that the bands D and E correspond to highly symmetric
vibrations.
The middle frequency region consisted of a weak, broad band envelope with
its maximum around 700 cm−1 (F) and a shoulder at 780 cm−1 (G). Upon
increasing P2O5 content, the intensity of the shoulder G increased relative to
the maximum F. In all VH spectra, the intensity of band G became higher
than that of band F. Therefore, the vibration corresponding to band F must
be more symmetric than the one corresponding to band G.
As regards the high frequency band envelope, the phosphate-free glass dif-
fered from the rest. Its high frequency envelope appeared as one broad,
asymmetric band with a maximum (I) at 1048 cm−1. The asymmetric shape
suggests the presence of at least two additional bands underneath this main
band. The presence of these two bands was supported by the VH spectrum
showing a maximum (H) at 985 cm−1 and a shoulder (K) at 1070 cm−1. The
VV band maximum (I) did not appear in the VH spectrum and thus cor-
responds to vibrations that are more symmetric compared to those of the
18After Long reduction, the Boson peak also appeared shifted to higher wavenumbers slightly
above 100 cm−1. The value of 85 cm−1 in Table 4.3 was determined prior to Long reduction.
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bands H and K.
Upon phosphate addition, two new bands appeared, one as a shoulder at
1200 cm−1 (L) and one becoming the new maximum of the high frequency
envelope at 1056 cm−1 (J). For a further increase in phosphate content up
to 7.5mol%, the shoulder L shifted from 1200 to 1215 cm−1 and the maxi-
mum J shifted from 1056 to 1068 cm−1. The shift of band J appeared to be
linear. As an exception, glass Si60P5 showed an outlier towards a slightly
higher frequency of band J. The outlier was, however, within the error limit.
Band I of the phosphate-free glass could not be distinguished any more once a
glass contained P2O5, meaning its intensity relative to that of the phosphate-
related bands was too low.
The two phosphate-related bands J and L were also visible in the VH spec-
tra. For glass Si60P2.5 they appeared as shoulders at 1060 and 1200 cm−1,
respectively. However, the assignment of the 1060 cm−1 VH band to vi-
bration J was not unambiguous in spectra measured at 488 nm excitation
because of minor luminescence overlapping with the high frequency region.
The 1060 cm−1 VH band could also be linked to vibration K. To clarify this
and to identify influence of luminescence, the high frequency VV and VH
envelopes were compared for two different excitation wavelengths, 488 and
514 nm (Figure 4.18). The identified VH bands were marked in Figure 4.18
by their assigned letters (H, J, K, L). Vertical lines link the VV maximum J to
the position where band J is to be expected in the VH spectra. The 514 nm
spectra showed less influence of luminescence, thus their slightly differing
shape. Bands H and J appeared to be affected the most by luminescence.
At 488 nm excitation for glass Si60P2.5 (Figure 4.18, left column, orange
line), the phosphate-related band J seemed to coincide with the aluminosil-
icate band K. The VH maximum was still band H for glass Si60P2.5. How-
ever, band J became the VH maximum for higher phosphate contents, while
the aluminosilicate bands H and K were no longer distinguishable. The as-
signment of the new maximum to band J instead of K was backed by the
coincidence of its position with the VV band J (indicated by vertical lines in
Figure 4.18). Both bands H and K should still be present in the phosphate-
containing glasses, because their network was still mainly made up by SiO4
and Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra.
At 514 nm excitation (Figure 4.18, right column), the spectrum of Si60P2.5
clearly showed four bands: the maximum H and three shoulders assigned
to J, K and L. The shoulder which had the same position as the VV maxi-
mum could be linked to band J (indicated by vertical lines in Figure 4.18).
The shoulder situated between bands J and L could be correlated with band
K. At 514 nm excitation, band J still increased in intensity with increasing
phosphate content but did not dominate band H, probably because of lower
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Figure 4.18: VV and VH high frequency Raman spectra (top and bottom
line) of glasses with 60mol% SiO2 and increasing phosphate
content, measured with 488 (left column) and 514 nm (right
column) lasers. Differences in VH spectra are caused by lu-
minescence at 488 nm excitation. VH spectra were vertically
shifted for easier comparison. Vertical coloured lines indicate
the position of band J in the VH spectra. Indicated band po-
sitions (right column) show that the phosphate band J shifted
less than the aluminosilicate band H. The VH spectra of glass
Si60P2.5 (orange line) hold the most information because the
phosphate lines J and L were still too weak to dominate the
spectra.
luminescence when compared to 488 nm excitation.
All high frequency bands shifted to higher wavenumbers in agreement with
the shift of the envelope of the high frequency Raman spectra. Interestingly,
the phosphate band J shifted much less than the aluminosilicate band H
(band positions are indicated in Figure 4.18). This observation will be sub-
ject of discussion in Section 4.8.
Among the two phosphate-related bands J and L, band J corresponds to the
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more symmetric vibration because its intensity relative to band L strongly
decreased upon cross-polarisation.
Raman bands of glasses with constant 0mol% P2O5 The Raman spec-
tra of the glasses with 0mol% P2O5 (Figure 4.13) were all similar to the
spectrum of glass Si60P0 described above. Variation of the silica content
resulted in band shifts and relative intensity changes. The relative degrees
of symmetry of the vibrations, found by comparing VV and VH spectra, did
not change.
In the low frequency region, upon increasing SiO2 content, the VV band D
shifted from 498 to 490 cm−1 and the shoulder C at 460 cm−1 slightly in-
creased in intensity compared to D. At the same time, band E shifted from
562 to 575 cm−1 and its intensity relative to band D decreased. The inten-
sity decrease of band E could also be observed in the VH spectra. The VH
counterpart of band B showed a slight intensity increase with respect to the
VH band D, while the VV band B did not markedly change in intensity.
In the middle frequency region, the intensity of band F relative to band G
decreased with increasing mol% SiO2. This was visible more clearly in the
VH spectra. In the VV spectra, band F seemed to shift to lower wavenum-
bers because it partially overlapped with the much stronger band E. In the
VH spectra, no shift of the 700 cm−1 band F to lower wavenumbers could
be confirmed. The intensity of band G relative to band D increased with
increasing mol% SiO2.
In the high frequency region, all VV and VH bands shifted towards higher
wavenumbers with increasing SiO2 content and - except for the VH band K -
lost intensity compared to the low frequency bands. The VV band I shifted
from 1005 to 1088 cm−1. The VH band H shifted from 970 to 1000 cm−1 and
the corresponding VV shoulder H became more visible with increasing SiO2
content. The VH shoulder K shifted from 1040 to 1090 cm−1 and its VH
intensity increased relative to the VH band H.
Raman bands of glasses with constant 7.5mol% P2O5 The Raman spec-
tra of all glasses with 7.5mol% P2O5 were similar, differing only in band
shifts and relative intensity changes (Figure 4.14). The bands were the same
as identified above for the glasses with 60mol% SiO2 and higher phosphate
contents. The relative degree of symmetry of the vibrations, found by com-
paring VV and VH spectra, did not change. The changes with increasing
SiO2 content were the same as described for the glasses with 0mol% P2O5.
In the low frequency VV region (below 650 cm−1), the band maximum D
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shifted from 496 to 486 cm−1 and the shoulder C gained intensity relative to
band D.19 Band E lost intensity compared to band D and shifted from 575
to 593 cm−1. Band B slightly increased in intensity with respect to band D.
The VH spectra followed similar relative intensity changes as the VV spectra
upon increasing SiO2 content.
In the middle frequency region (650 - 850 cm−1), band F lost intensity relative
to band G with increasing SiO2 content. This became more clear in the VH
spectra, because in the VV spectra band F partially overlapped with band E.
The intensity of band G relative to band D increased with increasing mol%
SiO2.
In the high frequency region (above 850 cm−1), all VV and VH bands shifted
towards higher wavenumbers with increasing SiO2 content and all distin-
guishable bands except for band L lost intensity compared to the low fre-
quency bands. For glass Si70P7.5 the VH intensity difference between bands
J and L became so small that band L appeared as an individual VH band
maximum instead of a shoulder. The VV band J shifted from 1050 to
1076 cm−1. The VV shoulder L shifted from 1195 to 1210 cm−1. The VH
bands J and L shifted in a way similar to their VV counterparts.
4.6.3 Band assignments
As seen above, most of the identified infrared and Raman bands (Figures 4.12
to 4.14 and Table 4.3) were common to all studied glasses. For many bands,
more than one possible assignment was found, making extensive discussion
necessary.
Infrared band assignments Bands in the FIR region correspond to lo-
cal motion of alkali cations situated in their oxide sites, or oxygen cages
[82, 84, 139, 140, 234]. They may contain information about whether the
alkali ions are acting as network modifiers or as charge balancing ions [140].
The FIR band a (158 - 205 cm−1) is thus assigned to vibrations of Na+ ions.
This matches the decrease of the FIR band intensity that occurred whenever
the Na2O content of the glasses decreased, owing to substitution by either
19The intensity gain of band C relative to band D was so strong that in case of the glass
Si70P7.5, if no data reduction by the Long equation was applied, band C replaced D as
maximum of the low frequency region.
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phosphate or silica. The FIR band position also matched well with the po-
sition found by Kamitsos et al. in an earlier infrared spectroscopic study on
sodium aluminosilicate glasses [83].
Band b (460 cm−1, Figures 4.12 to 4.14) has been related either to the bend-
ing mode of [AlO4]− tetrahedra [83] or to Al-O stretching [234]. However,
this cannot be the only contribution because band intensity increased with
decreasing Al2O3 content in the glass series with increasing silica content.
This suggests a strong contribution from silicon-containing units. Bands in
this region have also been assigned to Si-O rocking [30, 56, 79, 86, 95, 168]
or to Si-O bending [30], based on multiple approaches such as neutron scat-
tering [168], infrared spectroscopy [86] and molecular dynamics simulations
[30]. Here, Si-O rocking will be considered the most important contribution
as suggested by Galeener [56], but without entirely excluding the other as-
signments.
The weak shoulder c (535 - 545 cm−1) only appeared for phosphate-containing
glasses. This suggests a link to P-O bending vibrations that have been found
in this region for metaphosphate glasses [234]. Additionally, this band has
been assigned to Si-O-Al bonds involving six-coordinated aluminium by com-
parison with a layered aluminosilicate mineral [32, 214]. However, as solid-
state NMR results confirmed aluminium to be present in fourfold coordina-
tion exclusively (Section 4.5), band c is probably related to P-O bonds. The
shifts of band c with respect to its weak intensity were too small to allow for
meaningful interpretation.
Band d (700 cm−1) has been assigned to the antisymmetric stretching of
[AlO4]− tetrahedra [83]. This is in agreement with its decrease in inten-
sity relative to the 780 cm−1 band e with decreasing Al2O3 content. Band
e (780 - 800 cm−1) can be assigned to Si-O-Si bending in agreement with a
similar band in the infrared spectrum of vitreous silica [79, 83, 86, 247]. Its
shift towards higher wavenumbers for the glasses with 7.5mol% P2O5 may
be associated with a decreasing Al/Si ratio affecting the associated force con-
stants. Similar shifts were not observed for the other two glass series, but
only because the band was too weak there. Shifts of the corresponding Ra-
man band G suggest that band e also shifted in all three glass series.
Band f (860 cm−1) was only found for glass Si50P0. Of all studied glasses,
this is the composition with the largest amount of Al2O3. Therefore, band f
may be related to aluminium. An exact assignment is difficult because alu-
minate bands are typically weak compared to silicate and phosphate bands.
Band f is tentatively assigned to stretching of [AlO4]− tetrahedra in agree-
ment with calculations and measurements on mullite [124] as well as similar
findings for aluminium in mixed network former oxide glasses [212].
In the high frequency IR region, any aluminosilicate-related bands found
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in phosphate-free glasses will be assumed to still be present in phosphate-
containing glasses, coexisting with phosphate-related bands. Furthermore,
the new IR phosphate bands are not assumed to be much stronger in inten-
sity than the IR aluminosilicate bands. A dominating intensity of phosphate
bands is only to be expected for VV Raman bands, owing to the polarisabi-
lity selection rule.
Band g (982 - 1079 cm−1) in phosphate-free glasses is assigned to antisym-
metric Si-O stretching in Q4𝑆𝑖 units [75, 79, 86, 209]. The mode has to be
antisymmetric in order to yield such a strong infrared signal. The cited
references assumed Q4𝑆𝑖 vibrations to be found at higher wavenumbers, but
their glasses did not contain aluminium. The presence of Al will reduce the
average force constant of the glass network and thus shift the Q4𝑆𝑖 vibrations
to lower wavenumbers because Al-O bonds are weaker than Si-O bonds, see
refs. [32, 83, 140, 157, 163, 194] and p. 367 of ref. [54]. In this thesis, the pres-
ence of depolymerised silicate units such as Q3𝑆𝑖, which alternatively may be
present at ∼ 1000 cm−1, is considered unlikely because of the metaluminous
glass compositions.
The shoulder h (1100 - 1150 cm−1) in phosphate-free glasses is also assigned
to a vibration of Q4 units [75, 209]. Having two different bands both assigned
to Q4 units agrees with many Raman spectroscopic studies on aluminosilicate
glasses and can be interpreted as the presence of two different sets of preferred
intertetrahedral bond angles within the Q4 network [109, 157, 163, 194].
The shoulder i (1130 - 1170 cm−1) in phosphate-containing glasses is assigned
to antisymmetric P-O stretching in Q2𝑃 units [67, 100, 234]. The cited refer-
ences found this mode present at higher wavenumbers of 1250 - 1270 cm−1 for
metaphosphate glasses. The shift to lower wavenumbers in the aluminosili-
cate glass system can be justified by the same argument described above to
explain the shift of the SiO4 stretch band g to lower wavenumbers.20 The
presence of silicon and aluminium lowers the overall force constant of the
glass compared to a pure metaphosphate glass. Therefore, the phosphate-
related band is also shifted to lower wavenumbers. Mysen and Cody [146]
have argued that phosphate-related bands will shift if their corresponding
phosphate groups are linked to the aluminosilicate network. Furthermore,
the assignment of band i to metaphosphate units is supported by the NMR
results which indicate a high proportion of phosphorus to be present as Q2𝑃
units (Section 4.5).
20 In contrast to the metaphosphate glasses from abovementioned refs. [67, 100, 234], a Q2𝑃
group in this study is not necessarily linked to two other phosphate tetrahedra, but may
also be linked to silica or aluminate tetrahedra [27, 146, 161].
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Raman band assignments Band A (Figures 4.12 to 4.14) represents the
reduced Boson peak; this feature is common to Raman spectra of all amor-
phous materials [4, 14, 129, 258]. Although there have been recent attempts
to link the Boson peak to medium range order [4], its nature is still not
satisfactorily clarified. Here, the Boson peak will not be further taken into
account because a full investigation would be beyond the scope of this thesis.
The broad band envelope of the low frequency region is associated with ring
statistics in silicate glasses [57, 58, 159, 201], showing vibrations related to
rings of several connected tetrahedral units. The larger the rings, the more
open the glass network structure will be. Therefore, changes in the low fre-
quency region may be correlated with densification of glasses, as discussed
in detail in Section 4.10.2.
The bands D (486 - 498 cm−1) and E (562 - 593 cm−1) are assigned to the ring
breathing modes of four-membered [110, 163, 200] and three-membered rings
[110, 132, 163], respectively. Ring breathing vibrations are very symmetric
as they imply simultaneous movement of the bridging oxygens of the rings
[58, 70]. This is in agreement with the high intensity loss of bands D and E
upon cross-polarisation. Band D has also been assigned to T-O-T bending in
general [155] (T=Si, Al) or alternatively to the presence of Si-O-Al bridges
[83, 135]. However, these assignments do not exclude the ring breathing as-
signment. The shifts of band D upon compositional change were too small to
allow for meaningful interpretation and may also be caused by overlap with
band C. The shifts of band E for all three glass series, on the other hand,
may be associated with a decreasing Al/Si ratio if three-membered rings of
mixed tetrahedral species are present.
The shoulder B (310 cm−1) may be assigned to the breathing of six membered
rings as in the mineral beryl [94]. However, such a symmetric mode is un-
likely considering the low VV intensity of band B. Other assignments for this
shoulder are Al-O stretching and P-O bending [234]. Unfortunately, the com-
positional variation of band B is too weak to identify a trend linked to either
Al2O3 or P2O5 content. Hehlen and Neuville [71] have recently proposed that
a VH band of silicate and aluminosilicate glasses in the wavenumber range
of band B (300 - 350 cm−1 [71]) can be assigned to alkaline ions fulfilling the
role of network modifier. For the glasses studied in this thesis, the question
whether sodium plays the role of modifier or charge-balance is of importance
for the understanding of glass structure. However, the increase of VH band
B with increasing silica content and thus decreasing sodium content is not
in favour of an assignment to sodium. Furthermore, the studied glasses are
assumed to contain mostly charge-balancing sodium, owing to their amounts
of Na being equal or lower than the combined amounts of Al and P.
Band C (460 cm−1) is assigned to six-membered rings of mixed SiO4 and
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[AlO4]− tetrahedra [49], but not necessarily their breathing mode, which is
assigned to band B [94]. This is in agreement with the earlier finding that
albite glass contains mainly six-membered rings [201]. The composition of
albite glass (in mol% 75 SiO2 - 12.5 Al2O3 - 12.5 Na2O) is close to the studied
glasses with 70mol% SiO2, in which band C reached its highest intensity.
The assignment of bands F (700 cm−1) and G (760 - 790 cm−1) in the mid-
dle frequency region is simplified significantly if VH spectra are taken into
account. For decreasing Al2O3 content (increase in either SiO2 or P2O5 con-
tent), the 700 cm−1 VH band decreased in intensity with respect to band G.
Band F is therefore assigned to stretching of [AlO4]− tetrahedra [83, 134].
This is a symmetric vibration, which agrees with the intensity difference be-
tween VV and VH spectra. For phosphate glasses, a band at this position
has also been assigned to symmetric P-O-P stretching [19, 20, 167]. However,
this assignment does not fit the observed decrease of VH band intensity with
increasing P2O5 content. Band G is assigned to Si-O-Si bending. This fits
well with its increasing intensity with increasing SiO2 content and is sup-
ported by a similar assignment by Kamitsos et al. for sodium aluminosilicate
glasses [83]. The shifts of band G may be associated with decreasing Al/Si
ratio. The similarities between Raman bands F and G and IR bands d and
e, as well as their similar band assignments, indicate that those vibrations
are partially IR and Raman active, i.e. being only partially symmetric.
Regarding the high frequency Raman region, five different bands need to be
discussed. Two of them, J and L, are clearly related to phosphate as they
only appeared upon P2O5-incorporation. The other three bands, H, I and K,
made up the high frequency envelope in the phosphate-free glasses and there-
fore correspond to vibrations of the aluminosilicate network. They are also
present in the phosphate-containing glasses, but here the phosphate bands J
and L dominate the VV spectra.
In studies of aluminosilicate glasses, the high frequency bands are often as-
cribed to stretching modes of Q2, Q3 and Q4 groups of either Si or Al
[144, 147, 204, 209]. However, that assignment assumes depolymerisation
of the aluminosilicate network. In this thesis, all glasses were designed to
have fully polymerised aluminosilicate networks. Gan and Hess also have ar-
gued in favour of fully polymerised aluminosilicate networks in their study of
phosphate-containing potassium aluminosilicate glasses [62]. Earlier studies
on phosphate-free metaluminous glasses [109, 135, 157, 160, 163, 168, 194]
derived a plausible assignment of all high frequency bands to Q4 units of
either Si or Al. The idea can be traced back to the theoretical work by Sen
and Thorpe [196]. They proposed a central force model to analytically pre-
dict the band structure of vitreous silica depending on the intertetrahedral
bond angles and force constants. According to this model and to further
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development by Galeener [56], the spectrum of vitreous SiO2 contains bands
corresponding to two different sets of intertetrahedral bond angles. Seifert et
al. [194] have identified this bond angle difference to be 5 to 10° and have in-
troduced the idea that these two structural sets differing only by bond angle
will also be maintained in metaluminous aluminosilicate glasses. Since then,
this idea has been nurtured by several authors [109, 135, 157, 160, 163] and
supported by neutron scattering [168]. The distinction of structural units
only by intertetrahedral angle implies a uniform distribution of Al and Si
atoms [160, 194] which has been supported by X-ray scattering [222]. Fol-
lowing the assignments in the abovementioned literature and the notation
of ref. [163], the bands I (1005 - 1088 cm−1) and K (1040 - 1090 cm−1) are
assigned to the stretching of Q4 units of either Si or Al. Band K will be
called Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 and corresponds to stretching of units with larger intertetra-
hedral angles. Band I will be called Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 and corresponds to stretching
of units with smaller intertetrahedral angles. As band I lost more intensity
upon cross-polarisation, the smaller intertetrahedral angles seem to result
in higher local symmetry. Band H (970 - 1027 cm−1) is assigned to the T2𝑠
mode of Q4 units, regardless of their intertetrahedral angle. In this vibra-
tional mode, two oxygen atoms move towards the central Si or Al atom of
a tetrahedron while the other two oxygen atoms move away from the tetra-
hedral centre. This vibration is less symmetric than the Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 and Q
4,𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙
modes, which fits with the observation that band H was the strongest high
frequency band in the VH spectra.
The phosphate-related bands J and L could not be assigned unambiguously.
According to many studies focussing on phosphate glasses [20, 67, 100, 167,
234, 251] both bands J (1050 - 1076 cm−1) and L (1195 - 1215 cm−1) can be
assigned to metaphosphate units (Q2𝑃 ). In these references, the metaphos-
phate bands were found at higher wavenumbers of about 1180 and 1280 cm−1,
respectively. The shift towards lower wavenumbers can be justified with the
high (Si+Al)/P ratio of the studied glasses, assuming that the metaphosphate
units are well distributed and connected to the aluminosilicate network. Al-
ternatively, band J could also be assigned to the antisymmetric stretching of
Q1𝑃 units [67, 234]. However, this assignment can be dismissed based on the
solid-state NMR results indicating little to no Q1𝑃 (Section 4.5) and on the
observation that the vibration of band J is symmetric.
A second potential assignment links bands J and L to Al-O-P bonds. Many
studies on phospho-aluminosilicate glasses agreed that there should be pre-
ferred formation of Al-O-P bonds compared to Si-O-Al bonds because of
a strong tendency for charge-balancing between aluminate and phosphate
tetrahedra [62, 102, 144, 150, 184]. Kosinski et al. [102] have linked the
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of the Raman spectra of glass Si50P7.5 and
the mineral berlinite (AlPO4, mineral Raman data from the
RRUFF database, entry R130243 [106]). Both spectra were re-
duced by the Long equation and normalised to the maximum
intensity.
high intensity of these bands to the high polarisability of Al-O-P bonds and
have compared them with the high frequency bands of the mineral berlin-
ite (AlPO4), which consists only of Al-O-P bonds in a quartz-like structure.
Interestingly, the berlinite Raman spectrum has a pair of high frequency Ra-
man bands at 1112 and 1232 cm−1 which match very well with the phosphate-
related bands J and L as regards relative band intensity. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.19, which compares the Raman spectra of glass Si50P7.5 and
berlinite, the berlinite spectrum being extracted from the RRUFF mineral
database (entry R130243) [106]. Both spectra were reduced by the Long
equation and normalised to the maximum intensity. The shift between the
bands of berlinite and Si50P7.5 may be explained by the presence of Si in
Si50P7.5 and its reduced P2O5 content compared to berlinite.
The difficulty in assigning the phosphate-related bands to either Al-O-P
bonds (Q4𝑃 ) or metaphosphate groups (Q2𝑃 ) has been pointed out in ear-
lier Raman studies [62, 144, 146]. They have suggested a coexistence of Q4𝑃
and Q2𝑃 , reasoning that Al-O-P bond formation will liberate sodium that for-
merly was required for charge-balancing [AlO4]− tetrahedra and which may
alternatively charge-balance Q2𝑃 groups. Such a coexistence of Q2𝑃 and Q4𝑃
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has also been supported by NMR spectroscopy in the literature [96, 189] as
well as NMR measurements on the glasses studied here (Section 4.5).
The only phosphate species that can be excluded by Raman spectroscopy
with some certainty is Q3𝑃 because it carries a P=O double bond. In phos-
phate glasses, this bond gives rise to a distinct band at 1380 cm−1 [19] sep-
arated from the high frequency envelope, but such a separate band was not
found for the glasses of this study. The band could be shifted to lower
wavenumbers owing to the aluminosilicate environment, thus vanishing un-
derneath band L. However, as will be discussed in Section 4.6.4, the far-
infrared band shifts suggest a much more likely association of phosphate
with sodium, creating Q𝑖<3𝑃 .
Besides association of phosphate with Na or Al, an association with Si is
also possible. Si-O-P bonds have been considered as assignment in studies
on phospho-silicate glasses [24, 203] as well as on phospho-aluminosilicate
glasses [102, 144, 150]. However, while the Si-O-P bond assignment mostly
remained a tentative one in the cited references, some of them have deliv-
ered strong arguments for Al-O-P bonds [102, 144]. Thermodynamic studies
have found the Si-O-P bond formation unlikely compared to Al-O-P bonds
[119, 184]. A multi-dimensional solid-state NMR analysis performed on the
glasses studied here also found Si-O-P bonds to be unlikely [161].
Taking all of the above discussion into account, the bands J and L will be as-
signed equally to metaphosphate (Q2𝑃 ) units and Al-O-P bonds (Q4𝑃 ). Band
J is therefore assigned to the symmetric stretching and band L to the anti-
symmetric stretching of Q2𝑃 units.
Concluding from this, the network structure of the studied glasses most likely
consists of uniformly distributed silica and aluminate Q4 groups, with small
amounts of phosphate groups of either Q4𝑃 or Q2𝑃 state linked either to other
phosphate groups or to aluminate groups. Silica groups will be linked to
aluminate or other silica groups. Aluminate groups will be linked to silica or
phosphate groups. The possibility of neighbouring aluminate groups, oppos-
ing the Löwenstein rule [118], is discussed in Section 4.6.4.
The high frequency Raman bands shifted to higher wavenumbers with in-
creasing silica and phosphate contents. For phosphate-free aluminosilicate
glasses, this shift was explained by a good mixing of aluminate and sili-
cate tetrahedra and by the stronger Si-O bonds compared to Al-O bonds
[150, 157, 163, 194]. For this thesis, the same argument should be considered
valid when replacing either Al-O or Si-O bonds with P-O bonds because the
bond strength increases in the order Al-O<Si-O<P-O, see refs. [167, 184]
and p. 33 of ref. [230]. These shifts appear to be an indicatior of strength of
chemical bonds within the glasses, and they will be analysed in greater detail
in Section 4.8.
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4.6.4 The IR sodium band
The shift of the FIR band a (Figures 4.15 to 4.17, summarised in Figure
4.20) bears information about the role of sodium in the studied glasses. A
shift of the FIR band to higher wavenumbers corresponds to a higher vibra-
tional frequency of the sodium ions within their oxygen cages, meaning they
are exposed to stronger chemical bonds. As the bonds involving sodium are
mostly ionic, the shift to higher wavenumbers indicates a higher net negative
charge of the environment surrounding sodium [78, 80, 84, 85].
Within the studied glasses, sodium is assumed to take a charge-balancing
role, either for aluminate ([AlO4]−) or for metaphosphate (Q2𝑃 ) groups.
The role of network modifier, forming NBO with silicate groups, is con-
sidered unlikely because of the excess of groups requiring charge-balancing,
i.e. (Al+P)/Na≥ 1. The different potential chemical environments of Na+
correspond to different FIR frequencies that overlap to form the FIR band
[80–84, 253].
The shifts of the FIR band may thus be interpreted as a competition be-
tween aluminate and metaphosphate groups for charge-balancing sodium.
Both groups bear the same formal charge of -1, but Na+ is assumed to
associate with the region of highest electron density for each group. For
the metaphosphate group, Na+ will associate with NBO, for the aluminate
group with BO. As NBO carry a higher negative charge density than BO,
the phosphate group will provide a more negative environment for Na+. This
corresponds to a higher frequency of the FIR band.21
The FIR band a shifted towards higher wavenumbers both with increas-
ing phosphate content (Figure 4.20a) and with increasing silica content for
glasses with 7.5mol% P2O5 (Figure 4.20b, orange circles). Interestingly, the
band shift observed with increasing SiO2 content for phosphate-free glasses
(Figure 4.20b, black squares) was opposite to that for phosphate-containing
glasses, i.e. directed towards lower wavenumbers. Such opposing trends for
phosphate-free and phosphate-containing glasses were also found for T𝑔 (Fig-
ure 4.2, p. 55). Knowledge of the structural role of sodium may thus be help-
ful in understanding the T𝑔 trends.
The shift of the FIR band to higher wavenumbers with increasing phosphate
content (Figure 4.20a) is a result of an increasing ratio of P/Al when P2O5
21 In reality, sodium ions will be coordinated by several structural groups providing a com-
bined negative environment. Nevertheless, the hypothetical discussion of sodium associ-
ated with just one structural group at a time helps to provide a qualitative understanding
of the groups’ relative contributions to the bonding of sodium.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: Dependence of the FIR band position on glass composition. (a)
Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b) In-
creasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents of 0mol%
(black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
is substituted for NaAlO2. From the remaining sodium ions, a higher per-
centage will associate with phosphate groups instead of aluminate groups.
The FIR band shift of phosphate-free glasses to lower frequencies with in-
creasing SiO2 content (Figure 4.20b, black squares) indicates that for sub-
stitution of SiO4 for Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra, the remaining sodium is bound
more weakly, even though each sodium ion should still be associated with
one aluminate tetrahedron. This may be explained by the fact that the
FIR band frequency does not correspond to the strength of a single type of
sodium-oxygen bond but to an averaged negative charge of all Na+ sites in a
glass. Sodium-oxygen bonds are largely ionic and therefore non-directional.
Even if each sodium ion is associated with its nearest aluminate tetrahe-
dron, it may still be influenced by the negative charge of other aluminate
tetrahedra in the vicinity. This is very likely for glass Si50P0, because for
this composition the amount of Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra equals the amount of
SiO4 tetrahedra. Each sodium ion will have more than one aluminate tetra-
hedron in its vicinity. For glass Si70P0, the ratio of Al/Si has decreased from
unity to less than 0.5. The average distance between aluminate tetrahedra
will thus be higher. Sodium ions will be less influenced by the more distant
aluminate groups because ionic interaction is governed by Coulomb’s law,
which scales by distance−2. Therefore, the net charge of sodium sites will
be less negative. This hypothesis may explain the observed FIR band shift
to lower wavenumbers. To further verify this hypothesis, one may measure
the FIR spectra of metaluminous glasses with less than 50mol% SiO2, i.e.
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with a ratio of Al/Si> 1. If such glasses can still be produced with all Al in
fourfold coordination, then the shift of the FIR band should be saturated as
soon as an Al/Si ratio is reached for which sodium ions are only surrounded
by aluminate tetrahedra.
In contrast to the phosphate-free glasses, the FIR band of the phosphate-
containing glasses (Figure 4.20b, orange circles) shifted to higher frequencies
with increasing silica content. This may be explained by a changing Al/P
ratio. Upon substitution of SiO4 for Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra, the amount
of sodium and aluminium ions in the glasses is reduced while the amount
of phosphate remains constant. Therefore, the relative contribution of alu-
minate environments to the FIR band compared to the contribution of the
metaphosphate environment will decrease. This will effectively shift the FIR
band towards the higher frequencies associated with the strong interaction
between sodium and phosphate.
This leaves the question why T𝑔 decreased for those glasses upon increasing
SiO2 content, even if a higher fraction of Na+ was bound more strongly.
The interaction between sodium ions and their oxygen cage is not long-
ranged. Although the Na-O bond strength will have some contribution to
T𝑔, the creation of NBO by depolymerisation will have a larger impact on
T𝑔 [81, 143, 253].
However, if the phosphate content is kept constant and SiO4 tetrahedra are
substituted for Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra, both polymerisation and T𝑔 should
remain constant. The observed decrease in T𝑔 spanned only about 30K and
thus was small when compared to the 80 - 120K drop occurring upon in-
creasing P2O5 content from 0 to 7.5mol% (Figure 4.2). A potential change
in polymerisation associated with this small T𝑔 decrease will also be small.
One possible scenario involves the formation of oxygen triclusters. Such
oxygen triclusters have been suggested to exist in aluminosilicate glasses
[21, 104, 105, 172, 210, 211, 229] and the multi-dimensional solid-state NMR
experiments on the present glasses, performed by Alina Nizamutdinova as
part of a collaboration, also suggest the possible presence of oxygen triclus-
ters here [161].
Upon increasing SiO2 content and decreasing Al/P ratio in glasses with con-
stant 7.5mol% P2O5, Na+ likely associates with phosphate rather than alu-
minate. Given that multi-dimensional solid-state NMR and vibrational spec-
troscopy found phosphate both as Q2𝑃 and Q4𝑃 groups, the latter with Al-O-P
bonds, the association with Na+ should increase the amount of Q2𝑃 at the ex-
pense of Al-O-P bonds. The remaining aluminate groups will require another
charge-balance or have to assume a higher coordination state. NMR spec-
troscopy indicated all Al to remain in fourfold coordination (Section 4.5). To
still achieve charge-balance, an aluminate tetrahedron may form an oxygen
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tricluster by sharing a common BO with two other tetrahedra. The resulting
positive partial charge on the oxygen tricluster could at least partially com-
pensate the negative charge of the aluminate tetrahedron, see e.g. p. 113 of
ref. [230]. Such a tricluster formation would conserve all bonds of the affected
aluminate tetrahedron while creating one additional bond on the tricluster
oxygen. The simultaneous creation of Q2𝑃 from Q4𝑃 would create two NBO.
In total, the glass structure would lose one bond in this scenario and thus
depolymerise, which could explain the observed slight decrease in T𝑔.
4.6.5 Deconvolution of Raman spectra
For phosphate-free metaluminous glasses, well-discussed deconvolutions may
be found in refs. [109, 160, 163]. First deconvolution attempts on phospho-
aluminosilicate glasses have been published [144, 148, 150], but they all orig-
inate from the same author. Out of these references, only one shows de-
convoluted spectra that address phosphate addition to metaluminous glasses
[150]. However, this reference disagrees with more recent publications on
phosphate-free glasses [109, 163] regarding the number of bands fitted to the
phosphate-free reference glass.
In the deconvolution attempt presented here, the number of fitted bands
was chosen to match the number of bands identified in the VV/VH Raman
spectra. The phosphate-free glasses were thus deconvoluted with three bands
assigned to the vibrations T2𝑠 (970 - 1027 cm−1), Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 (1005 - 1088 cm−1)
and Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 (1040 - 1090 cm−1, details in Table 4.3, p. 70). They will be re-
ferred to as aluminosilicate bands and were also used for the deconvolution of
the phosphate-containing glasses, along with two additional bands assigned
to symmetric (𝜈𝑠, 1050 - 1076 cm−1) and antisymmetric stretching (𝜈𝑎𝑠, 1195 -
1215 cm−1) of Q2𝑃 units.22
The phosphate-free glass series was deconvoluted first (Figure 4.21). A
comparison with previous studies on metaluminous aluminosilicate glasses
[26, 109, 160, 163] allowed to assess the quality of the obtained fits. After-
wards, the more challenging deconvolution of phosphate-containing glasses
was studied for the glass series with constant 60mol% SiO2 (Figure 4.22).
While each spectrum of the phosphate-free glasses was deconvoluted individ-
ually, the evaluation of the entire glass series provided a means to judge the
22For the sake of simplicity, the other potential assignments of the phosphate bands (Table
4.3) were omitted here.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.21: Deconvoluted high frequency Raman spectra and residuals for
the glasses with 0mol% P2O5. (a) Si50P0. (b) Si60P0. (c)
Si70P0. Experimental data is presented in black, bands con-
tributing to the deconvolution in green and the sum curve of
the fitted model in blue. Band assignments are indicated.
physical consistency of the results. Depending on the variation of the start-
ing parameters, more than one mathematical solution was possible for each
of the glasses. The presented solutions (Figure 4.21) were chosen for yielding
consistency between the three glasses, as this implies that the three glasses
have very similar network structure, which is reasonable for metaluminous
glasses of constant ratio Al:Na=1. Also, the chosen fits matched with those
reported in the literature [26, 109, 160, 163], including similarly low residuals
and a similar remaining non-randomness of the residuals.
For the phosphate-containing glasses (Figure 4.22), the deconvolution with
five bands was less straightforward. Their spectra only showed two to three
visible bands, and the remaining hidden bands would therefore need to be
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.22: Deconvoluted high frequency Raman spectra and residuals
for the phosphate-containing glasses with 60mol% SiO2. (a)
Si60P2.5. (b) Si60P5. (c) Si60P6.25. (d) Si60P7.5. For Si60P0
see Figure 4.21b. Experimental data is presented in black,
bands contributing to the deconvolution in green (aluminosili-
cate bands) and orange (phosphate bands) and the sum curve
of the fitted model in blue. Band assignments are indicated.
rather weak, thus giving a large number of possible mathematical fits. A fit
that was consistent within the glass series and with the VV/VH data could
only be achieved when selecting the starting parameters within a narrow
window. This is undesirable, but within the given limit of selecting param-
eters manually no better result could be obtained during the time frame of
this thesis. For future deconvolution attempts, it might be beneficial to im-
plement an automated exploration of the starting parameter space; however
this may significantly increase the required computational time. Alterna-
tively, a more efficient model will have to be found, possibly by changing
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the peak shape. For example, the use of peak shapes with partial Lorentzian
and Gaussian character appears to be beneficial [9], whereas pure Lorentzian
peaks seem to yield less accurate fits [87, 194]. Further development of the
model is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis.
In spite of these limitations, a set of fits could be found (Figure 4.22) which
was consistent with the increasing phosphate content and with the reference
fit of glass Si60P0. For increasing P2O5 content, the three aluminosilicate
bands gradually decreased in intensity while the phosphate bands, especially
𝜈𝑠(Q2𝑃 ), increased in intensity. These results were considered to carry enough
physical validity to justify their further analysis.
All presented deconvolutions showed a good agreement between experimen-
tal data and fitted models (black and blue lines in Figures 4.21 and 4.22).
The residuals remained low, below 3% of the maximum spectral intensity.
They were more random for the phosphate-containing glasses than for the
phosphate-free ones. However, this is probably caused by their larger num-
ber of fitted bands. The highest non-randomness of the residual was found
for glass Si50P0 and may be caused by the luminescence that was typically
observed for this glass.
All deconvoluted bands of the phosphate-free glasses (Figure 4.23a) shifted
to higher wavenumbers with increasing silica content, matching similar ob-
servations for the measured IR and Raman spectra. For the glass series with
increasing phosphate content (Figure 4.23b), similar band shifts were found.
Here, the shifts were less pronounced, possibly owing to the different compo-
sitional changes. A discussion of the shifts with respect to glass composition
will follow in Section 4.8.
A direct comparison of the deconvoluted band positions with experimental
data was possible for the three bands which showed a clear maximum in the
experimental VV or VH spectra. These were Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 in the phosphate-free
glasses, 𝜈𝑠(Q2𝑃 ) and T2𝑠. A good agreement only occurred for the first two
bands, which were at VV maximum positions. In case of the VH maximum,
T2𝑠, the deconvoluted band positions were significantly lower than the exper-
imental positions and also their total shifts for changing composition differed.
Apparently the mathematical fitting of band T2𝑠 was imprecise, because the
band was hidden in the spectra used for deconvolution. Based on this, it is
concluded that deconvoluted band positions should be treated with caution
whenever shoulders or hidden bands are concerned. The deconvoluted band
position observed for Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 in phosphate-containing glasses with ≥ 5mol%
P2O5 remained roughly constant, with increasing error of the deconvolution.
This may originate from the same limitations of fitting hidden bands.
Also, the band positions of 𝜈𝑠(Q2𝑃 ) and Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 appeared to be equal for all
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.23: Positions (in cm−1) of the deconvoluted Raman bands (as-
signments indicated) depending on glass composition. (a)
Phosphate-free glasses and increasing SiO2 content. (b) Con-
stant 60mol% SiO2 and phosphate content increasing from 0 to
7.5mol%.
glasses with ≥ 5mol% P2O5. This is probably an artifact of the fitting pro-
cess and may indicate that the fitting parameters were not independent of
each other, even though no parameter constraints were exerted on individual
Gaussians. This could mean that five bands are too many for a fit of these
spectra, because only two to three of the five experimentally observed bands
are discernible from the envelope. Alternatively, the equal band positions
could indicate that Gaussian peaks are too simple for this fitting problem.
A test with peaks of mixed Lorentzian and Gaussian character [9] was, how-
ever, beyond the scope of this thesis.
Besides band positions, the individual areas of the deconvoluted bands are of
interest. In a simple glass with only one type of network former, their share
of the total fitted area is usually assumed to correspond to the fraction of
their respective structural groups within the glass [147]. This is not the case
for systems with several network formers as they differ in polarisability and
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.24: Relative areas of the deconvoluted Raman bands, in percent of
the sum of all band areas, depending on glass composition. (a)
Phosphate-free glasses and increasing SiO2 content. (b) Con-
stant 60mol% SiO2 and phosphate content increasing from 0 to
7.5mol%.
thus in Raman scattering cross-section, see e.g. p. 126 of ref. [121]. Actually,
also different Q groups differ in polarisability but this is sometimes ignored in
the literature. As regards the glasses in this thesis, phosphate groups have a
higher scattering cross-section than silicate or aluminate groups. Therefore,
no quantitative analysis of the different amounts of structural groups can
be derived from this deconvolution. Nevertheless, a comparison of relative
band areas may yield information on the glass structure or on the quality of
the deconvolution. For the sake of simplicity, the scattering cross-sections
of silicate and aluminate groups will be assumed to be roughly equal. They
will be treated together as aluminosilicate groups, following refs. [160, 163].
For phosphate-free glasses and increasing silica content (Figure 4.24a) the
relative areas of the bands corresponding to the high symmetry vibrations
Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 and Q
4,𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 decreased with respect to the band of the less symmet-
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Table 4.4: Relative area (in %) of the phosphate-related bands with respect
to the sum of all band areas from deconvolution.
Glass mol% P2O5
𝐴𝜈𝑠+𝜈𝑎𝑠(Q2𝑃 )
𝐴all bands
(%)
Si60P0 0 0 ± 0
Si60P2.5 2.5 5.2 ± 3.8
Si60P5 5 12.0 ± 2.1
Si60P6.25 6.25 14.2 ± 3.1
Si60P7.5 7.5 16.5 ± 4.6
ric T2𝑠 mode. At the same time, the area ratio between Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 and Q
4,𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙
changed. A structural interpretation of these observations is difficult. Chang-
ing symmetries could indicate a changing medium range order. More likely
though, the deconvoluted areas of T2𝑠 and Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 are not reliable because
of the abovementioned problem when trying to fit hidden bands. In a pre-
viously published deconvolution of metaluminous glasses [163], the relative
areas of Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 and T2𝑠 also seemed to arbitrarily change with glass compo-
sition, which may be owing to similar fitting difficulties. For the glass series
with increasing phosphate content (Figure 4.24b), the area ratio Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 /T2𝑠
increased. However, here the band areas have to be regarded as even less
reliable as five bands were fitted to spectra with only one clear maximum.
Therefore, no further deductions in terms of glass symmetry seem appro-
priate. Also, any interpretation of the relative band area of Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 will be
refrained from because its value, except for glass Si70P0, remained within
the limits of a large fitting error for both glass series (Figure 4.24).
Interestingly, for glass Si60P2.5 the errors of relative band area of Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 and
Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 were noticeably larger than for the other glasses. Also, in this glass
the relative areas of 𝜈𝑠(Q2𝑃 ) and 𝜈𝑎𝑠(Q2𝑃 ) were almost similar, whereas for
higher phosphate contents the area of 𝜈𝑠(Q2𝑃 ) always was about three times
that of 𝜈𝑎𝑠(Q2𝑃 ). Most probably, the fitting process was more ambiguous for
Si60P2.5 because the phosphate bands were still weak.
The further development of the two phosphate bands (Figure 4.24b) matched
the glass compositions, as their areas increased with increasing mol% P2O5.
Interestingly, the area ratio of the combined phosphate bands relative to the
sum of all fitted bands (Table 4.4) always was about two times the mol%
of P2O5 within the glasses, thus reflecting the high Raman scattering cross-
section of phosphate.
All deconvoluted bands presented here were rather broad, even though they
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matched with previously published bands on phosphate-free glasses. Espe-
cially the phosphate bands were expected to be higher but more narrow.
Constraining the bands to be more narrow may be beneficial for the physical
meaning of the band assignments [9]. This was initially tried but discon-
tinued because of convergence problems. A further improvement of this de-
convolution including more narrow bands is desirable, but will require more
elaborate work on the fitting process. The convergence problems may po-
tentially be avoided by only constraining the band width for the first few
fitting iterations. This may bring the fitted model close to a local minimum
of 𝜒2 which is associated with physically meaningful constraints. Then, the
constraints may be released for all following iterations, allowing the fitted
model to converge into said local minimum.
4.7 Polarisability and optical basicity
The molar electronic polarisability, 𝛼𝑚, calculated using the Lorentz-Lorentz
relationship (Equation 2.2), showed a pronounced increase with increasing
phosphate content (Figure 4.25a) and decreased with increasing silica
content (Figure 4.25b).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.25: Dependence of the molar electronic polarisability on glass com-
position. (a) Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol%
SiO2. (b) Increasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents
of 0mol% (black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.26: Dependence of the oxygen polarisability on glass composition.
(a) Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b)
Increasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents of 0mol%
(black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
The partial molar oxygen polarisability, 𝛼𝑂2− , was calculated from 𝛼𝑚,
removing the cationic contributions to polarisability (see Section 2.5).
The oxygen polarisability decreased both with increasing phosphate and
increasing silica content (Figure 4.26).
The theoretical optical basicity, Λ𝑡ℎ, calculated using Equation 2.1, rep-
resents an alternative measure of the electron density around the oxygen
atoms and decreased both with increasing phosphate content and increasing
silica content (Figure 4.27).
The molar electronic polarisability has a considerable impact on the
intensity of Raman scattering. The high frequency region of the VV Raman
spectra increased in intensity with increasing phosphate content in the
glasses with 60mol% SiO2 (Figure 4.12). This increase in intensity is not
only caused by the increasing phosphate content but also reflects the high
Raman scattering power of phosphate that originates from its polarisability.
Figure 4.25a confirms the intensity trend of the Raman spectra as the
molar electronic polarisability increased with increasing phosphate content.
Furthermore, the decrease in molar electronic polarisability with increasing
silica content (Figure 4.25b) is also reflected in decreasing intensities of the
VV Raman high frequency region with increasing silica content (Figures 4.13
and 4.14). For increasing silica content, more ionic Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra
are replaced by more covalent SiO4 tetrahedra. This means a reduction of
ionic bonding character. As a result, the electronic polarisability decreases,
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.27: Dependence of the optical basicity on glass composition. (a)
Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b) In-
creasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents of 0mol%
(black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
because in covalent bonds the electron density is more evenly distributed
between two atoms. Electron displacement by an external electromagnetic
wave will therefore be less pronounced.
The above argument about the degree of ionic bonding was supported by
the partial molar oxygen polarisability and the theoretical optical basicity.
Both properties showed a clear decrease with increasing silica and phosphate
content (Figures 4.26 and 4.27). This decrease corresponds to a shifting
character of the chemical bonds from ionic to covalent (see Section 2.5). For
the case of increasing silica content the increasing covalency is caused by
the substitution of SiO4 for Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra.
Interestingly, with increasing phosphate content up to 7.5mol%, the
decrease in the optical basicity was comparable to that observed for varying
the silica content over a range of 20mol%. This cannot easily be explained
by a simple withdrawal of Al3+ and Na+ ions from the glasses as was done
for the increasing silica content. Furthermore, with increasing phosphate
content the oxygen polarisability decreased while the molar electronic
polarisability increased (Figures 4.25a and 4.26a). The reason for phosphate
incorporation decreasing the degree of ionic bonding of oxygen and at the
same time increasing the electronic polarisability of the glasses may be
explained by the strong Lewis acid character of P5+ cations. As strong
electron acceptors they withdraw electron density from the surrounding
oxygen anions. This may be illustrated in the following way: The bridging
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oxygens within a PO4 tetrahedron are deprived of electron density and thus
can form more covalent bonds. The electron density that was withdrawn
from the bridging oxygens migrates towards the central P5+ ion and is
added to the delocalised electron system spanning from the P5+ ion over the
non-bridging oxygens of the tetrahedron. The increased delocalised electron
density adds to the overall electronic polarisability of the glass.
As oxygen polarisability and optical basicity are two different means
to probe the electron density around oxygen, an analysis of the relationship
between the two properties is worthwile. Duffy, one of the creators of the
optical basicity concept [40, 43–46], found an empirical relationship between
theoretical optical basicity, Λ𝑡ℎ, and oxygen polarisability, 𝛼𝑂2− , for oxide
glasses [41]:
Λ𝑡ℎ =
(3.133 𝛼𝑂2− − 2.868)
1
2
1.567 − 0.362 (4.1)
Equation 4.1 was first established for binary calcium silicate glasses [41] and
since then has been applied to further oxide glass systems [88, 244], including
simple aluminosilicate glasses [42]. For some coloured glasses the refractive
index cannot easily be measured. In that case, Equation 4.1 has been suc-
cessfully used to calculate electronic polarisability and refractive index from
optical basicity [244]. However, a study by Velli et al. on oxyfluoride glasses
showed that Equation 4.1 is not valid for all glass systems [235]. Also, Equa-
tion 4.1 is only strictly defined for optical basicities between 0.4 and 0.7 [41].
Fortunately, all glasses of the current study fell within that range.
All studied glasses matched well with Duffy’s equation for simple oxide glasses
(Figure 4.28). Minor deviations can only be seen under magnification (inset
of Figure 4.28). This result is interesting because higher deviations were
expected considering the complexity of different possible bond formations
between the three network formers and the sodium. Taking this as an indi-
cator for structural analysis, the overall treatment of the studied glasses as
altered (alumino)silicate glasses may be justified.
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Figure 4.28: Relationship between oxygen polarisability and optical basicity
for the studied glasses. The influence of compositional changes
is indicated by the grey arrow. The green dash-dotted line rep-
resents Equation 4.1 as reported by Duffy [41] for simple oxide
glasses. The inset shows a magnification of the studied com-
positional range. (Black squares) Glasses with 60mol% SiO2
and varying P2O5 content. (Orange circles) Glasses with
0mol% P2O5 and (blue triangles) glasses with 7.5mol% P2O5
and varying SiO2 content.
4.8 Vibrational shifts and bonding
The shifts of the infrared and Raman high frequency region were linked to the
changing ratios of the different network formers and the associated changes
of average bond force constant which are owing to different strengths of the
Al-O, Si-O and P-O bonds [167, 184]. While this correlation is established
for changing Al/Si ratio [109, 141, 150, 160], its expansion to include phos-
phorus is new and invites the study of shifts in more detail.
IR and Raman high frequency envelopes shifted to higher wavenumbers both
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with increasing SiO2 and P2O5 content (Figures 4.12 to 4.14). The cross-
polarisation analysis of Figure 4.18 suggests that all bands of the high fre-
quency envelope shifted, not just individual ones. This is also supported by
the results of Raman deconvolution (Section 4.6.5). This observation may
be explained by a change in the average force constant upon changing glass
composition if one assumes that all high frequency vibrations are coupled
with each other, i.e. if the different network formers are evenly distributed.
An even distribution of Si and Al atoms in phosphate-free metaluminous
glasses has been supported by X-ray scattering experiments [222]. The shift
of phosphate Raman bands for changing Al/Si ratio in Figures 4.12 and 4.14
suggests that phosphate is also linked to the aluminosilicate network.
However, the analysis of Figure 4.18 (p. 76) showed that the phosphate Ra-
man band J shifted less than the aluminosilicate band H. While only Q4
aluminosilicate units are expected in this glass system, the phosphate band
J was partially assigned to Q2𝑃 units. Owing to the reduced connectivity of
the Q2𝑃 unit to the network, frequency shifts of neighbouring aluminosilicate
units may have less influence on the vibrational frequency of the phosphate
band.
Interestingly, even in phosphate-free glasses not all bands shifted equally.
The VV Raman high frequency maximum I shifted much stronger with chang-
ing Al/Si ratio than the IR maximum g (Figure 4.13 and Table 4.3). The VV
Raman maximum corresponds to symmetric vibrations, the IR maximum to
antisymmetric ones. Apparently the symmetric vibrations were more affected
by the changing Al/Si ratio than the antisymmetric ones. Potentially not all
vibrational modes were equally shared between the different network formers.
Cicconi et al. [26] have suggested that aluminate tetrahedra in sodium alumi-
nosilicate glasses rather become Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤 units (smaller intertetrahedral bond
angle) than Q4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ units. Their Raman analysis was supported by earlier
molecular orbital calculations and X-ray scattering experiments [153], find-
ing that an increase in aluminium content in a metaluminous system would
decrease the average intertetrahedral bond angle. In infrared and VH Raman
spectra, the high frequency maximum corresponded to different bands than
Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤, which may explain why they shifted less with changing Al/Si ratio.
Considering the findings above, the shift of the high frequency envelope can-
not just be characterised by the shift of one band, but all bands should be
taken into account. This was solved by calculating the centre of gravity
(COG) of the high frequency envelope, after prior subtraction of a linear
baseline from the integrated region. The shift of the COG represents an av-
erage of the shifts of all individual high frequency bands. In order to verify if
the COG calculation is justified or if it oversimplifies the analysis of the band
shifts, the COG shift had to be correlated with an independent measure of
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.29: Shift of the centre of gravity (COG) of the high frequency en-
velope of IR (a) and Raman (b) spectra with respect to the
optical basicity. Dash-dotted lines are merely guides to the eye.
Blue triangles: 60mol% SiO2 and varying P2O5 content. Black
squares: 0mol% P2O5 and varying SiO2 content. Orange cir-
cles: 7.5mol% P2O5 and varying SiO2 content.
vibrational frequency. A simple correlation of the COG shift with Al/Si ratio
would neglect contributions by P and Na. In order to take all elements of
the glasses into account, the theoretical optical basicity was chosen as an al-
ternative measure of compositional change. Its link to the degree of covalent
bonding also allowed to further approach the notion of bond force constants
within this discussion. A decreasing optical basicity indicates a higher de-
gree of covalent bonding (see Section 2.5). Since the more covalent bond
is more directional, the bond strength along the bond axis increases [245].
This corresponds to a higher average bond force constant with decreasing
optical basicity, which should result in higher vibrational frequency of the
high frequency envelope.
Figure 4.29 shows an overview of the COG shift with variation of theoretical
optical basicity. All three glass series are shown together in one diagram
for infrared (4.29a) and Raman data (4.29b), but should first be discussed
separately. Depending on the glass series, a decrease in optical basicity cor-
responds to either increasing SiO2 or P2O5 content. For each series, Both
the IR and Raman high frequency centres of gravity shifted roughly linearly
towards higher wavenumbers with decreasing optical basicity. This matches
with the above reasoning that a reduced degree of ionic bonding should lead
to higher average bond strength and higher vibrational frequency.
Interestingly, the trends of IR and Raman COG shifts of all series almost fell
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onto one line. This is indicated by the grey, dash-dotted lines in Figure 4.29,
which are only meant to guide the eye and to highlight deviations. In case of
the Raman data (Figure 4.29b) the three glass series showed higher deviation
from a common slope. The reason for the deviating slopes of Raman data is
that the Raman high frequency envelope was subject to major changes upon
phosphate incorporation and shifts of the phosphate bands differed from the
aluminosilicate band shifts, thus also influencing the COG shift. The infrared
data appeared to agree better to a common slope (Figure 4.29a).
The good correlation between COG shifts of IR and Raman spectra with the
theoretical optical basicity confirms that the calculation of the COG shift
is a valid step to summarise the vibrational shifts of all glass components.
However, caution is required considering the coincidence of the trends of the
different glass series on one line. There are several limitations to the as-
sumption of a linear correlation between optical basicity and spectroscopic
shifts. First of all, a direct correlation between the changing average bond
strength and the shifts of vibrational frequencies may only be true in the
absence of network polymerisation changes. The only major depolymerisa-
tion in this thesis was found for increasing P2O5 content. However, depoly-
merisation should shift the high frequency envelope to lower wavenumbers
[144, 147, 152, 204, 209], not to the observed higher ones. The increasing
average bond strength caused by phosphate incorporation seems to outweigh
the influence of depolymerisation on the vibrational shifts. Depolymerisa-
tion may, however, be responsible for the deviation of the Raman COG shift
from the common line in Figure 4.29b. Another potential influence may be
the different Raman scattering cross-sections of the three network formers,
especially phosphate. The scattering power affects Raman band intensities,
so that the deviation of the phosphate band shifts has a larger contribution
to the COG calculation than contributions from aluminosilicate bands. This
may also explain why the IR data (Figure 4.29a) showed less deviation from
a common slope. The change in optical basicity may also be influenced by
the coordination numbers of the network formers, see refs. [46, 216, 253] and
p. 9 of ref. [25]. However, no coordination changes were detected by NMR
spectroscopy (Section 4.5).
To the knowledge of the author, no study so far has compared Raman or IR
high frequency shifts with optical basicity. Still, there is a model that success-
fully links certain vibrational band shifts to force constants and bond angles.
The central force model by Sen and Thorpe [196] was already mentioned
during the assignment of Raman bands (Section 4.6.3). In short, this model
describes the development of two broad bands that can be correlated with
the experimental low frequency and high frequency IR and Raman bands
in highly polymerised glasses [56, 196]. Interestingly, their model predicts
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that with increasing intertetrahedral bond angles and increasing bond force
constants, the high frequency band will shift to higher frequencies and the
low frequency band to lower frequencies. With regard to the results here,
the shift of the high frequency band agrees with the observed COG shifts
(Figure 4.29). The predicted shift of the low frequency region is interesting
for the discussion of glass densification which will follow in Section 4.10.2.
The model has also found application for calculation of bond angles and force
constants of metaluminous glasses, following the assumption that they still
resemble the fully polymerised network structure of vitreous silica [109, 194].
A key finding of those studies, supported by X-ray scattering [222], was that
an increasing Al/Si ratio results in a decreasing average bond force constant
and decreasing intertetrahedral bond angle [109, 194]. Although those stud-
ies did not consider optical basicity, their results are in qualitative agreement
with the argument for Figure 4.29 that links higher vibrational frequency to
higher bond force constants or lower optical basicity.
Nevertheless, the reason for the coincidence of the trends of the high fre-
quency COG over optical basicity for all three glass series remains unclear.
A reasonable next step would be to investigate this correlation for simple bi-
nary glass systems such as silicate and phosphate glasses. For these systems,
the polymerisation and network former coordination are well known, so that
their influence on the correlation between high frequency band shifts and
optical basicity may be analysed. Depending on the outcome of these inves-
tigations, more complex glasses from the aluminosilicate or silicophosphate
system may be tested. Based on that, the presented trends for phospho-
aluminosilicate glasses may become easier to interpret.
4.9 Elastic response
For glasses with constant 60mol% SiO2 and increasing phosphate content
(Figures 4.30 and 4.33a), 𝐺, 𝐾 and 𝐸 all decreased with increasing P2O5
content while 𝜈 remained roughly constant. For increasing silica content
in phosphate-free glasses (Figures 4.31 and 4.33b) as well as glasses with
7.5mol% P2O5 (Figures 4.32 and 4.33b), the trends were less unambiguous.
𝐺 remained roughly constant for both glass series with 0 and 7.5mol%
P2O5. 𝐾 and 𝐸 decreased with increasing silica content, regardless of the
phosphate content. However, the decrease in 𝐸 was weak. For 𝐾, on the
other hand, the decrease upon increasing silica content reached similar
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Figure 4.30: Comparison of elastic properties obtained by Brillouin spec-
troscopy (black squares) and ultrasonic echometry (blue circles)
for glasses with constant 60mol% SiO2 and varying phosphate
content. (From top to bottom line) Shear modulus (𝐺), bulk
modulus (𝐾), Young’s modulus (𝐸) and Poisson’s ratio (𝜈).
magnitudes as the decrease with increasing phosphate content. Poisson’s
ratio appeared to slightly decrease with increasing silica content.
Elastic properties obtained by ultrasonic echometry and Brillouin spec-
troscopy were in good agreement (Figures 4.30 to 4.32), reflecting the fact
that both probed the sound velocities. As an exception of this observation,
glass Si60P5 (5mol% P2O5 in Figure 4.30) typically showed higher values
of 𝐺, 𝐾 and 𝐸 for Brillouin spectroscopy than for ultrasonic echometry.
This is most probably an outlier of the Brillouin sample of Si60P5, because
all other data points followed a roughly linear trend. A Raman spectrum
measured on the same sample and same spot also showed an outlier of the
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Figure 4.31: Comparison of elastic properties obtained by Brillouin spec-
troscopy (black squares) and ultrasonic echometry (blue circles)
for glasses with constant 0mol% P2O5 and varying silica con-
tent. (From top to bottom line) Shear modulus (𝐺), bulk mod-
ulus (𝐾), Young’s modulus (𝐸) and Poisson’s ratio (𝜈).
frequency of phosphate band J (VV spectrum of Si60P5 in Figure 4.12,
p. 67). An EDX analysis of this sample showed no significant compositional
deviation with respect to the other glasses. However, the EDX and Brillouin
measurements were carried out on different areas of the sample. Therefore,
local compositional inhomogeneities may have led to the outlier.
The trends of nanoindentation modulus (Figure 4.33) agreed well with those
found by ultrasonic echometry and Brillouin spectroscopy. Here as well,
the sample with 5mol% P2O5 was off the trend, indicating an outlier. The
values of 𝐸 obtained from nanoindentation were systematically lower by up
to 5GPa than the values from the other two methods. The difference is
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of elastic properties obtained by Brillouin spec-
troscopy (black squares) and ultrasonic echometry (blue circles)
for glasses with constant 7.5mol% P2O5 and varying silica con-
tent. (From top to bottom line) Shear modulus (𝐺), bulk mod-
ulus (𝐾), Young’s modulus (𝐸) and Poisson’s ratio (𝜈).
small, however, and reflects differences in testing geometry as well as the
fact that nanoindentation can only probe surface properties, which may be
altered by contact with the atmosphere.
The absolute values obtained for the elastic properties agreed well
with literature data on phosphate-free metaluminous glasses. For glass
compositions Si50P0 and Si60P0, values of Young’s modulus from 72 to
74GPa have been reported (this thesis: 71 - 75GPa) as well as Poisson’s
ratios from 0.2 to 0.228 (this thesis: 0.213 - 0.233) [225, 239]. To the
knowledge of the author, no elastic properties have been reported so far
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.33: Dependence of the nanoindentation modulus on glass composi-
tion. (a) Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2.
(b) Increasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents of
0mol% (black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
on phospho-aluminosilicate glass compositions with relevance to this work.
Only peralkaline basaltic glasses with negligible phosphate contents of
0.2mol% have been investigated [116].
The decrease in 𝐸, 𝐺 and 𝐾 with increasing phosphate content (Figure 4.30)
may be interpreted as decreasing network polymerisation. Additionally,
the decrease may be correlated with a decreasing packing density upon
phosphate incorporation, as suggested by Makishima and MacKenzie [128].
According to Rouxel, the packing density shows a non-linear correlation
with elastic properties for a wide range of glass types [180, 181]. For
increasing silica content, the polymerisation should remain unchanged, at
least in the phosphate-free glasses. In case of phosphate-containing glasses,
interactions between Na, P and Al may slightly influence polymerisation,
as discussed in Section 4.6.4. If little to no change in polymerisation is
assumed then the elastic properties should remain largely constant. This
reasoning works well for 𝐺 and still in an acceptable way for 𝐸 (Figures 4.31
and 4.32). A clear contrast may be recognised between small changes of 𝐺
and 𝐸 upon increasing silica content, both for glasses with constant 0mol%
and 7.5mol% P2O5, compared to larger changes with increasing phosphate
content. However, the clear decrease in 𝐾 with increasing silica content
cannot be explained by constant polymerisation and neither can the small
decreases of 𝐸 and 𝐺.
The decreasing moduli may be explained by the decreasing packing density
of the two glass series with 0 and with 7.5mol% P2O5 (Figure 4.1, p. 52).
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Even though the molar volume remained constant, indicating constant
polymerisation, the decrease in packing density with increasing silica
content indicates an increase in free volume. A glass with more free volume
will be more compliant towards elastic deformation.
The changing degree of ionic bonding may not explain the decreasing moduli
with increasing silica content. The increasing silica content results in an
increasingly covalent bond character (Section 4.7). This should increase
the strength of individual chemical bonds and thus raise the elastic moduli,
which opposes the measured trends. Apparently the decreasing packing
density has a much higher influence on the moduli than bond strength.
To conclude, there may be several contributions to modulus changes, but
a change in packing density is the only one that may explain all measured
trends.
Poisson’s ratio remained constant with increasing P2O5 content (Figure
4.30) and thus decreasing polymerisation, even though Rouxel predicted an
increase in 𝜈 for decreasing polymerisation [180]. However, his data showed
wide scattering for highly polymerised glasses. Rouxel’s predictions also
include a decrease in Poisson’s ratio with decreasing packing density [180].
For the glass series with increasing phosphate content, the packing density
showed a clear decrease which cannot be correlated with the constant
Poisson’s ratio. However, the slight decrease in 𝜈 with increasing SiO2
content (Figures 4.31 and 4.32) coincides with the simultaneously decreasing
packing density, thus supporting Rouxel’s findings [180]. The lack of
change in 𝜈 with increasing phosphate content is mathematically justified,
considering that 𝜈 includes a division of 𝐸 by 𝐺 (Equation 2.13). As the
changes in 𝐸 and 𝐺 were very similar, no change in 𝜈 was to be expected.
As seen above and discussed in Section 2.8.1, the use of Poisson’s ratio in
the determination of glass structure is difficult. One additional observation
may be noted, though. Rouxel’s correlation between 𝜈 and packing density
[180] apparently worked for substitution of SiO4 for Na+[AlO4]− i.e. when
the overall amount of network forming ions did not change. The correlation
between 𝜈 and packing density did not succeed for the glasses with increasing
phosphate content. In this series, the overall amount of network forming ions
increased with increasing phosphate content, as NaAlO2 was substituted by
P2O5. However, whether the overall ratio of network formers to network
modifiers correlates well with 𝜈 needs to be tested over a much wider range
of glass compositions and systems and is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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4.10 Plastic response
4.10.1 Hardness
General trends from micro- and nanoindentation agreed well and yielded de-
creasing hardness values with increasing phosphate content (Figures 4.34a
and 4.35a). For increasing silica content (Figures 4.34b and 4.35b), hardness
remained roughly constant for both methods, regardless of the phosphate
content. However, Vickers hardness showed a slight decrease with increas-
ing silica content in phosphate-free glasses. The hardness values measured by
nanoindentation were always higher than the corresponding Vickers hardness
by approximately 1GPa. This may be ascribed to differences between the two
methods. Microhardness only probes plastic deformation while nanohardness
probes the combined plastic and elastic deformation, thus yielding higher
hardness values [165].
The decrease in hardness with increasing phosphate content can be ascribed
to lower network polymerisation, caused by P2O5 incorporation. The con-
stant hardness with increasing silica content may be explained by constant
network polymerisation upon substitution of SiO4 for Na+[AlO4]− tetrahe-
(a) (b)
Figure 4.34: Dependence of Vickers microindentation hardness on glass com-
position. (a) Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol%
SiO2. (b) Increasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents
of 0mol% (black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.35: Dependence of the nanoindentation hardness on glass composi-
tion. (a) Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2.
(b) Increasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents of
0mol% (black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
dra. However, Möncke et al. [143] have illustrated that polymerisation alone
may not always be sufficient to explain hardness trends. Lönnroth and Yue
[116] have noted a weak correlation between hardness and density in peral-
kaline aluminosilicate glasses. Here, compositional trends of hardness were
similar to those of 𝐸, thus also supporting a correlation of hardness with
packing density [128]. Such a correlation of hardness with packing density
was found for increasing P2O5 content, but not for increasing SiO2 content.
Instead, the constant hardness with increasing silica content could be corre-
lated with constant molar volume (Figures 4.1 and 4.35b). The decreasing
hardness with increasing P2O5 content (Figure 4.35b) was accompanied by
increasing molar volume. For the studied glass system, a large molar volume
appears to correlate with low hardness.
A similar decrease in hardness with increasing phosphate content up to more
than 8mol% has been reported by Tarragó et al. for basaltic glasses [220].
Zeng et al. [256] found hardness values between 5 and 5.5GPa for peralka-
line glasses with 5mol% P2O5. This range agrees with the Vickers hardness
of most phosphate-containing glasses of this thesis. The average Vickers
hardness values found for the phosphate-free glasses (6 - 6.3GPa) are in good
agreement with a value of about 6GPa reported by Tiegel et al. [225] for a
glass of Si60P0 composition. Other literature hardness values of metalumi-
nous glasses with various alkaline constituents ranged from 5.6 to 7.4GPa
[11, 206, 225].
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4.10.2 Densification
The values found here for Poisson’s ratio, 𝜈, ranged between 0.2 and 0.24.
Following the relationship between 𝜈 and plastic deformation mechanism
reported by Yoshida et al. [254] and Sellappan et al. [195], this indicates that
densification is the dominant plastic deformation mechanism. Additionally,
a portion of shear deformation may also be expected.
Application of Raman spectroscopy to densification analysis Changes
in the low frequency Raman region have been correlated with bond angle
changes and thus with density changes [29, 36, 56, 183]. Densification shifts
this region towards higher wavenumbers; however, the theoretical basis for
this correlation has only been strictly defined for one-component glasses such
as vitreous silica [56, 196]. The phospho-aluminosilicate glasses studied here
carry three different network formers, all of them possessing different Raman
scattering cross-sections. This may influence the Raman spectral shifts to
currently unpredictable degrees. Even so, in the past the analysis of densifica-
tion with Raman spectroscopy has not only been exercised on vitreous silica
[29, 70, 77], but also on soda-lime silicate glasses [36, 90], borosilicate glasses
[243] and aluminosilicate glasses [11, 172]. To the knowledge of the author, no
correlation between densification and Raman spectra has yet been published
for phospho-aluminosilicate glasses. All of the abovementioned studies cor-
related changes of the low frequency Raman region with densification. Even
the studies on borosilicate and aluminosilicate glasses have not tackled the
issue of having more than one network former. Instead, a phenomenological
approach has been chosen for these glass systems. As long as silica remained
the main network former, the shape of the low frequency Raman envelope
was close enough to that of vitreous silica to assume similar behaviour. The
same assumption will be considered valid for the phospho-aluminosilicate
glasses of this thesis, because of their high degree of polymerisation and the
clearly observable changes of the low frequency Raman region upon densifi-
cation.
Changes in the medium frequency region (Figure 3.4, Raman band F at
700 cm−1, [AlO4]− stretching) were not taken into account here. There was
no reason to assume a change in aluminium coordination upon Vickers in-
dentation that would affect Raman band F for a metaluminous composition.
The formation of higher-coordinated aluminium upon compression is likely
for peralkaline compositions but not for metaluminous ones [11, 74]. A weak
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intensity increase in the medium frequency region upon densification is as-
sumed to be caused by partial overlap with the low frequency bands instead.
Densification analysis A Raman map of a Vickers indentation (Figure 4.36,
colour indicates position of the centre of gravity) showed that there was
a clear shift of the low frequency centre of gravity (COG) towards higher
wavenumbers when comparing the indentation region (light blue to yellow)
with the non-indented glass (dark blue). The highest COG shift was found
in the centre of the indentation. The indentation centre was assumed to be
more densified than outer regions. This was also shown by Kassirbodon et al.
[90] using finite element simulation. The finding of highest COG shifts in the
indentation centre therefore supports the above argument that Raman spec-
tral shifts can be applied to quantify densification in phospho-aluminosilicate
Figure 4.36: Raman map of a Vickers indentation (load 981mN) on a selected
glass. Each pixel corresponds to one Raman spectrum. The
distance between two pixels is 1𝜇m, giving total dimensions of
31× 31𝜇m2. The colour code shows the position of the low
frequency centre of gravity for each pixel. The centre of the
indentation (yellow), which corresponds to highest densification,
displays the highest shift of the centre of gravity compared to
non-indented glass (dark blue).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.37: Shift of the low wavenumber centre of gravity (COG) upon Vick-
ers indentation (981 mN) for the studied glass compositions.
(a) Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b)
Increasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents of 0mol%
(black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles). Filled and empty
symbols refer to spectral processing routes with and without
Long reduction, respectively.
glasses.
Two different spectral processing routes were compared to assess the influ-
ence of spectral treatment on densification analysis (for details see Section
3.10.2). One route was a simple baseline correction, the other one addition-
ally involved the Long reduction (Equation 3.4). The absolute COG positions
typically differed by 30 to 40 cm−1 for the two different routes, but the cor-
responding COG shifts upon indentation differed by less than 4 cm−1 (filled
and empty symbols in Figure 4.37). As a conclusion, the Long reduction
does not seem to overly affect the evaluation of densification and both data
processing routes may be regarded as equally applicable.
For increasing phosphate content (Figure 4.37a), the COG shift seemed to
increase to a constant value for the baseline-treated data while the data ob-
tained after Long reduction showed a maximum of the COG shift for 5mol%
P2O5. Here, however, the decrease of the COG shift towards 7.5mol% P2O5
was low.
For increasing silica content (Figure 4.37b), the COG shift seemed to increase
non-linearly. The phosphate-free glass series showed a minimum of the COG
shift at 60mol% SiO2 for both processing routes. The minimum was within
the error range for the data that was not subjected to the Long reduction.
For the glasses with 7.5mol% P2O5, an increasing silica content led to an
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increase in the COG shift for both processing routes. The only exception
was an apparent minimum of the COG shift for the glass with 55.5mol%
SiO2 (Figure 4.37b, orange filled circles). This minimum was within the er-
ror range, though.
As an additional observation, an increase in phosphate content did not sig-
nificantly affect the COG shift for the glasses with 50mol% SiO2 (Figure
4.37b), regardless of the processing route.
The increasing COG shift upon phosphate incorporation in glasses with
60mol% SiO2 (Figure 4.37a) indicates higher densification upon indenta-
tion and may be explained by the lower packing density of the phosphate-
containing glasses (Figure 4.1, p. 52). When equally loaded, a less densely
packed glass should be more readily densified than a densely packed one.
This, however, does not explain why the COG shift remained unchanged for
the glasses with 50mol% SiO2 upon phosphate incorporation (Figure 4.37b),
despite decreasing packing density. Potentially, the deformation mechanism
changes with SiO2 content.
The non-linear trends of the COG shift with increasing P2O5 content (either
maximum trend or reaching of a constant value, depending on the process-
ing route, Figure 4.37a) may be related to increasing glass depolymerisation
upon increasing P2O5 content. As shown by Bechgaard et al. [11], the degree
of polymerisation may affect the deformation mechanism of aluminosilicate
glasses.
The increasing COG shift with increasing silica content may be explained
by the lower packing density of the high-silica glasses. The apparent non-
linearity of this trend towards lower silica contents (Figure 4.37b) may be
related to the observation that phosphate incorporation did not significantly
affect the COG shift of glasses with low silica content. Potentially, the non-
linearities may be caused by underlying changes of the deformation mecha-
nism. A more elaborate nanoindentation study may help to identify such a
change in deformation mechanism: One may study the pileup volume around
nanoindentations, which should become larger the more shearing and the less
densification is involved in the deformation [254].
4.11 Cracking response
Crack resistance did not show any trend for increasing phosphate content
(Figure 4.38a). Data scattered between crack resistances of 4 to 8N. By con-
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trast, two different trends could be found for the glasses with constant 0 and
7.5mol% P2O5 when increasing the silica content (Figure 4.38b). The crack
resistance of glasses with 0mol% P2O5 slightly increased with increasing si-
lica content. For the glasses with 7.5mol% P2O5, crack resistance decreased
markedly from 50 to 55.5mol% SiO2 and then decreased within the error
limit for further increasing silica content.
The slight increase in crack resistance with increasing silica content in
phosphate-free glasses confirms findings by ref. [73]. However, as the con-
cept of crack resistance is rather new [91], there is only little literature data
available on the crack resistance of aluminosilicate glasses. Bechgaard et al.
[11] have recently reported crack resistances between 1 and 3N for a glass
of Si50P0 composition. This is in agreement with the value found in this
thesis (3.1N). Unfortunately no literature data was found that could confirm
the trends of crack resistance upon increasing silica content with comparable
glass compositions. Also, there was no literature data available on the crack
resistance of phospho-aluminosilicate glasses.
The range of data scattering observed for increasing phosphate content (Fig-
ure 4.38a) is similar to the range spanned by the crack resistance trends for
increasing silica content (Figure 4.38b). Therefore, the apparent trends in
Figure 4.38b may be coincidental and will not be discussed further.
To improve reliability of crack resistance measurements, an even higher num-
ber of indentations would be needed to improve statistics. Also, atmospheric
(a) (b)
Figure 4.38: Dependence of the crack resistance on glass composition. (a) In-
creasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. Data scat-
tering is discussed in the text. (b) Increasing SiO2 content and
constant P2O5 contents of 0mol% (black squares) and 7.5mol%
(orange circles).
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humidity may affect the measurements and should be avoided by measur-
ing under protective atmosphere or vacuum. Moreover, cracks usually span
larger distances (several 𝜇m) than the phenomena governing the other prop-
erties measured in this study. Therefore, crack resistance is probably also
affected by sample inhomogeneity. Measures to increase glass homogeneity
should be taken to improve the reliability of crack resistance experiments
in spite of the high viscosity of the melts, such as using larger batches and
longer melting times.
4.12 Rate-dependent response
For increasing phosphate content (Figure 4.39a) the strain rate sensitivity
slightly increased. For both glass series with constant 0 and 7.5mol% P2O5
the strain rate sensitivity showed a maximum value in the range between 50
and 60mol% SiO2 (Figure 4.39b).
All resulting strain rate sensitivities in this thesis fit well within the rela-
tionship between strain rate sensitivity and Poisson’s ratio for glasses shown
by Limbach et al. [114]. The strain rate sensitivities ranged from 0.012 to
0.018 for 𝜈 values between 0.20 and 0.24, agreeing with similar values for
(a) (b)
Figure 4.39: Dependence of the strain rate sensitivity on glass composition.
(a) Increasing P2O5 content and constant 60mol% SiO2. (b)
Increasing SiO2 content and constant P2O5 contents of 0mol%
(black squares) and 7.5mol% (orange circles).
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soda lime silicate glasses [114]. These strain rate sensitivities are rather low,
yet common over many different glass systems [114].
The increasing strain rate sensitivity with increasing phosphate content (Fig-
ure 4.39a) may potentially be explained by the decreasing packing density
and network polymerisation upon phosphate incorporation. Both trends
should account for more free volume within the glass. This additional free
volume might allow atoms to undergo local displacement and therefore re-
act more easily when faced with sudden increases of indentation strain rate.
On the other hand, closely packed atoms cannot easily relocate upon strain.
Therefore any sudden increase in strain rate should lead to an immediate
material response in the form of a hardness increase.
Nevertheless, a complete structural explanation of the increased strain rate
sensitivity has to be more complex. For increasing silica content, the results
show no correlation between strain rate sensitivity and density. Here, the
non-linearity of strain rate sensitivity correlates with no other property mea-
sured in this thesis.
A tentative structural hint may be obtained from metaluminous minerals
of stoichiometry comparable to that of the phosphate-free glasses. Glass
Si50P0 has the same stoichiometric composition as the mineral nepheline
(NaAlSiO4). The composition of glass Si60P0 lies between nepheline and
jadeite (NaAlSi2O6), the latter corresponding to 66.67mol% SiO2. The
composition of glass Si70P0 lies between jadeite and albite (NaAlSi3O8),
with albite corresponding to 75mol% SiO2. The crystal structures of
nepheline, jadeite and albite are hexagonal, monoclinic and triclinic, respec-
tively, see e.g. the RRUFF mineral database, entries R040025.1, R050220 and
R040068.1 [106]. Potentially, the maximum in strain rate sensitivity upon
increasing silica content may correspond to an underlying change within the
glasses’ medium range structure which bears similarities to the change of the
corresponding crystal structure. However, this is a mere hypothesis. If there
really is a change in medium range structure then a supporting measure-
ment would be required. As a suggestion for further structural insight, the
rate-dependent mechanical response should be studied accompanied by an
in-situ structural probe. The strain rate sensitivity in metals is sometimes
correlated with a theoretical activation volume that is needed by the rate-
dependent deformation mechanism [6, 236]. In the past the densified volume
of glasses under indentation has been simulated and measured ex-situ by
analysing the pile-up volume around indentations [10, 182, 195, 254]. An
in-situ sampling of densified volume during strain rate jump tests might be
feasible using e.g. X-ray microscopy in combination with an indenter.
5
Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to examine the effect of phosphate on the me-
chanical properties of metaluminous aluminosilicate glasses with a particular
focus on the underlying changes in the structural setup. Three series of
glasses were prepared to investigate the effects of increasing phosphate con-
tent and variation of silica content in phosphate-containing glasses as well
as phosphate-free reference glasses. Glass synthesis was found to be feasible
without significant losses of P2O5.
All glasses were extensively characterised in terms of mechanical proper-
ties by measuring elastic properties and hardness with several experimen-
tal approaches each. Furthermore, densification, crack resistance and strain
rate sensitivity were studied. Apart from the mechanical properties, ther-
mal behaviour, density and refractive index were measured to aid in the
interpretation of structural changes. Glass structure was characterised by a
combined spectroscopic approach of infrared, Raman (parallel polarised and
cross-polarised) and solid-state NMR spectroscopy, the latter by a collabora-
tion partner. Interpretation of the glass structure was carried out following
the notions of network polymerisation, packing density and the degree of
ionic bonding.
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• The combined use of IR, Raman and solid-state NMR spectroscopy
showed that phosphate associated with both sodium and aluminium,
thus forming charge-balanced groups of depolymerised Q2𝑃 units
(metaphosphate) and fully polymerised Q4𝑃 units (Al-O-P bonds).
This is in agreement with previous studies on phosphate bonding in
metaluminous aluminosilicate glasses [62, 119, 146]. SiO4 and [AlO4]−
tetrahedra maintained their Q4 state.
The combination of infrared with VV and VH Raman spectra and
their respective information on group symmetry allowed to establish a
detailed band assignment for the glasses, which further paved the way
for the use of vibrational spectra in the analysis of densification and
ionicity. VV and VH Raman spectra also revealed that a phosphate
Raman band shifted less compared to aluminosilicate bands upon
compositional change. This was attributed to reduced coupling of
the Q2𝑃 groups to the rest of the network, owing to their NBO. The
observation that this phosphate band also shifted upon changing
silica content indicated that phosphate was incorporated into the
aluminosilicate network.
While IR and Raman spectroscopy could not distinguish between Q2𝑃
and Q4𝑃 groups, solid-state NMR provided a complementary approach
for their identification [161]. An even more detailed structural analysis
could be feasible by supporting the complementary spectroscopic
techniques with simulations of the vibrational spectra, as was already
done for other complex glasses [30].
• The incorporation of phosphate by substituting P2O5 for NaAlO2 was
assumed to increase molar volume and decrease polymerisation. The
molar volume increase was confirmed by density data, the decreasing
polymerisation by spectroscopy and by a strong decrease of the glass
transition temperature.
A simultaneous decrease of hardness was attributed partially to de-
creasing polymerisation and partially to increasing molar volume. Re-
fractive index and elastic moduli were also found to decrease, which
was mainly attributed to the decrease in density. However, the de-
creasing refractive index may also partially be caused by the formation
of Al-O-P bonds [37]. Furthermore, the degree of ionic bonding was
found to decrease with increasing phosphate content.
The significant decrease in T𝑔 will allow for easier processing of these
glasses when compared to phosphate-free aluminosilicate glasses. An-
other advantage is the fact that phosphate impeded glass crystallisa-
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tion. This was attributed to Al-O-P bond formation and thus inte-
gration of phosphate into the network structure, and is confirmed by
previous findings on the stability of phospho-aluminosilicate glasses
close to metaluminous composition [65].
• Variation of the silica content by substituting SiO4 for Na+[AlO4]−
was assumed to maintain nearly constant polymerisation. This was
confirmed by constant hardness and molar volume, and also by nearly
constant elastic moduli 𝐸 and 𝐺. Also the glass transition temperature
changed very little, indicating negligible change of polymerisation.
A slight decrease of all elastic properties, most pronounced for the bulk
modulus 𝐾, did not match the notion of constant polymerisation but
could be explained by decreasing packing density [181]. A decreasing
refractive index with increasing silica content could also be explained
by decreasing density.
The detailed changes of T𝑔 were more complicated, though, showing
an increase for phosphate-free glasses but a decrease for phosphate-
containing glasses upon increasing silica content. As the degree of ionic
bonding decreased with increasing silica content, the stronger covalent
character of chemical bonds in high-silica content glasses may explain
the slight increase of T𝑔 in phosphate-free glasses.
• The decreasing glass transition temperature with increasing SiO2 con-
tent in phosphate-containing glasses was interpreted as a competition
between aluminate and phosphate groups for charge-balancing sodium.
Such a competition may lead to slight changes of glass polymerisation
which, as a result, affect T𝑔. This interpretation was supported by a
shift of the far-infrared (FIR) sodium band, which indicated an asso-
ciation of sodium with phosphate for increasing SiO2 content. In the
glass series with increasing P2O5 content such a FIR band shift also
indicated increasing association of sodium with phosphate.
Interestingly, with increasing silica content in the phosphate-free glass
series the FIR band indicated weaker bonds between Na and its en-
vironment, even though no change in the charge-balancing role of Na
associated with Al was expected here. This may be explained by ionic
interactions between neighbouring Na+[AlO4]− tetrahedra. Such inter-
actions would become weaker with decreasing numbers of Na+[AlO4]−
groups upon increasing SiO2 content. This interpretation is tentative,
though, and may be tested by synthesising metaluminous glasses with
less than 50mol% SiO2. This would allow to investigate whether fur-
ther FIR shifts occur for glasses with a larger number of Na+[AlO4]−
than SiO4 tetrahedra.
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While many glass studies focussed on the network formers in glasses,
the interest in the role of alkaline ions in aluminosilicate glasses has re-
cently increased [110]. The successful linking of the FIR sodium band
in this thesis with the anomalous T𝑔 trend of phosphate-containing
glasses showed that a more detailed study of the role of alkaline ions
can yield advances in structural understanding. More insight could pos-
sibly be gained by studying Na-O bond length and Na coordination.
Also, a deeper investigation of the competition between aluminate and
phosphate for sodium is suggested. A quantification of the exact rel-
ative amounts of the various phosphate and aluminate species in the
glasses and their association with sodium would be required to fully
understand the interactions between the different network formers in
phospho-aluminosilicate glasses.
• The degree of ionic bonding was determined by calculating oxygen po-
larisability and theoretical optical basicity, showing that the degree
of ionic bonding decreased both with increasing P2O5 and increasing
SiO2 content. Furthermore, the relationship between optical basicity
and oxygen polarisability was found to follow Duffy’s empirical ex-
pression for simple oxide glasses [41]. This is remarkable considering
the complexity of the studied system with three network formers. The
calculation of oxygen polarisability and optical basicity required the as-
sumption of glass composition matching the nominal values. In future
work, the calculations could be supported by experimentally measuring
the optical basicity, using glasses containing probe ions such as Pb2+.
• One particularly interesting finding of this thesis was that optical ba-
sicity correlated with shifts of the high frequency bands of both IR
and Raman spectra. The spectral shifts were interpreted in terms of
changing glass composition, with P-O bonds increasing the average
bond strength of the glasses when compared to Si-O and Al-O bonds.
The observation that all high frequency bands shifted showed that the
three network forming species underwent vibrational coupling and in-
fluenced each other’s frequencies.
Optical basicity seems to take this averaged bond strength into account
by indicating changes from weaker ionic bonding to more directional
and thus stronger covalent bonding. The correlation between optical
basicity and vibrational shifts worked well over all three glass series,
with minor deviations mostly for the Raman spectral shifts.
So far, such shifts of high frequency IR and Raman bands have only
been linked to either the strength of a single bond type (P-O bonds
in phosphate glasses [167]) or to changing ratios of two network for-
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mers (Al/Si ratio in aluminosilicate glasses [32, 140, 194]). None of
these approaches can satisfactorily describe the situation in phospho-
aluminosilicate glasses. The new correlation with optical basicity may
be more versatile as basicity takes all glass components and their sto-
ichiometry into account. However, such correlation needs to be in-
vestigated for more simple glass compositions first, to verify its wider
applicability.
• The study of mechanical properties by indentation opened up the ques-
tion of plastic deformation mechanism. Based on Poisson’s ratio, the
deformation mechanism of the studied glasses should be mainly densi-
fication, with some contributions from shearing [195]. The glass den-
sification in Vickers indentations was investigated by determining the
corresponding centre of gravity shifts of the low frequency Raman spec-
tra. Glasses with lower initial density showed larger centre of gravity
shifts upon densification, indicating higher densification. However, the
results were non-linear over glass composition, which was tentatively
attributed to a change in deformation mechanism. To further verify
this, a study of the indentation volume pileup would be required to
estimate the relative contributions of densification and shearing to the
deformation of each glass [254].
• During mechanical analysis, the strain rate sensitivity and crack re-
sistance were also investigated, but left some unanswered questions.
While an increasing strain rate sensitivity with increasing phosphate
content may be related to the corresponding depolymerisation and de-
crease in density, a non-linear trend of strain rate sensitivity found for
increasing silica content could not yet be sufficiently explained. Con-
sidering that the determination of glass strain rate sensitivities is a
recent technique [114], a better understanding may be possible in the
future.
Crack resistance scattered widely upon increasing phosphate content,
rendering any interpretation in terms of composition pointless. Most
likely, this problem may be overcome by synthesising samples of higher
homogeneity and conducting the experiments under controlled atmo-
sphere.
As a final remark, the investigation of glasses from the model composition
SiO2 - Al2O3 - Na2O -P2O5 allowed to identify potential structural reasons
behind the observed property trends. New, complex interactions were found
which require further study, such as the competition between aluminate and
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phosphate for charge-balancing by sodium. Nevertheless, the findings in this
thesis provide a basis for tailoring thermal, optical and mechanical glass
properties by simply varying the P2O5 or SiO2 content. Furthermore, this
thesis presents the first comprehensive analysis of the mechanical properties
of metaluminous phospho-aluminosilicate glasses. The results may be useful
for engineering applications as well as for geoscientific studies with regard to
magmatic densification. So far, there is no comparable mechanical analysis
available for phospho-aluminosilicate glasses of peralkaline or peraluminous
compositions. An expansion of the presented dataset is thus desirable. The
non-metaluminous compositions may open up even more different structural
roles for sodium and aluminium.
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Appendix: Tabulated data
This appendix lists tabulated values for results that were presented in
graphical form throughout this thesis.
Table A1: Data overview for the glass transition temperature, T𝑔, and the
maximum position of the FIR band.
Glass T𝑔 FIR max.
(°C) (cm−1)
Si70P0 851 ± 5 158 ± 3
Si70P7.5 713 ± 5 204 ± 3
Si60P0 838 ± 5 166 ± 3
Si60P2.5 808 ± 5 169 ± 3
Si60P5 774 ± 5 173 ± 3
Si60P6.25 738 ± 5 174 ± 3
Si60P7.5 721 ± 5 182 ± 3
Si55.5P7.5 735 ± 5 176 ± 3
Si50P0 822 ± 5 182 ± 3
Si50P7.5 737 ± 5 174 ± 3
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Table A2: Data overview for density, 𝜌, molar volume, 𝑉𝑚, packing density,
𝐶𝑔, and oxygen packing density, 𝜌𝑜𝑥.
Glass 𝜌 𝑉𝑚 𝐶𝑔 𝜌𝑜𝑥
(g/cm3) (cm3/mol) (-) (g/cm3)
Si70P0 2.41 ± 0.01 27.64 ± 0.11 0.481 ± 0.002 1.158 ± 0.005
Si70P7.5 2.33 ± 0.01 30.56 ± 0.13 0.474 ± 0.002 1.165 ± 0.005
Si60P0 2.47 ± 0.01 27.89 ± 0.11 0.487 ± 0.002 1.147 ± 0.005
Si60P2.5 2.44 ± 0.01 28.86 ± 0.12 0.484 ± 0.002 1.150 ± 0.005
Si60P5 2.42 ± 0.01 29.75 ± 0.12 0.483 ± 0.002 1.156 ± 0.005
Si60P6.25 2.40 ± 0.01 30.18 ± 0.13 0.482 ± 0.002 1.160 ± 0.005
Si60P7.5 2.39 ± 0.01 30.70 ± 0.13 0.481 ± 0.002 1.159 ± 0.005
Si55.5P7.5 2.42 ± 0.01 30.73 ± 0.13 0.484 ± 0.002 1.158 ± 0.005
Si50P0 2.50 ± 0.01 28.42 ± 0.11 0.487 ± 0.002 1.126 ± 0.005
Si50P7.5 2.45 ± 0.01 30.88 ± 0.13 0.487 ± 0.002 1.153 ± 0.005
Table A3: Data overview for the position in cm−1 (pos.) and relative area
in % (area) of the deconvoluted high frequency Raman bands.
Glass T2𝑠 Q4,𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 Q
4,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
𝑆𝑖/𝐴𝑙 𝜈𝑠(𝑄2𝑃 ) 𝜈𝑎𝑠(𝑄2𝑃 )
Si70P0 pos. 983.4 ± 0.9 1085.0 ± 0.4 1165.0 ± 1.4 - -
area 26.7 ± 2.0 68.2 ± 4.6 5.0 ± 1.3 - -
Si60P0 pos. 959.4 ± 1.1 1045.1 ± 0.9 1140.6 ± 2.1 - -
area 16.7 ± 3.2 79.7 ± 8.5 3.6 ± 1.3 - -
Si60P2.5 pos. 960.4 ± 1.9 1050.7 ± 3.7 1146.7 ± 5.4 1058.0 ± 0.7 1201.6 ± 3.1
area 6.8 ± 3.0 79.3 ± 13.6 8.7 ± 5.8 2.8 ± 1.5 2.4 ± 2.3
Si60P5 pos. 965.0 ± 1.4 1057.6 ± 0.9 1164.5 ± 5.8 1057.6 ± 0.4 1209.7 ± 1.1
area 2.0 ± 0.4 78.1 ± 5.4 7.9 ± 1.3 8.8 ± 1.2 3.1 ± 0.9
Si60P6.25 pos. 969.3 ± 1.6 1062.4 ± 1.8 1166.0 ± 8.3 1062.4 ± 0.5 1213.2 ± 1.1
area 1.9 ± 0.5 73.6 ± 8.7 10.3 ± 2.2 10.6 ± 2.1 3.6 ± 1.0
Si60P7.5 pos. 973.3 ± 1.9 1064.9 ± 3.3 1163.5 ± 12.4 1064.9 ± 0.5 1215.4 ± 1.5
area 1.1 ± 0.4 70.8 ± 12.9 11.6 ± 4.1 12.0 ± 3.0 4.5 ± 1.6
Si50P0 pos. 932.6 ± 1.0 990.7 ± 0.8 1085.7 ± 3.0 - -
area 0.8 ± 0.1 84.1 ± 3.3 15.1 ± 1.6 - -
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Table A4: Data overview for the refractive index, 𝑛 (without units), at the
wavelengths 480, 546.1, 632.8 and 1300 nm.
Glass 𝑛480 𝑛546.1 𝑛632.8 𝑛1300
Si70P0 1.5007 ± 0.0005 1.4966 ± 0.0005 1.4944 ± 0.0001 1.4836 ± 0.0001
Si70P7.5 1.4824 ± 0.0010 1.4788 ± 0.0010 1.4773 ± 0.0020 1.4663 ± 0.0013
Si60P0 1.5109 ± 0.0005 1.5066 ± 0.0005 1.5036 ± 0.0001 1.4925 ± 0.0008
Si60P2.5 1.5048 ± 0.0005 1.5007 ± 0.0005 1.4967 ± 0.0005 1.4857 ± 0.0001
Si60P5 1.4985 ± 0.0003 1.4944 ± 0.0003 1.4913 ± 0.0001 1.4810 ± 0.0004
Si60P6.25 1.4954 ± 0.0005 1.4912 ± 0.0005 1.4884 ± 0.0002 1.4780 ± 0.0003
Si60P7.5 1.4924 ± 0.0005 1.4885 ± 0.0005 1.4864 ± 0.0007 1.4756 ± 0.0006
Si55.5P7.5 1.4966 ± 0.0005 1.4926 ± 0.0005 1.4898 ± 0.0002 1.4792 ± 0.0001
Si50P0 1.5212 ± 0.0005 1.5166 ± 0.0005 1.5130 ± 0.0001 1.5012 ± 0.0002
Si50P7.5 1.5018 ± 0.0003 1.4976 ± 0.0003 1.4953 ± 0.0008 1.4842 ± 0.0011
Table A5: Data overview for electronic polarisability, 𝛼𝑚, oxygen polarisa-
bility, 𝛼𝑂2− , theoretical optical basicity, Λ𝑡ℎ, and the centre of
gravity (COG) of the high frequency envelope of IR and Raman
spectra.
Glass 𝛼𝑚 𝛼𝑂2− Λ𝑡ℎ IR COG Raman COG
(Å3) (Å3) (-) (cm−1) (cm−1)
Si70P0 3.192 ± 0.013 1.550 ± 0.007 0.56 ± 0.01 1042 ± 6 1063 ± 6
Si70P7.5 3.425 ± 0.016 1.504 ± 0.007 0.51 ± 0.01 1090 ± 6 1089 ± 6
Si60P0 3.272 ± 0.013 1.580 ± 0.007 0.58 ± 0.01 1022 ± 6 1032 ± 6
Si60P2.5 3.346 ± 0.014 1.561 ± 0.007 0.56 ± 0.01 1038 ± 6 1053 ± 6
Si60P5 3.417 ± 0.014 1.541 ± 0.007 0.55 ± 0.01 1049 ± 6 1063 ± 6
Si60P6.25 3.450 ± 0.014 1.531 ± 0.007 0.54 ± 0.01 1057 ± 6 1070 ± 6
Si60P7.5 3.497 ± 0.015 1.528 ± 0.007 0.53 ± 0.01 1063 ± 6 1075 ± 6
Si55.5P7.5 3.522 ± 0.015 1.535 ± 0.007 0.54 ± 0.01 1053 ± 6 1066 ± 6
Si50P0 3.385 ± 0.014 1.627 ± 0.007 0.61 ± 0.01 997 ± 6 1000 ± 6
Si50P7.5 3.572 ± 0.015 1.553 ± 0.007 0.55 ± 0.05 1041 ± 6 1053 ± 6
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Table A6: Data overview for the elastic properties shear modulus, 𝐺, bulk
modulus, 𝐾, Young’s modulus, 𝐸, and Poisson’s ratio, 𝜈, mea-
sured by ultrasonic echometry (e), Brillouin spectroscopy (B) and
nanoindentation (n).
Glass 𝐺 𝐾 𝐸 𝜈
(GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (-)
Si70P0 e 29.2 ± 0.4 40.2 ± 1.6 70.5 ± 1.1 0.208 ± 0.011
B 29.5 ± 0.2 39.7 ± 0.4 71.0 ± 0.4 0.202 ± 0.002
n - - 68.3 ± 0.1 -
Si70P7.5 e 26.8 ± 0.5 33.8 ± 1.8 63.7 ± 1.2 0.186 ± 0.015
B 26.3 ± 0.2 34.0 ± 0.4 62.7 ± 0.4 0.193 ± 0.002
n - - 60.3 ± 0.2 -
Si60P0 e 29.6 ± 0.3 42.1 ± 1.4 71.9 ± 0.9 0.216 ± 0.008
B 29.3 ± 0.2 41.3 ± 0.4 71.0 ± 0.4 0.213 ± 0.002
n - - 68.9 ± 0.3 -
Si60P2.5 e 28.7 ± 0.4 40.6 ± 1.5 69.7 ± 1.0 0.214 ± 0.010
B 28.4 ± 0.2 40.6 ± 0.4 69.0 ± 0.4 0.216 ± 0.002
n - - 66.2 ± 0.3 -
Si60P5 e 27.5 ± 0.5 38.4 ± 2.1 66.6 ± 1.3 0.211 ± 0.015
B 28.4 ± 0.2 39.8 ± 0.3 68.9 ± 0.4 0.211 ± 0.002
n - - 66.2 ± 0.7 -
Si60P6.25 e 26.6 ± 0.5 37.4 ± 2.0 64.6 ± 1.3 0.212 ± 0.015
B 27.0 ± 0.2 37.4 ± 0.3 65.3 ± 0.4 0.209 ± 0.002
n - - 61.7 ± 0.3 -
Si60P7.5 e 25.9 ± 0.6 37.2 ± 2.4 63.1 ± 1.5 0.217 ± 0.018
B 26.2 ± 0.2 36.7 ± 0.3 63.5 ± 0.4 0.211 ± 0.002
n - - 60.0 ± 0.2 -
Si55.5P7.5 e 26.9 ± 0.5 38.3 ± 2.0 65.3 ± 1.3 0.216 ± 0.014
B 26.9 ± 0.2 37.9 ± 0.3 65.2 ± 0.4 0.213 ± 0.002
n - - 62.9 ± 0.4 -
Si50P0 e 29.8 ± 0.5 45.8 ± 2.0 73.5 ± 1.2 0.233 ± 0.011
B 30.6 ± 0.2 45.7 ± 0.4 75.1 ± 0.4 0.226 ± 0.002
n - - 72.2 ± 0.2 -
Si50P7.5 e 26.8 ± 0.4 39.6 ± 1.5 65.5 ± 1.0 0.224 ± 0.010
B 26.9 ± 0.2 39.4 ± 0.3 65.7 ± 0.4 0.222 ± 0.002
n - - 62.5 ± 0.1 -
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Zusammenfassung
Ziel dieser Arbeit war die Untersuchung des Einflusses von Phosphat auf
die mechanischen Eigenschaften von metalumischen Alumosilicatgläsern mit
besonderem Fokus auf zugrunde liegende strukturelle Änderungen. Drei
Glasreihen wurden synthetisiert um die Auswirkungen von steigendem P2O5-
Gehalt zu untersuchen, sowie auch die Auswirkungen von variablem SiO2-
Gehalt in phosphathaltigen und phosphatfreien Gläsern. Eine Synthese met-
alumischer Phospho-Alumosilicatgläser war ohne signifikante Phosphatver-
luste möglich.
Alle Gläser wurden umfassend auf ihre mechanischen Eigenschaften hin
charakterisiert, wobei für Härte und elastische Eigenschaften jeweils mehrere
Methoden Anwendung fanden. Außerdem wurden Verdichtung, Riss-
widerstand und Dehnratenabhängigkeit untersucht. Neben den mechani-
schen Eigenschaften der Gläser wurden auch Glasübergangstemperatur und
Kristallisation sowie Dichte und Brechungsindex bestimmt und zur wei-
teren strukturellen Interpretation herangezogen. Die Glasstruktur wurde
durch Kombination von Infrarot-, Raman- (VV: parallel polarisiert und
VH: kreuzpolarisiert) und Festkörper-NMR-Spektroskopie analysiert, letz-
tere durchgeführt von Projektpartnern. Die Interpretation der Glasstruktur
erfolgte nach den Prinzipien der Netzwerkpolymerisierung, der Packungs-
dichte und des ionischen Bindungsgrades.
• Die Kombination von Infrarot-, Raman- und NMR-Spektroskopie
zeigte, dass Phosphat sowohl mit Natrium als auch mit Aluminium in-
teragierte. Daraus ergaben sich ladungsausgeglichene Gruppen depoly-
merisierter Q2𝑃 -Einheiten (Metaphosphatgruppen) sowie vollständig
polymerisierter Q4𝑃 -Einheiten (Al-O-P-Bindungen). Die Silicat- und
Aluminatgruppen verblieben im Q4-Zustand.
Die komplementären Informationen zur Gruppensymmetrie aus
Infrarot- und Ramanspektroskopie ermöglichten eine detaillierte Ban-
denzuordnung für die untersuchten Gläser. Dies ebnete auch den
Weg für die weitere Verwendung der Spektren in der Analyse von
Verdichtung und Ionizität. Durch die Untersuchung von VV- und
VH-Ramanspektren zeigte sich, dass sich eine Phosphat-Ramanbande
bei Änderung der Glaszusammensetzung weniger stark verschob als
Alumosilicatbanden. Dies wurde einer verringerten Kopplung der Q2𝑃 -
Gruppen mit dem Rest den Netzwerks zugeschrieben. Diese Phosphat-
bande verschob sich auch bei Variation des SiO2-Gehaltes. Daraus ließ
sich schließen, dass Phosphat ins Alumosilicatnetzwerk integriert war.
• Eine Erhöhung des Phosphatgehaltes durch Austausch von NaAlO2
gegen P2O5 sollte gemäß Annahme das Molvolumen erhöhen und die
Polymerisierung reduzieren. Die Erhöhung des Molvolumens wurde
durch Messung der Dichte bestätigt, die reduzierte Polymerisierung
durch Spektroskopie sowie durch eine starke Abnahme der Glasüber-
gangstemperatur.
Eine gleichzeitige Abnahme der Härte wurde teilweise der ab-
nehmenden Polymerisierung zugeschrieben und teilweise dem
zunehmenden Molvolumen. Auch Brechungsindex und elastische
Moduln nahmen ab, was hauptsächlich mit der Abnahme der Dichte
begründet werden konnte. Die Abnahme des Brechungsindex kann
jedoch auch teilweise auf die Ausbildung von Al-O-P-Bindungen
zurückzuführen sein. Schließlich wurde mit zunehmendem Phosphat-
gehalt eine Abnahme des ionischen Bindungscharakters festgestellt.
Durch die starke Abnahme der Glasübergangstemperatur bei steigen-
dem Phosphatgehalt ergibt sich eine einfachere Verarbeitbarkeit im
Vergleich zu phosphatfreien Alumosilicatgläsern. Weiterhin wurde
beobachtet, dass Phosphat die Kristallisation erschwert. Auch dies
stellt einen Vorteil für die Verarbeitbarkeit dar und wurde der Integra-
tion von Phosphat ins Alumosilicatnetzwerk über Al-O-P-Bindungen
zugeschrieben.
• Bei Variation des SiO2-Gehaltes durch Austausch von [AlO4]−- gegen
SiO4-Tetraeder wurde angenommen, dass die Polymerisierung nahezu
konstant bleibt. Dies wurde durch annähernd konstante Werte von
Härte, Molvolumen sowie der elastischen Moduln 𝐸 und 𝐺 bestätigt.
Auch vergleichsweise geringe Änderungen der Glasübergangstempera-
tur bei Variation des SiO2-Gehaltes deuteten auf nur geringe Änderung
der Polymerisierung hin.
Eine leichte Abnahme der elastischen Eigenschaften, allen voran𝐾, bei
steigendem SiO2-Gehalt konnte nicht über konstante Polymerisierung
erklärt werden aber über die gleichzeitig abnehmende Packungsdichte.
Auch eine Abnahme des Brechungsindex bei steigenden SiO2-Gehalt
konnte mit der abnehmenden Dichte begründet werden.
Die Änderungen von T𝑔 waren allerdings komplizierter. In phosphat-
freien Gläsern nahm T𝑔 mit zunehmendem SiO2-Gehalt leicht zu, in
phosphathaltigen Gläsern nahm T𝑔 jedoch leicht ab.
Der ionische Bindungsgrad nahm für steigenden SiO2-Gehalt ab. Die
stärker kovalenten Bindungen in Gläsern mit hohem SiO2-Gehalt sind
eine mögliche Erklärung für die leichte T𝑔-Zunahme in phosphatfreien
Gläsern.
• Die Abnahme von T𝑔 in phosphathaltigen Gläsern bei steigendem
SiO2-Gehalt wurde als Konkurrenz zwischen Aluminat- und Phos-
phatgruppen um Ladungsausgleich durch Natrium interpretiert. Eine
solche Konkurrenz kann potentiell zu leichten Änderungen der Poly-
merisierung führen und damit T𝑔 beeinflussen. Diese Interpretation
wurde durch eine Verschiebung der Natriumbande in Ferninfrarotspek-
tren (FIR) unterstützt, die auf zunehmende Assoziation von Natrium
mit Phosphat bei steigendem SiO2-Gehalt hindeutete. Eine vergleich-
bare Verschiebung der FIR-Bande zeigte auch in der Glasreihe mit
ansteigendem Phosphatgehalt eine zunehmende Assoziation von Na-
trium mit Phosphat an.
Interessanterweise deutete die FIR-Bandenverschiebung in phosphat-
freien Gläsern auf eine schwächere Bindung von Na bei steigendem
SiO2-Gehalt hin, obwohl hier keine Änderung der ladungsausglei-
chenden Rolle von Na gegenüber Al zu erwarten war. Dies wurde
mit ionischen Wechselwirkungen zwischen benachbarten Na+[AlO4]−-
Tetraedern begründet. Solche Wechselwirkungen sollten mit ab-
nehmender Anzahl an Na+[AlO4]−-Tetraedern bei steigendem SiO2-
Gehalt schwächer werden. Diese Interpretation behält jedoch vorläu-
figen Charakter. Zu ihrer weiteren Untersuchung müssen noch met-
alumische Gläser mit einem Überschuss an Na+[AlO4]−- über SiO4-
Tetraedern synthetisiert und auf ihre FIR-Bande hin untersucht wer-
den.
Die erfolgreiche Verknüpfung des anomalen T𝑔-Verlaufs mit der FIR-
Natriumbande zeigte auf, dass eine detailliertere Untersuchung der
Rolle der Alkalikationen neue Einblicke in die Glasstruktur gewähren
kann. Hier bietet sich für die Zukunft noch eine Untersuchung der
Na-O-Bindungslänge und der Na-Koordination an, ebenso wie eine
genauere Untersuchung der Konkurrenz zwischen Phosphat- und Alu-
minatgruppen um Natrium.
• Der ionische Bindungsgrad wurde über die Berechnung von Sauer-
stoffpolarisierbarkeit und theoretischer optischer Basizität abgeschätzt.
Sowohl mit zunehmendem P2O5-Gehalt als auch mit zunehmendem
SiO2-Gehalt nahm der ionische Bindungsgrad ab. Außerdem deckte
sich die Beziehung zwischen Sauerstoffpolarisierbarkeit und optischer
Basizität mit einem etablierten, empirischen Ausdruck für einfache
Oxidgläser. Im Hinblick auf die Komplexität des untersuchten Systems
mit drei Netzwerkbildnern ist dies bemerkenswert. Für die Berechnung
von Sauerstoffpolarisierbarkeit und theoretischer optischer Basizität
war die Annahme nötig, dass die Glaszusammensetzung den nominellen
Werten entspricht. Diese Berechnungen könnten in Zukunft durch ex-
perimentelle Bestimmung der optischen Basizität an Gläsern, die Ionen
mit entsprechender Sondenfunktion enthalten, wie etwa Pb2+, unter-
stützt werden.
• Interessanterweise ließ sich eine Korrelation zwischen theoretischer op-
tischer Basizität und Verschiebungen der Hochfrequenzbanden von
IR- und Ramanspektren feststellen. Die Bandenverschiebungen wur-
den über Änderungen der Glaszusammensetzung erklärt, wobei P-O-
Bindungen die durchschnittliche Bindungsstärke der Gläser im Ver-
gleich zu Si-O- und Al-O-Bindungen erhöhten.
Diese durchschnittliche Bindungsstärke wird offenbar gut durch die
theoretische optische Basizität wiedergegeben. Dies kann dadurch er-
klärt werden, dass die optische Basizität Änderungen von schwächerer
ionischer Bindung zu gerichteter und damit stärkerer kovalenter
Bindung beschreibt. Die Korrelation zwischen optischer Basizität und
den Bandenverschiebungen gelang über alle drei untersuchten Glasse-
rien hinweg.
Bisher wurden solche Frequenzverschiebungen in IR- und Ramanspek-
tren nur über die veränderliche Stärke eines einzelnen Bindungstyps
erklärt (P-O in Phosphatgläsern) oder über veränderliche Verhält-
nisse zwischen zwei Netzwerkbildnern (Al/Si-Verhältnis in Alumosi-
licatgläsern). Beide Ansätze greifen bei den komplexeren Phospho-
Alumosilicatgläsern zu kurz. Die neue Korrelation mit der opti-
schen Basizität könnte sich als flexibler herausstellen, da die Basizität
alle Glaskomponenten sowie deren Stöchiometrie berücksichtigt. Um
die weitere Verwendbarkeit dieser Korrelation zu prüfen müssen je-
doch zunächst weitere, einfachere Glaszusammensetzungen auf deren
Gültigkeit hin untersucht werden.
• Die Untersuchung der mechanischen Eigenschaften über Indentierung
warf die Frage nach dem plastischen Deformationsmechanismus auf.
Ausgehend von der Poissonzahl sollte der Deformationsmechanismus
der untersuchten Gläser überwiegend Verdichtung sein, mit zusätz-
lichen Beiträgen durch Scherung. Die Glasverdichtung in Vickers-
eindrücken wurde untersucht indem damit zusammenhängende Ver-
schiebungen der Niedrigfrequenz-Ramanspektren bestimmt wurden.
Gläser mit niedrigerer Ausgangsdichte zeigten höhere Verschiebungen,
was auf stärkere Verdichtung hindeutete. Die Ergebnisse waren aller-
dings nichtlinear über der Glaszusammensetzung. Dies wurde vorläu-
fig einer Änderung des Deformationsmechanismus zugeschrieben. Um
diese Zuordnung zu verifizieren und die relativen Beiträge von Verdich-
tung und Scherung zu bestimmen könnte eine Studie des aufgestauten
Materialvolumens am Rande der Indentierungen geeignet sein.
• Im Rahmen der mechanischen Charakterisierung wurden auch die
Dehnratenabhängigkeit und der Risswiderstand untersucht, hinter-
ließen aber offene Fragen. Eine Zunahme der Dehnratenabhängigkeit
bei steigendem P2O5-Gehalt konnte mit einer Abnahme der Dichte und
einer Depolymerisierung erklärt werden. Dagegen ist ein nichtlinearer
Verlauf der Dehnratenabhängigkeit bei steigendem SiO2-Gehalt noch
nicht zur Genüge verstanden.
Der Risswiderstand zeigte große Streuung bei zunehmendem P2O5-
Gehalt, weshalb eine Interpretation im Hinblick auf die Glaszusam-
mensetzung zwecklos war. Dieses Problem kann höchstwahrscheinlich
durch die Herstellung von Proben höherer Homogenität behoben wer-
den, sowie durch Ausführung der Experimente unter kontrollierter At-
mosphäre.
Zusammenfassend ist anzumerken, dass die Untersuchung von Gläsern der
Modellzusammensetzung SiO2 - Al2O3 - Na2O -P2O5 die erfolgreiche Identi-
fikation struktureller Hintergründe der gemessenen Eigenschaftsverläufe er-
möglichte. Allerdings wurden auch neue, komplexere Wechselwirkungen ent-
deckt, die Anlass zu weiteren Untersuchungen geben, wie etwa die Konkur-
renz zwischen Aluminat- und Phosphatgruppen um Natrium. Dennoch
legen die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit eine Grundlage für das Maßschneidern
thermischer, optischer und mechanischer Glaseigenschaften durch simple
Variation von P2O5- und SiO2-Gehalt. Außerdem stellt diese Arbeit die
erste umfassende Analyse der mechanischen Eigenschaften metalumischer
Phospho-Alumosilicatgläser dar. Die Ergebnisse sind potentiell von Nutzen
für künftige Ingenieuranwendungen sowie für geowissenschaftliche Studien
zur Magmaverdichtung. Für peralkalische und peralumische Phospho-
Alumosilicatgläser sind bisher keine derart detaillierten mechanischen Ana-
lysen verfügbar. Eine Erweiterung der hier gezeigten Datensätze auf diese
Zusammensetzungen ist daher erstrebenswert. Die nicht-metalumischen
Zusammmensetzungen könnten dabei noch weitere mögliche strukturelle
Rollen für Natrium und Aluminium aufwerfen.
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